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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Exploiting Self-Assembly

The rise of nanotechnology has promised the development of novel materials with special prop-
erties. Yet, designing such materials de novo is far from easy. In nature, complex materials - e.g.
silk fibrils, plant cell walls, exoskeletons - are generally the result of biological self-assembly
processes. Self-assembly is likely to provide the most succesful strategy toward building a
wide variety of nanostructures [1, 2]. Wikipedia, the first resort when in need of a straight-
forward explanation, defines self-assembly as a “process in which a disordered system of pre-
existing components forms an organised structure or pattern as a consequence of specific lo-
cal interactions among the components themselves, without external direction” [3]. Molecular
self-assembly is governed by weak, non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding, π-π-
stacking and van der Waals forces. While these forces are relatively weak, in general the self-
assembling molecules can still get trapped in undesired conformations hampering the design of
self-assembling materials.

In the last decade, researchers in the field of material science have come to realise the promise
amyloid-like protein fibrils hold as nanomaterials [4–6]. The main attractive features of these
fibrils are that they are biocompatible and biodegradable, they are extremely strong [7] and they
form through self-assembly of their peptide-based building blocks. The self-assembly behaviour
of these peptides is remarkably robust to modifications of the building blocks, enabling the
design of smart, functionalised materials. Moreover, the building blocks can be modified to
induce environmental sensitivity. This way, self-assembly will only happen in response to an
environmental trigger (pH, temperature) and/or the self-assembled structure disintegrates as a
result of a change in environment. Potential applications for these materials include self-healing
coatings, tissue engineering, generation and degradation of scaffolds for cellular growth, drug
delivery and controlled drug release [2, 5].

In order to facilitate the design of such peptide-based nanomaterials it is crucial to be able to
predict the structures as well as the kinetics of the self-assembly process. This means that a de-
tailed understanding of the physico-chemical principles underlying the process of self-assembly
of these peptides is essential.

As amyloid fibril formation has been studied extensively, the remainder of this chapter is
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largely devoted to providing a background on amyloid fibrils, their discovery, structure and
formation. Subsequently, some promising examples of amyloid-inspired biomaterials will be
discussed. We will end this chapter outlining the aim of this thesis as well as the approaches
used.

1.2 Natural Amyloids

Amyloid fibrils - long, insoluble, ordered fibrils with a typical cross-β X-ray diffraction pattern -
are best known for their implication in numerous diseases, commonly referred to as amyloidoses
[8, 9]. In the early 1900s, Alois Alzheimer - a German psychiatrist and neuropathologist - was
the first to show the amyloid structures making up the senile plaques found in the brains of
patients diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease [10]. Later similar structures were identified for
other diseases including Parkinson’s, type II diabetes and Huntington’s (see table 1.1). Years of
research have shown that amyloidosis can be systemic or localised and sporadic or hereditary.
Amyloid deposits can be formed extracellularly or intracellularly. The proteins associated with
the various diseases differ markedly in both sequence, length and native structure, ranging from
natively disordered proteins to proteins with a well-defined secondary structure [11].

Protein Species Disease or function
Aβ human Alzheimer’s disease
IAPP human Type II diabetes
α-synuclein human Parkinson’s disease
Huntingtin human Huntington’s disease
Prion protein sheep, cow, human Spongiform encephalopathies (e.g. BSE)
Insulin human Injection-localised amyloidosis
γ-crystallin human Cataract
β2-microglobulin human Hemodialysis-related amyloidosis
Transthyretin (TRR) human Senile systemic amyloidosis
Tau protein human Alzheimer’s disease and Pick’s disease
Curlin E. coli Mediate binding to inert surfaces/host proteins
Silk fibroin B. mori (silkworm) Protect oocyte
Spider silk all spiders Web frame and reinforcement, prey capture
Urep2 (prion) S. cerevisiae Promote uptake from poor nitrogen sources
Sup35p (prion) S. cerevisiae Confer new phenotype PSI+
Rnq1 (prion) S. cerevisiae Confer new phenotype RNQ+
HET-s (prion) P. anserina Trigger programmed cell death
Pmel17 human Melanin formation

Table 1.1: A far from complete overview of naturally occurring amyloid-forming proteins. Above the
dividing line disease-related amyloid forming proteins are listed, below the line functional
amyloids. For a more exhaustive list we refer to refs. [11] or [12].

For a long time, the fibrils were thought to be the main causative agents in amyloidoses. This
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view was supported by the fact that fibrils isolated from diseased brain tissue are toxic to cul-
tured neuronal cells [13–15]. However, more recently experimental evidence has accumulated
indicating that not the mature fibrils but their precursors, low-molecular-weight oligomers, are
the main pathological agents [12, 16–19]. This suggests that the fibrils may be formed as a way
of getting rid of the toxic oligomers.

In the past decade, researchers have identified an increasing number of naturally occuring
proteins assembling into amyloid fibrils with functional rather than disease-related properties
(see table 1.1) [12,20,21]. These non-disease related amyloids have remarkably diverse functions.
One of the first discoved were the curli fibrils produced by E. coli [22]. These fibrils form a coat on
the surface of the bacteria which protects them against various anti-microbial agents and gives
them surface adhesion and invasion capacities [23, 24]. A completely different functionality is
found in yeast, where prion proteins are used to confer novel phenotypes [25–28]. A recent
study showing that mammals store many hormones as amyloid deposits within their secretory
glands [29] illustrates the fact that functional amyloid formation must be highly regulated.

Figure 1.1: Hierarchical structure of spider silk. At the macroscopic level a web consisting of bundles
of silk fibrils is observed. Zooming in shows the crystalline hydrophobic blocks embedded
in the amorphous phase made by the hydrophilic domains. Zooming in even further reveals
that the hydrophobic nano-crystals consist of β-strands held together by hydrogen bonds.

Another example of functional amyloid-like fibrils is well known from every-day life: silk.
Silk is produced by spiders and by insects of the order Lepidoptera (butterflies, moths and
mites) to fullfill a range of functions including nest building, web formation, egg protection and
structural roles in cocoon formation [30, 31]. The most extensively studied silks are those of
the B. mori silkworm - which has been used to make for instance luxury fabrics, medical su-
tures and parachutes - and the dragline silk of N. clavipes. Silk proteins can be seen as natural
block copolymers: large, hydrophobic domains are interspaced with smaller, hydrophilic do-
mains. The hydrophobic domains consist mainly of poly(Gly − Ala) or poly(Ala) repeats, the
latter being more common in spider silks. Upon spinning the hydrophobic domains form or-
dered nano-crystals which are structurally similar to amyloid fibrils. The crystalline domains
are embedded in an amorphous matrix formed by the hydrophilic domains (see fig. 1.1). The
crystalline regions provide strength to the fribril, whereas the amorphous regions provide ex-
tensibility. Altering the conditions under which the silk fibers form (for instance temperature,
pH, pressure, reeling speed) allows for very tight control of its structural and mechanical prop-
erties [30, 32–34] thereby enabling the production of the optimal silk for a given purpose.
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1.3 Amyloid-like Fibril Structure

For a long time a section entitled “fibril structure” would have started with a statement like
“amyloid fibril structures cannot be determined in detail at a molecular level as they are not
crystalline and are too large to be studied by solution NMR spectroscopy” [12]. Until a few years
ago, the only structural information available came from imaging techniques like transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and X-ray fibre diffraction. [35]. All
amyloid fibrils have a so-called cross-β X-ray diffraction pattern with an intense peak corre-
sponding to the interstrand distance of 0.47 nm and another peak corresponding to the packing
distance between two sheets (typically 0.6-1.1 nm). Experiments indicate that the fibrils consist
of 2 to 6 protofilaments, each 2 to 5 nm in diameter, twisting together to form rope-like fibrils
with a length of several tens of nanometers [36, 37]. In each protofilament, the proteins or pep-
tides form β-strands running perpendicular to the fibril axis. Recent advances in application
of solid state NMR (ssNMR) to fibrils [38–40] and successes in growing nano- or microcrystals
of small amyloidogenic peptides for X-ray diffraction [35, 41, 42] have provided a number of
high-resolution structures of amyloid fibrils.

The structures of the fibrils formed by small peptides confirm the long-established view
that the protofilaments are made of β-sheets with individual strands running perpendicular to
the fibril axis and hydrogen bonds running parallel to the fibril axis. The β-sheets associate
via side-chain packing, where the facing side-chains of two sheets form a dry “steric zipper”
interface [35]. Fig. 1.2 shows the different classes of steric zippers.

Which class is preferred by a certain peptide or protein depends on the sequence [43]. In
general, parallel orientation of the strands is preferred as this allows for the most efficient pack-
ing in interface formation. Anti-parallel arrangements become more attractive when charged
residues are present. Face-to-face or face-to-back and up-up or up-down arrangements depend
mainly on how the exposed hydrophobic surface can be most efficiently minimised.

Solid state NMR has been applied to larger fibril-forming proteins and peptides. The re-
sulting structures reveal two main classes: the standard cross-β structures and the β-solenoid
structures (also termed β-helix). Both are β-sheet based sructures but they differ in the exact
fold of the monomeric peptides within the fibril. Fibrils formed by the Aβ peptide (1-40 or 1-42)
are an example of the first class [38, 39, 44]. As shown in Fig. 1.3a, the individual peptides form
a strand-turn-strand hairpin, where the strands interact through their sidechains. Individual
hairpins align and interact through hydrogen bonds to form a fibril with strands running per-
pendicular to the fibril axis. Two such fibrils stack through the formation of a dry steric zipper
interface as was observed for the fibrils formed by short peptides. An example of the second
class is found in the fibrils formed by the HET-s prion protein [40,45]. Here, the individual pep-
tides form a triangular structure with a dry hydrophobic core formed by the sidechains. These
triangles stack to form a β-solenoid as shown in Fig. 1.3b.

Although less well known than the β-hairpin or β-sheet, β-solenoids are not all that uncom-
mon in nature. The most striking example may come from certain insect antifreeze proteins
(AFP) [46]. Antifreeze proteins adsorb to a growing ice front thereby introducing local curva-
ture. This curvature makes it thermodynamically unfavourable for water molecules to attach to
the ice lattice, thus effectively lowering the freezing temperature. It was found that insect AFPs,
which form a β-helix, are much more active than the α-helical fish AFPs [47].
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Figure 1.2: The eight possible classes of steric zippers in amyloids as classified by Sawaya et al. [35]. The
β-strands within a sheet can be oriented parallel or anti-parallel. Two identical sheets can
stack either face-to-face or face-to-back, where face-to-face means that the same faces interact
to form the steric zipper interface. Furthermore, both sheets can have the same edge of their
strands up (up-up) or one up and one down (up-down). Note that out of eight possible
classes, only five have been observed so far. For these five classes typical peptide sequences
are listed.
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8: Structural models for A 1- 40 fibrils with F19/L34 internal quaternary contacts, C2z symmetry, and either STAG(
2) stagger (c, d). Models were generated by a restrained molecular dynamics and restrained energy minimization protocol,

(a) (b)

Figure 1.3: Fibril structure of the (a) Aβ peptide [44] and the (b) HET-s prion protein [40] as elucidated
with ssNMR. Both structures consist of β-strands running perpendicular to the fibril axis.
However, in the case of Aβ individual peptides form a hairpin-like structure resulting in a
standard cross-β structure for the fibril. On the other hand, in the case of the Het-s prion
individual peptides form a triangle resulting in a β-solenoid fibril.

So far, only structures with a parallel orientation of β-strands within one sheet have been
observed for fibrils formed by larger peptides.

1.4 Fibril Formation

Soon after their discovery in relation to disease, it was proposed that the fibrillar state could
in fact be an energetically stable alternative for the native state in many, if not all, proteins. In
1935 the British biophysicist William Astbury observed the cross-β diffraction pattern typical for
amyloid fibrils when experimenting on denatured albumin proteins in poached egg white [48].
He speculated that all proteins could have a fibrous state as well as a globular state. Indeed,
since Astbury’s pioneering work it has been shown that, when removed from their native tem-
perature or pH, numerous globular proteins converted to fibrils and the idea that depending on
the conditions most proteins can form amyloid fibrils is now widely accepted.

These observations indicate that polypeptide aggregation is part of an extended picture of
protein folding [49]. Most proteins fold to a well-defined native state after synthesis or after
denaturing in experiments. Folding has to happen within a biologically relevant timescale and
usually takes between µs and minutes. This is much faster than can be expected for a random
search through all accessible configurations, a concept commonly referred to as Levinthal‘s para-
dox [50].

Experiments and simulations indicate that protein folding is, in fact, a highly cooperative
and sequential process [51]. The conformational space available to a polypeptide under given
conditions is often visualised using a free energy landscape [52,53] (see for example Fig. 1.4). For
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Figure 1.4: Free energy landscape including both folding and aggregation. On the left, structures rep-
resenting states available in certain wells are shown in the landscape. On the right, possible
pathways linking these different states are indicated [49].

small, fast-folding peptides, the free energy landscape resembles a funnel that rapidly guides
the peptide towards the native state. Larger polypeptides generally have a more rugged free
energy landscape that includes on- and off-pathway partially folded states. Overall, two main
mechanisms for single domain protein folding are distinguished [54]: the diffusion-collision
mechanism and the nucleation-condensation mechanism (see Fig. 1.5). In the diffusion-collision
mechanism secondary structure elements form fast and are (meta)stable. These elements dif-
fuse around until they encouter each other and form the native structure. In the nucleation-
condensation mechanism, the native state can only be reached through the formation of a fold-
ing nucleus (TS).

Above a critical protein concentration, the free energy landscape is further complicated as
polypeptides can interact and form assemblies and, eventually, amyloid-like fibrils as indicated
by the darker grey part of the landscape in Fig. 1.4. Fibril formation can follow various routes
as indicated on the right in Fig. 1.4. Generally, the polypeptide has to be partially unfolded [11]
to enable specific intermolecular interactions necessary for oligomerisation. For natively un-
folded (intrinsically disordered) proteins this means that a partially folded conformation is in-
volved [11, 55]. For folded proteins this means that fibril formation occurs via partial unfolding.
These partially folded conformations (I) can assemble into ordered (OA) or amorphous aggre-
gates (AA) which can subsequently rearrange to form a fibril, either directly or via an oligomeric
intermediate (O). However, the polypeptide may also form ordered or amorphous aggregates
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Figure 1.5: The two main mechanisms of protein folding and free energy landscapes associated with
them [54]. In the left window, U refers to the unfolded state, N to the native state and TS
to the transition state. In the right window, Q refers to the reaction coordinate and F to the
free energy. In the diffusion-collision mechanism (left, top route) secondary structure ele-
ments form fast and are (meta)stable. They diffuse until the native structure is found. In
the nucleation-condensation mechanism (left, bottom route) a folding nucleus (TS) has to be
formed before the native state can be reached. On the right, the folding free energy land-
scape of the diffusion-collision mechanism (top) changes into the free energy landscape of the
nucleation-condensation mechanism (bottom) depending on the stability of the secondary
structure elements.

directly from the unfolded state. Also, the native-to-fibril transition may occur through the for-
mation of native-like oligomers which subsequently undergo structural rearrangement to form
amyloid-like protofibrils [12, 56]. Besides on-pathway oligomers, also off-pathway oligomers
can be formed [12].

The free energy landscape for a given polypeptide sequence depends largely on the environ-
ment. Changes in polypeptide concentration, pH, salt concentration, temperature etc. affect the
landscape significantly and can shift the free energy minimum towards the fibril state as was
proposed by Astbury [48].

The kinetics of fibril formation is generally considered as a nucleation-and-growth process.
The nucleation step involves the formation of a small, energetically unfavourable aggregate
called a nucleus or seed. Once this nucleus is formed, fibril growth proceeds downhill. Nucle-
ation is often the rate-limiting step in this process, resulting in a lag phase which can be observed
experimentally. Seeding (adding preformed nuclei) the experimental sample has been observed
to shorten this lag phase or even abolish it, proving the importance of nucleus formation [57].
The absence of a lag phase does not necessarily mean that no nucleus is formed, but rather that it
is no longer the rate-limiting step in conversion from a soluble protein to an amyloid-like fibril.

Once a stable fibril has formed, growth is thought to occur by incorporating one peptide
monomer at a time [58]. This is a two-step process referred to as the “dock-lock” mechanism
[58–61]. In the first step, the monomer binds reversibly to the fibril. This docking step is followed
by locking of the peptide. In this last step the peptide changes conformation to commensurate
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with the underlying fibril template, thereby optimising its binding to the fibril.

1.5 Amyloid Fibrils as Novel Nanomaterials

Over the past years, amyloid-like fibrils have been a source of inspiration for material scientists:
they are strong, they have a well-defined nanostructure that results from self-assembly and they
can be modified to engineer-in functionality. As the amyloid-like fibril seems to be a common
alternative stable state for many - if not all - polypeptides many potential building blocks are
available that may be suited for different applications. We will now discuss some promising
examples of amyloid-inspired materials.

One of the earliest examples of functionalised amyloid fibrils comes from the Lindquist
group [62]. They genetically modified an amyloid forming sequence from the yeast Sup35p
prion in such a way that it displayed a surface-accessible cysteine residue. Once these peptides
have self-assembled into fibrils they can be coated with silver or gold by exposure to silver or
gold enhancement solutions. The resulting wires have excellent electronic properties and can
be used in nano-electronic circuits [62]. Another elegant example uses a fibril-forming fragment
of transthyretin (TRR) to drive the assembly of chromophores [63]. The chromophores are at-
tached to the C-terminus of the peptide and are incorporated into the fibril in a concentration
dependent ratio. As the selected chromophores promote resonance energy transfer, the resulting
system mimics natural light-harvesting structures in capturing and transporting light.

For most potential applications it would be useful if fibril formation and/or degradation
is controlled by environmental factors. Therefore many studies have aimed to engineer-in such
dependence. For example Schneider and coworkers have engineered pH, ionic strength, UV and
temperature dependence into the fibril formation mechanism of a designed peptide [64–67].

pH 7

pH 2

Figure 1.6: The process of fibril formation in silk-based block copolymers. At neutral pH, both the hy-
drophilic blocks (light grey) and the silk-based block (dark grey) are soluble, random coils.
Once fibril formation is triggered - in case of the Glu-containing silk-based blocks by lowering
the pH - the silk-based blocks fold into an amyloid-like structure with high β-content. There
structures stack to form the core of the fibril, while the hydrophilic blocks remain soluble and
form a corona around this core.

Although it is possible to design peptides with specific fibril formation mechanics [64–67],
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many studies to date employ modified versions of naturally occurring amyloids [62, 63, 68]. An
extensively studied set of systems belonging to this last group are the silk-based block copoly-
mers [69–72]. Typically, the silk-based block in these copolymers consists of many repeats of the
sequence ((Gly−Ala)nGly−X), where n determines the strand length and X is typically a bulky,
hydrophilic amino acid that disrupts the tight fibroin-like packing promoted by the Gly − Ala
repeats. Fibril formation can be made pH-dependent if X can be (de)protonated. For instance,
if glutamate is chosen as residue X, fibrils will only form at low pH when the Glu sidechain is
protonated [70, 71]. The silk-based block is attached to hydrophilic blocks, which prevent ran-
dom aggregation. It should be noted that the silk-based blocks fold into a structure resembling
an amyloid fibril. These structures stack to form micrometer long fibrils or tapes as illustrated
in figure 1.6. These fibrils form dilute gels with a surprisingly high stiff modulus [71], and as
such are promising candidates for novel materials like artificial tissue.

1.6 Aims and Outline of this Thesis

In order to facilitate the design of amyloid-inspired nanomaterials, detailed understanding of
the self-assembly mechanism is crucial. While experimental approaches are well-suited to study
the final structures formed by the designed polypeptides under several conditions, they do not
yield direct insight into the mechanism of fibril formation on a molecular scale. On the other
hand, computational approaches, most notably all-atom molecular dynamics simulations, can
in principle be used to study these processes at molecular resolution. Molecular dynamics sim-
ulations are well suited to study biomolecular systems with large collective motions.

In this thesis we will employ molecular simulations in order to gain insight into the pro-
cesses involved in fibril formation. As illustrated in Figs. 1.1 and 1.6, fibrils are hierarchical
structures covering a range of scales going from peptides (≈ 2 nm), oligomers (≈ 1-10 nm) to
fibrils and fibers (≈ 1 to 100 µm). The hierachical nature of these systems necessitates a multi-
scale modelling approach [73].

The general idea of multiscale modelling is shown in Fig. 1.7. Each system with its corre-
sponding length- and time scale has a natural description level, going from very detailed for
small systems to highly coarse-grained for large systems. The gain in time- and length scale are
thus offset by a loss in resolution.

Multiscale modelling can be either concurrent or hierarchical. For certain systems it would
be interesting to use two description levels simultaneously in a hybrid simulation. For instance
using a quantum level description for the active site of an enzyme while simulating the rest
of the protein at atomistic resolution in a so-called QM/MM simulation or using an atomistic
description for the peptide of interest and a coarse-grained description for the environment. Al-
though such hybrid schemes can be very useful for certain systems, they are not straightforward
to implement [74]. Therefore, to date, most multiscale modelling studies involve a hierarchical
scheme, rather than a concurrent scheme. In hierarchical multiscale modelling, the system is
simulated at one description level in one simulation and at another level in a different simula-
tion. The results at the different levels can subsequently be integrated into one coherent picture.

Apart from changing the description level, it is possible to reach longer timescales for a
certain system size and description level through the combination with rare event methods.
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Figure 1.7: Multiscale approach. Different time and length scales have their own natural description
level, indicated by the diagonal elements. The off-diagonal elements offer methods to reach
longer time scales (rare event methods) or larger system sizes (QM/MM or AA/CG hybrid
methods).

Rare event methods are essential to overcome the high free energy barriers causing the long
time scales in complex systems.

Chapter 2 aims to provide the necessary background understanding of the simulation meth-
ods used in this thesis.

The rest of this thesis is divided into two parts. In Part 1 (Chapters 3-6) we will focus on
hierarchical multiscale modelling of the silk-based block copolymers developed by Martens et
al. [71]. Crucial experimental input - such as AFM and TEM imaging, small angle X-ray scatter-
ing (SAXS) and circular dichroism (CD) - for this system is provided by the Physical Chemistry
and Colloid Sciences group of Wageningen UR. The experiments use a silk-based block with
the sequence ((Gly − Ala)3Gly − Glu)48 flanked by hydrophilic collagen-based blocks of ap-
proximately 200 amino acids per block. Lowering the pH will neutralise the charge of the Glu
sidechain triggering folding and assembly of the silk-based blocks. The hydrophilic flanks do
not change conformation in response to a change in pH and remain water-soluble. Their main
role is in limiting random aggregation of the silk-based blocks.

In Chapter 3 the structure of the silk-based block under fibril-forming conditions is studied.
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We show that the structure of the silk-based block is solvent-dependent: in aqueous solution
the silk-based block forms a β-roll whereas in methanol a flat β-sheet is preferred [75]. These
simulations required the high accuracy obtained with an atomistic description. In order to keep
atomistic simulations feasible, we did not take the hydrophilic blocks into account and simu-
lated a smaller (but representative) silk-based block.

To obtain insight into fibril formation and the effect of the hydrophilic blocks, a coarse-
grained description is necessary as atomistic simulations of such huge systems are not feasible
with the currently available computer power. Chapter 4 discusses the strategy we used to de-
velop such a coarse-grained force field for our system. While the resulting force field may not
be directly transferable to other systems, the strategy we outlined can easily be applied to other
systems when a coarse-grained force field needs to be developed.

In Chapter 5 we use all-atom and coarse-grained simulations in combination with enhanced-
sampling methods to gain insight into the self-assembly mechanisms of the block copolymers
at different levels. The contribution of the silk-based block is studied in detail using all-atom
simulations, whereas the coarse-grained force field is used to study the effect of the hydrophilic
blocks.

Due to the ruggedness of the folding free energy landscape, our approach so far does not
allow us to start with a completely unfolded polymer and follow the entire folding and assem-
bly process. As folding and assembly are likely to be intertwined it is crucial to simulate this
entire process. In Chapter 6 a lattice model Monte Carlo approach is used to study folding and
assembly of the silk-based block with and without flanking hydrophilic blocks. Lattice models
are very efficient compared to off-lattice models, thereby enabling simulation of one or more
completely unfolded polymers to elucidate the interplay between folding and assembly.

Part 2 (Chapter 7) of this thesis deals with the dynamical process of attachment of peptide
monomers to a growing amyloid-like fibril. The system under study is the LV EALY L hep-
tapeptide derived from the peptide hormone insulin. Such small peptides are often studied
as representatives for their full-length counterpart but are also attractive building blocks for
amyloid-inspired biomaterials. The system is relatively small allowing for a full-atom descip-
tion. We employ rare-event methods, most importantly transition path sampling, to elucidate
key steps in docking and locking of the peptide with the fibril template.
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Chapter 2

Simulation Methods

In this thesis, several molecular simulation techniques have been used. The aim of this chapter
is to provide the necessary backgound for these techniques. We will start with a description of
standard molecular dynamics (MD). Next, the use and development of force fields is discussed.
Starting with atomistic force fields, we will move on to discuss coarse-graining strategies. The
remainder of the chapter is devoted to methods that aim to enhance sampling. In this section, we
will discuss umbrella sampling, steered MD, replica exchange MD and transition path sampling
in more detail.

2.1 Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics (MD) integrates Newton’s equations of motion numerically to evolve a
system in time.

F (t) = ma(t) (2.1)

a(t) =
dv(t)

dt
(2.2)

v(t) =
dr(t)

dt
, (2.3)

where F is the force on a particle, m the mass of the particle, a its acceleration, v its velocity, r
its position and t the time. If one knows the potential energy (V ) as a function of the positions
of the particles, the forces

F (t) =
dV (r(t))

dr
, (2.4)

acting on each particle at a given time t can be calculated. A numerical integration algorithm
can be used to find the positions and velocities of all particles at the next timestep t + ∆t. This
procedure can be repeated for the desired amount of steps to obtain a trajectory.

Proper algorithms conserve total energy and are time reversible. Many such algorithms
exist and the most commonly used algorithms include the leapfrog [76] and velocity Verlet [77]
algorithms, both based on the original Verlet method.
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GROMACS [78,79], the package used for all atomistic scale simulations in this thesis, makes
use of the leapfrog algorithm. In this algorithm [76] positions and velocities are calculated half
a time step after each other: i.e. they make ‘leapfrog’ jumps over each other. If the positions are
known at integer time steps, the velocities are defined at half-integer time steps:

v(t+
1

2
∆t) =

r(t+ ∆t)− r(t)
∆t

(2.5)

v(t− 1

2
∆t) =

r(t)− r(t−∆t)

∆t
. (2.6)

The following expressions are used for updating the positions and velocities [76]:

r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + v(t+
1

2
∆t)∆t (2.7)

v(t+
1

2
∆t) = v(t− 1

2
∆t) +

F (t)

m
∆t. (2.8)

It is characteristic for the leapfrog algorithm that the velocities and total energy are not known
at the same time as the positions and forces. When using the velocity Verlet algorithm, velocities
and positions are obtained simultaneously:

r(t+ ∆t) = r(t) + v(t)∆t+
F (t)

2m
∆t (2.9)

v(t+ ∆t) = v(t) +
F (t+ ∆t) + F (t)

2m
∆t. (2.10)

CM3D [80], the simulation package we used for our coarse-grained simulations, employs the
velocity verlet algorithm.

MD samples the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble. The use of thermostats, such as the Nosé-
Hoover [81, 82] or Andersen [83] thermostats enable simulation in the canonical (NVT) ensem-
ble. Constant pressure simulations are also possible by using a barostat, e.g. the Parrinello-
Rahman barostat [84].

The systems studied with MD simulations are small (boxsizes in the order of nm). A problem
with these finite system sizes is that boundary effects can severely affect the simulation results.
Using periodic boundary conditions (PBC) is a good solution to avoid these finite size effects
[85]. Simply put, the simulation box is surrounded with virtual copies of itself to mimick an
infinite system. Provided that the box is large enough with respect to the range of the potential,
we can adopt the minimum image convention: each atom interacts with the nearest atom or
image in the periodic array. The exception here is the coulomb interaction between particles,
for which special techniques are required (e.g. Ewald summation) as will be discussed in the
next section. Using periodic boundary conditions limits the allowed box shapes to those that are
space filling. The simplest example is the cubic (or rectangular) box. Truncated octahedron or
dodecahedron boxes are more efficient as the amount of solvent decreases with approximately
30%.
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2.2 Atomistic Force Fields

Simulations of biomolecular systems usually employ (semi-)empirical force fields to describe
the potential energy and forces between atoms. Parameterization is based on both quantum
mechanical calculations and experimental data. In the case of proteins several such force fields
have been developed over the years, including AMBER [86], CHARMM [87], GROMOS [88] and
OPLSAA [89]. For a more extensive discussion of commonly used force fields in biomolecular
simulations we refer to Ref. [90].

The basic form of a force field is

Vtot = Vbon + Vnb, (2.11)

where Vbon refers to all bonded (or covalent) interactions and Vnb refers to all non-bonded (non-
covalent) interactions in the system,

Vbon =
∑
bonds

1

2
kijb (rij−r0

ij)
2+

∑
angles

1

2
kijka (θijk−θ0

ijk)
2+

∑
dihedrals

1

2
kijkld (1+cos(nφijkl−φ0

ijkl)) (2.12)

Vnb =
∑
LJ

kij

(CAij
rij

)12

−
(
CBIJ
rij

)6
+

∑
el

qiqj
4πε0rij

. (2.13)

As indicated in equation 2.12 the bonded interactions include bond lengths, bond angles and
torsion (or dihedral) interactions (see Fig. 2.1). Bond and angle contributions are approximated
by harmonic potentials whereas the torsions are described by a cosine function to account for
periodicity. Parameters defining the bonded part of the force field are the force constants kijb ,
kijka , kijkld for the bond lengths rij between atoms i and j, angles θijk between atoms i, j and
k and torsion angles φijkl between atoms i, j, k and l respectively, in combination with their
corresponding equilibrium distances r0

ij , angles θ0
ijk and torsion angles φ0

ijkl.
The non-bonded interactions (eq. 2.13) include van der Waals interactions, Pauli repulsion

and electrostatic interactions, which scale as r−6, r−12 and r−1 respectively. For the non-bonded
interactions the sums run over i and j > i + 3. The van der Waals interaction and the Pauli
repulsion are often combined and modelled by a 6-12 Lennard-Jones potential with parameters
CAij and CBij corresponding to respectively the repulsion and attraction between atoms i and
j. A Coulomb potential is used to model the electrostatic interactions. Here qi and qj are the
partial charges of particles i and j and ε0 is the dielectric constant. Except for the Coulombic
term, which falls off with r, all interactions in the force field decay within the boxsize. The
electrostatic interactions, however, have to be calculated between atoms in the box as well as in
the periodic images. In most MD packages available today this problem is solved by using the
Particle Mesh Ewald method [91, 92]. In this approach the electrostatic interactions are divided
in a short-ranged and a long-ranged contribution. The first is summed directly in real space. The
long-ranged contribution is calculated in Fourier space and for further speed-up, the particles
are put on a grid (mesh).

In biomolecular simulations accurate treatment of the aqueous environment is essential.
There are several water models available among which SPC [93], TIP3P [94] and TIP4P [95]
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Figure 2.1: Interactions in a force field. On the left are the bonded interactions as included in eq. 2.12 and
on the right are the non-bonded interactions (eq. 2.13).

are the most commonly used. Both SPC and TIP3P are three-site models. Due to a difference in
the tetrahedral angle (109.47◦ and 104.5◦ respectively) their charge distributions differ slightly.
TIP4P is a four-site model employing an extra negative charge placed on a dummy atom in
order to improve the electrostatic distribution around the water molecules. As most protein
force fields have been developed in conjuction with a specific water molecule (e.g. AMBER,
CHARMM with TIP3P, OPLS also with TIP4P, GROMOS with SPC) it is best to avoid making
other combinations.

To enhance the efficiency of MD simulations the fast vibrational degrees of freedom can
be constrained, allowing for larger timesteps. Commonly used methods to enforce these con-
straints are SETTLE [96], SHAKE [97], RATTLE [98] and LINCS [99]. These methods all employ
the method of Lagrange multipliers to enforce the constraints and differ only in how the corre-
sponding system of equations is solved. Another way to enhance efficiency is to use a multi-
timestep approach, where faster degrees of freedom are evaluated more frequently than slower
degrees of freedom. An example of this is the RESPA algorithm [100]. GROMACS uses SETTLE
and LINCS for constraints, whereas CM3D opts for the RESPA approach.

Although there are many MD packages available we have used GROMACS (versions 3 and
4 [78, 79]) for all our all-atom simulations, because of its efficiency. For the coarse-grained sim-
ulations we have used the CM3D package [80] as this allowed for more freedom in employing
user defined potentials.
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2.3 Coarse-graining

With the currently available computer power it is possible to simulate proteins in explicit sol-
vent (typical system size in the order of 105 particles) for several hundreds of nanoseconds up
to microseconds. However, many relevant processes involve larger macromolecular complexes
and/or longer timescales. Coarse-graining, in other words using a simplified force field, pro-
vides a way to access the desired time- and length scales. In a coarse-grained force field the
number of degrees of freedom is reduced by lumping several atoms together into representative
beads which interact via a simplified potential. Molecular or Langevin dynamics can be used to
propagate the forces.

Over the past years many different coarse-grained force fields have been developed for pro-
tein systems. The Go-model [101], developed in the 1970s specifically to study protein folding,
is still among the most popular coarse-grained models. In this model a protein is represented
by a chain of one-bead amino acids interacting through simplified attractive or repulsive non-
bonded interactions that are biased towards the native configuration. Assuming that the energy
landscape for protein folding can be described by a weakly rugged funnel directed towards the
native state it becomes clear that the Go-model works because it represents a perfectly funneled
landscape. Another model that is heavily biased towards the native structure is the elastic net-
work model (ENM) [102]. In this model a protein is also reduced to one bead per amino acid
and these beads are connected through elastic springs. ENMs correctly include the topology of
the system and are able to reproduce the patterns of the principal modes making them suitable
tools to analyse certain general aspects of protein behaviour.

A downside of Go-models and ENMs is that they are only weakly transferable to general
dynamics studies. Levitt‘s [103] 1976 work on knowledge-based parameterisation has inspired
many subsequent studies. In general it is more difficult to develop a truly transferable force field
with a decreasing number of beads to describe an amino acid. This is due to the fact that it is im-
possible to account for generic effects of the amino acid size, geometry and conformation with
very few parameters. Thus lower resolution force fields used to simulate proteins still depend
on a reference configuration. For instance in the Head-Gordon model [104], an adaptation of the
Honeycutt-Thirumalai model [105], a priori knowledge of secondary structure is required for
the parameterisation of the angle and dihedral terms and in the popular Martini force field [106]
secondary structure is kept fixed. On the other hand, the increase in time and/or length scales is
less substantial when using a higher resolution coarse-grained force field like those developed
by Hall [107] or Bereau and Deserno [108]. Other recently developed coarse-grained protein
force fields include OPEP [109], the non-native Go-model [110] and UNRES [111]. Most of these
force fields have been devised to reproduce several properties, such as structure, or thermo-
dynamics. Accurate coarse-graining methods that can reproduce thermodynamic observables
include the inversion of the radial distribution function structure [112], force matching [113]
and thermodynamic partitioning [114], but turn out not to be straightforwardly applicable to
proteins undergoing a conformational change [106].

Coarse-grained protein force fields have been used for example to study protein folding
[115], protein fibril formation [109, 116] and protein-membrane interactions [117, 118].
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2.4 Lattice Models

So far we have focused on so-called off-lattice models where the beads (representative beads or
individual atoms) can, in principle, access any point in space. As a fast - but highly coarse-
grained - alternative the protein can be represented by a chain on a lattice, with each bead
occupying a single lattice site. In most protein applications a 3D cubic lattice is used. The

Corner flip

Crank shaft

Point rotation

Figure 2.2: Internal moves when simulating a peptide on a 3D cubic lattice.
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internal energy of a protein configuration is given by:

E =
1

2

N∑
i

N∑
j

εaiajCij , (2.14)

where εaiaj gives the pairwise interactions between amino acids ai and aj and Cij is the contact
matrix. When residues i and j are in contact (they occupy neighbouring lattice sites) Cij =
1 and otherwise Cij = 0. The pairwise interactions between amino acids - also referred to as
“interaction matrix” - can be obtained in various ways but many commonly used interaction
matrices are constructed to reflect amino-acid proximity in real protein structures [119–121].

Lattice models are propagated using Monte Carlo sampling with trial moves that are ac-
cepted according to the Metropolis rule [85]:

Pacc = min(1, e
−∆E
kBT ), (2.15)

where ∆E is the difference in energy between the new and the old configuration, T is the simu-
lation temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The min function returns the smaller of its
arguments. Trial moves can be internal (changing the conformation of the chain) or - when sim-
ulating multiple proteins on one lattice - rigid body moves (changing the position of one chain
relative to other chains). Internal moves include point rotations, corner flips and crank shafts
as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Rigid body moves rotate or translate the entire chain. While most lat-
tice models only use one representative bead per amino acid, some models include a sidechain
bead [122]. In this case, the orientation of the sidechain is changed in a separate Monte Carlo
move.

Because of their low computational cost when compared to off-lattice models, lattice models
have been used extensively to study generic problems. Success stories include the elucidation
of features required for fast folding [123] and studies of fibril formation [122,124,125]. It should
be stressed, however, that lattice models are not sufficiently detailed to reproduce the behaviour
of a specific protein.

2.5 Free Energy Methods

Protein folding and aggregation is often discussed in terms of a free energy landscape, where
the free energy is shown as a function of a relevant reaction coordinate (also called order param-
eter). Stable and meta-stable states can be identified as valleys in the landscape. The width and
depth of a valley determines its population. Biomolecular systems are typically rather complex,
resulting in rugged free energy landscapes with many (meta-)stable states as indicated in figure
2.3.

The complete landscape contains all states and all the barriers separating them and thus
provides information on the transition rates between these states. In going from one state to
another many routes can be followed. However, the lowest free energy path will be followed
most often.
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Figure 2.3: The free energy landscape sampled by a biomolecule (left) resembles a mountain range (for
instance the Rocky Mountains on the right) in its ruggedness.

From a straightforward MD simulation the free energy F as function of a reaction coordinate
ξ can be calculated directly by

F (ξ) = −kBT ln(P (ξ)), (2.16)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and P (ξ) the probability of finding
the system at a certain value of reaction coordinate ξ. This free energy is closely related to the
potential of mean force (PMF) Φ(ξ)∗.

Due to the ruggedness of the free energy landscape, MD simulations suffer from sampling
issues. As is shown in Fig. 2.4, a system started in a state A will spend much time sampling this
state (i.e. it is kinetically trapped) before crossing the high free energy barrier. Now state B will
be sampled extensively before recrossing to stateA. Thus, going from one stable state to the next
is a so-called rare event and may not happen at all within the limited simulation time. Many

A
B

Figure 2.4: The rare-event problem. The system will spend most of its time in either state A or state B
and barrier-crossings are rare.

methods have been developed over the past years to address this problem. One type of method
∗For a linear reaction coordinate as used in this thesis, the PMF is identical to the free energy.
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adds a biasing potential to the sytem to enable the sampling of less favourable areas of the
landscape. Such simulations result in a biased free energy landscape which can be corrected by
subtracting the biasing potential. Many such biasing methods exist which differ mainly in how
the baising potential is added. Examples of methods using a fixed biasing potential are umbrella
sampling [126] and hyperdynamics [127]. Alternatively, the biasing potential can be added in
an iterative way as is done in metadynamics [128] and conformational flooding [129]. Other
methods, such as steered MD [130], add a time-dependent potential which forces the rare event
to occur. A major disadvantage of these methods is that one has to know in advance in which
reaction coordinate to bias. Choosing a wrong reaction coordinate can lead to dramatically
wrong results. One way to solve this reaction coordinate problem is to use replica exchange
MD [131], which in principle provides an unbiased sampling approach.

In this thesis we have employed umbrella sampling and steered MD as well as replica ex-
change simulations. These methods will now be discussed in more detail.

2.5.1 Umbrella Sampling

The free energy difference between two states A and B (see figure 2.4) can easily be obtained
from a simulation by calculating the probability distribution along the reaction coordinate link-
ing these states:

∆F = FB − FA = kBT ln
PA
PB

, (2.17)

where PA and PB are the integrated probabilities to find the system in state A or B respectively.
These probabilities are directly proportional to the time the system spends in each state during
an MD simulation. However, if the two states are separated by a high barrier, a simulation
starting in state A is likely to sample only the configuration space around A. As there will be
no representative sampling of state B, PB will be severely underestimated. When using the
umbrella sampling technique [126] a fixed biasing potential (umbrella potential) is added to the
Hamiltonian of the system to flatten the free energy landscape between states A and B. This
way the system can sample the entire configuration space. The bias can be subtracted from
the resulting free energy to obtain the unbiased free energy. Ideally, the umbrella potential is
the exact inverse of the free energy as this results in equal sampling of A and B [85]. Usually,
however, the exact shape of the free energy is not known beforehand.

Although it is possible to construct the umbrella potential in such a way that both states
can be sampled in a single simulation, in practical applications it is usually more efficient to
divide the path in multiple smaller sampling windows. Each window has a different umbrella
potential enhancing sampling around a specific value of the reaction coordinate ξ(r). The free
energy along the entire reaction path can be obtained by combining the unbiased results of the
individual windows. An efficient way to do this is by solving the equations of the weighted
histogram analysis method (WHAM) [132].

2.5.2 Steered MD

Steered MD (SMD) simulations are the computational analog of pulling experiments (AFM
pulling or optical tweezers), where an external force is applied to “pull” on the system of in-
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terest. SMD simulations have been used to study many different systems and processes like
receptor-ligand interaction [133, 134] protein (un)folding [135, 136] and the response of struc-
tural proteins to deformation [137, 138].

SMD enforces a fixed potential that is moving in time and hence is a non-equilibrium tech-
nique. In an SMD simulation this biasing potential steers the system along a suitable reaction
coordinate ξ(r). The biasing potential, also known as the “spring”, is usually a harmonic oscil-
lator where a force constant k sets the stiffness of the spring. This spring constrains ξ to be close
to the spring position variable λ

Vguide =
k

2
(ξ − λ)2 , (2.18)

and moves at a fixed velocity v such that

λt = λ0 + vt. (2.19)

Two different approaches to obtain PMFs from SMD simulations have been developed. Both
are based on Jarzynski’s equality [139] but whereas Hummer and Szabo [140] developed their
method for weak springs (small k), Park and Schulten [141, 142] focused on the use of stiff
springs (large k). As we employed stiff springs in our SMD simulations, we will now discuss
the latter approach in more detail.

Jarzynski’s equality [139] relates the equilibrium free energy difference between two states,
∆F , to the average of the exponential of the work, W , performed by a non-equilibrium process
that drives a system from one state to another

e−β∆F =
〈
e−βW

〉
, (2.20)

where β is the inverse temperature 1/kBT . Rather than calculating ∆F between two states
we will use Jarzynski’s relation to compute the PMF Φ(ξ) as a function of the reaction coordinate
ξ. For sufficiently stiff springs ξ follows λ closely and therefore [142]

F (λ) ≈ Φ(λ). (2.21)

The work W done on the system over the entire trajectory can be calculated by integrating
over the position of the reaction coordinate as a function of the time

W0→t = kv

∫ t

0
dt′
[
ξ(rt′)− λ0 − vt′

]
. (2.22)

Combining Eqn. 2.21 and Jarzynski’s equality (eq 2.20) the PMF can be calculated as:

Φ(λt) = Φλ0 −
1

β
ln 〈exp(−βW0→t)〉 , (2.23)

where the ensemble average is calculated from trajectories starting in the initial state at λ0

and ending in the final state at λt = λ0 + vt. The exponential average is dominated by those
trajectories that have the lowest values for the work W . These are however rarely sampled,
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especially at typical pulling velocities. Moreover, the equality only holds for an infinite number
of pulling simulations, that is, when

lim
M→∞

− 1

β
ln

1

M

M∑
i=1

exp(−βW0→t) = − 1

β
ln 〈exp(−βW0→t)〉 , (2.24)

with M the number of trajectories.
For a finite number of work estimates, the non-linear average is biased due to the convex-

ity of the logarithmic function. Park and Schulten [141, 142] derived approximate expressions,
obtained by expanding the last term in Eqn. (2.23) in cumulants

ln
〈
e−βW

〉
= −β 〈W 〉+ β2

2

(〈
W 2
〉
− 〈W 〉2

)
− β

3

6

(〈
W 3
〉
− 3

〈
W 2
〉
〈W 〉+ 2 〈W 〉3

)
+ . . . , (2.25)

and they note that for low enough pulling velocities, the work distribution is Gaussian, re-
ducing the terms higher than the second order cumulant to zero. Interestingly, they also found
that the statistical error for the finite-sampling average using the second order cumulant is
smaller than that for the full exponential average. In addition, comparison of the linear, ex-
ponential and second order cumulant average PMFs gives an indication of the accuracy of the
computation.

2.5.3 Replica Exchange

Replica exchange (RE) - also known as parallel tempering- simulations provide an enhanced
sampling method which, in principle, does not introduce a bias [85]. The general idea behind
RE simulations is that sampling of different conformations is fast at high temperatures, where
the thermal energy is high enough to overcome large barriers. By changing periodically be-
tween high and low temperatures, one gets information of the populations of conformations
after equilibration at low temperature.

If one would just change the temperature of the system periodically, the Boltzmann distri-
bution would be violated. Replica exchange avoids this problem by simulating multiple copies
(replicas) of the system in parallel, each replica at a different temperature (NVT ensemble). One
of the replicas should be at the temperature of interest (e.g . room temperature) and at least one
should be at a sufficiently high temperature to allow rapid conversion between the (meta-)stable
states observed in the room temperature simulation. The different replicas are allowed to ex-
change by a Monte Carlo scheme that periodically attempts to exchange temperatures between
replicas at certain simulation time intervals (typically 1-5 ps). The exchange event between any
two replicas has to obey detailed balance, P (o)acc(o → n) = P (n)acc(n → o), where P (x)
denotes the Boltzmann weight of state x and acc the acceptance probablity for a Monte Carlo
move from one state to another, with o referring to the old situation and n to the new. This can
be ensured by applying the Metropolis rule [85]:

acc = min(1, e∆βij∆Uij ) (2.26)

with ∆βij = βi − βj the difference in inverse temperature and ∆Uij = Ui − Uj the difference
in potential energy between the replicas. In this way replicas are allowed to diffuse through
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of a replica exchange simulation. Multiple copies of a system are
simulated in parallel, each copy (replica) at a different temperature. Red curves refer to the
folded structure, blue to the unfolded structure and purple to an intermediate state. At high
temperatures (top row) the conformation changes rapidly whereas at lower temperatures the
system is essentially trapped in a (meta-)stable state. After a short time, an attempt is made to
exchange temperatures between replicas and the exchange is accepted according to eq. 2.26.
This process is repeated, allowing all replicas to visit all temperatures. After a number of
cycles, the unfolded structure will be found in the low temperature ensemle (bottom row). In
other words, another basin of attraction is now sampled at the low temperature.

temperature space, as indicated in Fig. 2.5, thus overcoming free energy barriers at higher tem-
peratures while correctly sampling the relevant stable states at the temperature of interest.

In order to ensure good sampling, a reasonably high exchange ratio between all adjacent
replicas is necessary. As a rule of thumb, an exchange ratio of approximately 20% is deemed
optimal [131, 143, 144]. Replicas should be spaced such that the acceptance ratio is roughly
constant over the temperature range used. Note that other criteria exist, such as an optimal
round trip time between high and low temperatures [145], but in this thesis we employed the
above mentioned criterion.

Although information on the dynamics is lost by migrating through different replicas, ther-
modynamic properties like the free energy difference between states, can be extracted from RE
simulations. The free energy as a function of a relevant reaction coordinate can be obtained from
the ensemble at the temperature of interest by applying Eqn. 2.16.

While REMD enhances sampling when compared to straightforward MD, it still suffers from
convergence issues. This originates in part from the fact that at high temperatures the system
will be biased towards the unfolded state. Another drawback of the method is that the num-
ber of replicas needed to ensure an acceptance ratio of approximately 20% increases rapidly
with increasing system size, making the method less attractive for larger systems. Nevertheless,
REMD remains a popular method to study biomolecular systems and has been widely used to
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study protein folding [146, 147] and aggregation [148, 149]. Instead of temperature, replicas can
differ in other variables, such as degree of hydrophobicity [150] or hydrogen bond interaction
strength [151].

2.6 Transition Path Sampling

While the methods described in the previous section are very useful in identifying stable states
in biomolecular systems and estimating the barriers between these states, they do not provide
direct information on the mechanism of the transition between the states. Both steered MD
and umbrella sampling bias the sampling. Hence, the choice of reaction coordinate can have a
large effect on the observed mechanism. In a replica exhange simulation, the transitions occur at
elevated temperatures. The barriers separating different states may have a different temperature
dependence and therefore transitions observed at high temperatures may be different from those
occurring at the temperature of interest.

Transition path sampling (TPS) [152] focuses on sampling the actual transitions rather than
the stable states. Before starting a TPS simulation, we need to define the stable states and obtain
an initial path connecting these states. As the initial path is usually difficult to obtain from a
straightforward MD simulation at the conditions of interest it can be generated using another
method, for instance steered MD, metadynamics, REMD or a high temperature simulation. The
actual TPS simulation simulation consists of performing shooting moves to generate new paths.
Below we discuss these aspects in more detail.

2.6.1 Defining Stable States

The stable states between which transition paths will be generated have to be defined before-
hand. The most convenient way is to characterise the states based on a set of order parameters.
The two states can be defined by different sets. A characteristic function hA(xt) can be defined
for region A:

hA(xt) =

{
1 if xt ∈ A
0 if xt 6∈ A

where xt is a complete snapshot of the system (positions and momenta) at time t. For the char-
acteristic function only the positions are taken into account. A similar function hB(xt) can be
defined for region B.

When choosing a set of order parameters (and their values) to define the stable states several
criteria have to be kept in mind [153]. First of all, states A and B have to be large enough so
that a trajectory of time length T will visit the states frequently. Otherwise important reactive
pathways (paths connecting A and B) may be missing from the path ensemble. Second, the
regionsA andB should be located entirely in their respective basin of attraction. In other words,
A should not overlap with the basin of attraction ofB (and vice versa forB). If there is an overlap,
unreactive pathways are likely to be included into, and even dominate, the path ensemble.
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Figure 2.6: The general idea of TPS with the one-way shooting algorithm. (a) The initial path connects
states A and B. From a time slice on this path a forward trajectory is generated. In case
of (b1) the new path reaches state B and is therefore accepted. Subsequent shooting will be
initiated from the resulting (partially) new path (c1, new part in grey). If a backward path
is generated from a time slice on the new part of the path (d1) an independent, decorrelated
path is obtained. On the other hand if the first forward path ends up back in state A (b2) the
new path is rejected and shooting continues from the original path.

2.6.2 Generating and Accepting New Pathways

During the actual TPS simulation new paths connecting states A and B will be generated from
the initial path. An efficient TPS algorithm for protein folding involves one-way shooting and a
flexible pathlength.

A path of time length T , x(T ), can be considered as an ordered sequence of time slices
x(T ) ≡ {x0, x∆t, ..., xi∆t, ..., xN∆t}, where ∆t is the timestep, i is the index and N is the length
of the path, xi∆t is a snapshot of the system at time i∆t and contains both the positions and the
momenta. New pathways are generated by picking a timeslice and shooting forward and/or
backward in time.

Paths are generated according to their natural statistical weight P [x(T )]. The reactive path
ensemble can be written as:

PAB[x(T )] ≡ hA(x0)P [x(T )]hB(xT )/ZAB(T ), (2.27)
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where hA(x) and hB(x) are the characteristic functions of the initial and final states as introduced
in 2.6.1. The normalisation factor ZAB(T ) is a path integral over all possible paths x(T ):

ZAB(T ) =

∫
Dx(T )hA(x0)P [x(T )]hB(xT ) (2.28)

where Dx(T ) implies a summation over all pathways.
Acceptance of new paths is governed by a Metropolis rule and obeys detailed balance.

Depending on the type of dynamics (e.g . stochastic or deterministic), the shooting type and
whether or not the path length is fixed, the acceptance rules differ [152, 154]. In this thesis we
have used one-way shooting and stochastic dynamics in combination with flexible path lengths.
Acceptance of a new path is essentially a two-step process. In the first step, non-reactive path-
ways are excluded from the path ensemble. That is, we reject all paths that fail to connect states
A and B. The second step in the acceptance deals with the fluctuating pathlength. New reac-
tive paths will be accepted with a probability Pacc = min(1, N

(o)

N(n) ), where N (o) and N (n) are the
lengths of respectively the old and the new pathways.

Combining these rules yields the acceptance probability for our implementation:

Pacc[x
o(T )→ xn(T )] = hA(xn0 )hB(xnT ) min

(
1,
N (o)

N (n)

)
, (2.29)

So far this implementation of TPS has been used successfully to study protein folding [155]
and conformational changes in a signaling protein [156].

2.6.3 Reaction coordinate analysis

TPS facilitates evaluation of the mechanism under study. Furthermore, the optimal reaction
coordinate (as a function of order parameters) can be predicted by combining TPS with, for in-
stance, likelihood maximisation (LM) [157,158]. The optimal reaction coordinate should be able
to predict the commitment probability (committor or p-fold) pB(x) of a conformation x to the
final state B. The committor pB(x) is the probability that an MD trajectory initiated from con-
figuration x, with random Maxwell-Boltzmann velocities will end up in state B. The basic idea
behind LM is that each trial shot of the TPS simulation is a realisation of a committor calcula-
tion. As input, two ensembles of forward (or backward) shooting points of the TPS simulation
are needed: those that end up in the final state B (xsp → B) and those that end up back in the
initial state A (xsp → A). Using these conformations, the LM optimises the likelihood

L =
∏

xsp→B
pB(r(xsp))

∏
xsp→A

(1− pB(r(xsp))), (2.30)

where the committor pB(r) as function of a reaction coordinate r is modelled by a tanh function:

pB(r(x)) =
1

2
+

1

2
tanh(r[q(x)]). (2.31)
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The reaction coordinate r(x) is in turn approximated by a linear combination of order parame-
ters q(x):

r(q(x)) =
n∑
i=1

aiqi(x) + a0. (2.32)

LM gives the linear combination of order parameters that best reproduces the shooting point
data. Thus, LM facilitates screening of many (combinations of) order parameters as candidate
reaction coordinates. Increasing the order parameter dimension from n to n + 1 the likelyhood
should increase by a minimal amount of δLmin = 1

2 ln(N), whereN is the number of data points
(shooting points).
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Part I

Fibril Formation of Silk-based Block
Copolymers
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Chapter 3

Prediction of Solvent-dependent β-roll
Formation of a Self-assembling
Silk-like Protein Domain∗

Triblock copolymers consisting of a middle silk-like [(Gly − Ala)3 − Gly − Glu]n block flanked
by two hydrophilic end blocks, which assume a random conformation in aqueous solution at
all pH, spontaneously assemble into micrometer long fibrils at low pH. This chapter focuses on
the molecular structure of such a silk-like peptide block. As elucidating said molecular struc-
ture by various experimental methods has thus far proven to be elusive, we complement the
experimental approach by performing extensive replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD)
simulations. We predict the thermodynamically stable conformation of the middle block to be
a β-roll instead of a flat β-sheet. Furthermore, in agreement with experimental observations on
silk crystals and on [(Gly−Ala)3−Gly−Glu]n-based block copolymers in water and methanol,
we show that the stable structure of [(Gly−Ala)3−Gly−Glu]n is solvent-dependent. The β-roll
is preferred in water, whereas the flat, antiparallel β-sheet is most stable in methanol. The two
structures can interconvert via a transformation resembling that of an accordion pleat. Our find-
ings explain the conformational properties of net uncharged [(Gly−Ala)3−Gly−Glu]n in water,
and provide a rationale for the solvent-dependency of the molecular conformation of silk-like
Gly-Ala repeats in general. These findings may thus facilitate the design of new self-assembling
silk-like materials with novel functionality.

3.1 Introduction

The β-sheet rich elements of the Bombyx mori silk fibroin have received a lot of attention as
promising building blocks of self-assembling nanomaterials [6]. An elegant example is found in
the glycine-alanine rich (GAGAGAGX) repeat, where the eighth amino acid (X) is chosen to dis-
rupt the tight, hydrogen-bonded fibroin-like packing promoted by the Gly-Ala repeats [70,159–
161]. Triblock co-polymers of such silk-inspired polypeptides with water-soluble polyethylene

∗Based on M. Schor, A. A. Martens, F. A. de Wolf, M. A. Cohen Stuart and P. G. Bolhuis, Soft Matter (2009) 5: 2658-2665
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glycol (PEG) outer blocks, have been shown to form highly-defined fibrils when crystallised
from a methanol/formic acid mixture [70]. Previous work describes the synthesis and further
investigations of a fully protein-based triblock copolymer with a middle block containing 48
repeats of the above-mentioned octapeptide, with glutamic acid (E) on the X position [71, 162],
flanked by two hydrophilic, non-aggregating, 200 residue-long collagen-based blocks with a
high proline and polar amino acid content [163]. This block copolymer self-assembles within
hours into micrometer-long fibrils in aqueous solution at low pH, where the charge of the glu-
tamic acid is neutralised [71]. The core of the fibrils apparently consist of supramolecular stacks
of the middle silk-based blocks and the hydrophilic, collagen-like outer blocks form a dilute
corona around this core (see Fig. 3.1). The size and dimensions of these fibrils were determined
with atomic force and electron microscopy (AFM and TEM) and small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS) [71]. These measurements showed that the fibrils were multiple micrometers long and
ribbon-shaped with a height of 2.8 nm and a width of 13.6 nm. The fibrils formed by this and
similar triblock copolymers [72, 161] are thought to form according to a nucleation and growth
process. The nucleation step should involve folding upon pH-triggering from a soluble random
coil structure into an insoluble secondary structure, and the subsequent association of a mini-
mum amount of building blocks. This rate-limiting step is followed by rapid addition of new
units to the fibril during the growth phase. Hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions
govern folding and assembly during the whole process.

Despite all experimental efforts, both the structure and the details of the self-assembly pro-
cess of these fibrils remain elusive. In order to understand the assembly process on a molecular
scale, it is essential to resolve the structure of the middle silk-like block (GAGAGAGX)n at the
various stages of fibril formation. Previous analysis of the fibrils by circular dichroism (CD)
spectroscopy gave a first indication of their secondary structure content as a function of pH [71].
The resulting spectra did not match CD spectra of β-sheets and could not be unequivocally
attributed to known structures but suggest a high β-turn content. As the fibrils tend to form
sticky gels NMR and wide angle X-ray crystallography - the conventional methods for protein
structure determination - are not suited to investigate these structures. Structures of a silk re-
peat crystallised from methanol were determined to consist of regular β-sheets [159], but such
crystals were shown to be unstable in water [164]. This is in contrast with the finding that stable
fibrils with uncommon CD spectra are formed in water [71].

The formation of the fibril core most likely involves a conformational change of the silk-like
block only, as the lower pH neutralises the charges of the glutamate, enabling the folding into a
regular structure. Indeed, the CD spectra of the collagen-based blocks seem unaffected by pH.
Hence, it is possible to first consider the structure formation of the silk-like middle block only. In
this first attemp, we will focus on testing whether a single (GAGAGAGE)n polypeptide would
form a stable secondary structure in aqueous solution. Such a predicted structure should have
several properties. First of all it should be the thermodynamically most stable state at low pH.
Besides, it should be able to form supramolecular stacks and, last but not least, its secondary
structure and dimensions, as well as the solvent dependency of its structure, should fit with all
available experimental data.

We aim to predict precisely such a structure by combining molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions with the previous experimental results [71]. Although a single silk-based block in solution
represents a tremendously reduced system size, folding a 385-residue long polypeptide is still a
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Figure 3.1: (a) AFM image of the micrometers-long self-assembled fibrils [71]. (b) Cartoon of the pro-
posed structure of the fibrils. Middle silk-like blocks fold, assemble and stack to form the
dense core of the fibril, while the outer collagen blocks form a dilute corona around them.
The dimensions of the fibril are h = 2.8 nm and w = 13.6 nm [71].

huge challenge. However, because the polypeptide is a regular repeat, it is likely that the folded
structure also shows much regularity. Hence, we decided to focus our efforts on resolving the
properties of only a small, but representative, part of the silk-based block, corresponding to ap-
proximately 20% of the total sequence. The insight gained from this small part would, however,
directly translate to the full polypeptide in solution. Even with such a reduced size, spontaneous
folding of the polypeptide would take too long to happen during a straightforward MD simu-
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lation. MD can only access timescales of microseconds, whereas the folding could take seconds
to minutes.

Therefore, we use a more heuristic approach. We start by investigating the properties of one
of the smallest building blocks, the β-hairpin, based on existing structures (1SLK and 2SLK)
[165]. Based on these results we construct a model for the structure of the folded silk-based
block in solution. The particular structure that we obtained is one composed of two intercon-
nected parallel β-sheets. As this structure is very similar to the rather rare β-roll motif [166] we
likewise term it a β-roll. The β-roll structure is in good agreement with the fibril dimensions
obtained from AFM and SAXS experiments [71] and may well explain the CD spectra obtained
in water. To test whether this tentative model represents a thermodynamically stable state, we
need to sample the conformational space of the molecule and compute the relative free energies
with respect to alternative foldings. As mentioned before, starting an MD simulation from an
unfolded random coil state will take too much time because the folding process is a rare event
and the folding free energy landscape is rough. Likewise, a simulation starting from the β-roll
structure will not be able to explore the conformational changes due to the presence of high free
energy barriers. To overcome these high (un)folding barriers and explore the conformational
space of the silk block, we employ REMD simulations [131, 143, 167]. The REMD simulations
indicate that the β-roll is indeed the most stable structure in water. In methanol, however, a flat
β-sheet is most stable. This difference in behaviour is caused by the hydrophobic effect [168].
In addition, we show that direct sheet-roll transitions are possible in both solvents but that, de-
pending on the solvent, one structure is preferred above the other. Our findings can thus explain
why we find stable fibrils of an unusual structural motif in water [71], while previous studies
performed in methanol mixtures found a β-sheet structure [70, 160].

3.2 Methods

All MD simulations in this chapter were performed using the GROMACS package (version
3.3.2) [78]. All straightforward MD simulations were conducted in the NPT ensemble, where the
pressure was kept at 1 bar using Parrinello-Rahman coupling and the temperature was kept at
298 or 400 K with the help of a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. Bonds were constrained with LINCS,
allowing for a 2 fs timestep. In all simulation runs, the OPLS/AA [169] force field was used
to model the protein, in combination with the TIP3P water model. We performed an additional
REMD roll run using the GROMOS96 [170] force field in combination with the SPC water model
to investigate the dependence of our results on the force field used.

TheE(GAGAGAGAE)2 hairpin and longer repeats were constructed from the 1SLK or 2SLK
PDB [165] structures or from scratch using MOLMOL [171]. Because the 1SLK and 2SLK struc-
tures do not contain glutamate, this residue was inserted manually with MOLMOL. VMD [172]
was used for further visualisation.

As fibril formation happens at low pH, the Glu sidechains were protonated in all simulations,
the termini of the protein (or hairpins) were oppositely charged, resulting in an uncharged to-
tal system. After solvation of the neutral structures and energy minimisation, a short, protein
restrained run was performed to allow for equilibration of the solvent, followed by a 1 ns MD
simulation to equilibrate the whole system. Dodecahedral boxes were used with a volume of
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Name run system # res. V (nm3) # repl. t (ns) ensemble
MD 1slk 1SLK β-hairpin in water 17 45 1 10 NPT
MD 2slk 2SLK β-hairpin in water 17 45 1 10 NPT
REMD roll roll in water 81 90 48 10 NVT
REMD 1slk 2 1SLK sheets in water 2 x 41 117 48 17 NVT
REMD back 2 rolls in water 2 x 41 117 48 17 NVT
REMD methanol 2 1SLK sheets in methanol 2 x 41 117 48 17 NVT

Table 3.1: Overview of the simulation runs discussed in this chapter. See main text for description of
simulation details.

approximately 45 nm3 for the MD 1slk and MD 2slk simulations, 90 nm3 for the REMD roll
simulations and 117 nm3 for the REMD 1slk, REMD back and REMD methanol simulations
(see section 3.3 of a more detailed description of these simulation runs). A summary of all sim-
ulations discussed in this chapter is given in table 3.1.

The REMD simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble [131, 143, 167]. The swap
moves were governed by a perl script. To avoid biasing towards the initial structure, the first
1 ns in all REMD simulations was discarded before analysis. 48 replicas are used to cover a
temperature range from 298 K to 500 K. The temperature distribution was optimized to ensure
a constant acceptance probability of approximately 30% for the exchange of adjacent replicas
[143, 167]. An exchange was attempted every ps (500 MD steps) and protein structures were
saved with the same frequency. The simulation time per replica was 10 ns (a total integrated
time of 0.48 µs) in case of the REMD roll simulation, and 17 ns (total integrated time 0.82 µs)
for the REMD 1slk simulation, REMD methanol and REMD back simulations. The free energy
contour plots were obtained by taking the negative logarithm of the two dimensional probability
histograms to observe the order parameters of interest.

3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Structure Construction of the Silk-like Block

3.3.1.1 Previous Computational Efforts

Already in 1991 Fossey et al. [165] compared the stability of two possible β-sheet structures for
silk-like peptides: the in-register (RSPDB 2SLK) structure, in which the strands connect via γ-
turns and all alanine side-chains are on one side of the sheet, and the out-of-register (RSPBD
1SLK) structure, with the strands connecting through type II β-turns, exposing the alanine side-
chains of neighboring strands on alternating sides of the sheet. They found that the 2SLK
structure has the lowest free energy in vacuum. This structure was later confirmed by X-ray
crystallographic experiments [160]. However, the crystal rapidly loses structure when the hu-
midity is increased [164], suggesting that this structure is unlikely to occur in water. The 1SLK
structure on the other hand was supported by further calculations [173] and solid-state NMR
experiments [174].
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3.3.1.2 β-turn Conformations

Clearly, there is no consensus about the secondary structure of folded silk-like peptides in water.
To investigate which secondary structure element is most stable we perform several MD simula-
tions of small representative fragments in explicit solvent at 298K. We start with one 17 residue
hairpin with the sequenceE(GAGAGAGE)2. While such a small fragment cannot represent the
solution structure of the full polypeptide, it can suggest what type of motif is stable in aqueous
solution.

Two single hairpin configurations based on the 1SLK and 2SLK structures (see Fig. 3.2) were
simulated (MD 1slk and MD 2slk. The 1SLK hairpin loses its structure within 3 ns of simulation.
On the other hand, the γ-turn of the 2SLK hairpin rearranges itself within 2 ns to a structure that
can be denoted as a twisted hairpin (See Fig. 3.2), which is stable during the remaining 8 ns
of simulation. A Ramachandran plot (See Fig. 3.2a) shows the backbone dihedral angles of
the turn-forming residues Gly8 and Glu9 for the 1SLK- and 2SLK-based hairpins (after energy
minimisation) and the twisted hairpin. From this Ramachandran plot it follows that the main
difference between the 2SLK hairpin and the twisted hairpin is in the dihedral angles of Gly8.

3.3.1.3 β-roll Construction

All-atom MD of the entire solvated 384 residue silk-based block is computationally too expen-
sive. However, because this polypeptide is a highly regular repeat, it is very likely that the
folded state also exhibits much symmetry. We can therefore gain insight into the structure of
the whole silk-based block by studying only a fraction of the sequence. As a reasonable, but
still computationally accessible, model for the repetitive silk-based block we study the sequence
E(GAGAGAGE)10, amounting to approximately 20% of the total sequence (GAGAGAGE)48.
Note that the collagen-like block is not included at this point. As the CD results indicate that the
structure of the silk-like block is not influenced by the type of outer block present, this would be
a reasonable approach to model the central part of the silk-like block [70, 71].

To obtain a good starting structure we extend a twisted hairpin structure to five identical
hairpins, connect them by eliminating four E residues, and apply the above found φ− ψ angles
for the turn residues. Energy minimization of the resulting structure in vacuum and subse-
quently in water, followed by a 1 ns equilibration run resulted in the structure shown in Fig.
3.2b. Contrary to the more common β-sheets, which are built of anti-parallel strands, our struc-
ture consists of two interconnected sheets with parallel strands within one sheet. From Fig.
3.2b it can be seen that backbone hydrogen bonds are formed not only between the anti-parallel
strands of the hairpins (strands i, i+1) but also between the parallel strands (i, i+2) of the sheet,
thereby increasing the stability. The Ramachandran plot of Fig. 3.2a shows that the turns con-
necting the upper and lower sheet can be classified as reverse type II β-turns.

3.3.1.4 Comparison to Experiment

The structure we predict is very similar to the rather unusual β-roll motif [166]; we likewise label
it a β-roll. The β-roll motif was first observed in an alkaline protease of Pseudomonas aeruginosa
[175] and since then has been observed for several other cases, most notably in amyloid fibers
formed by the HET-s prion protein [176] and the amyloid-β(1-42) peptide [39]. In our case, the
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Figure 3.2: Characterisation of the turn induced in aE(GAGAGAGE)2 sequence by the Glu9 residue. (a)
The Ramachandran plot shows the φ- and ψ-angles of residues Gly8 and Glu9 for the 1SLK
hairpin structure (circles), the 2SLK hairpin (squares), the twisted hairpin (diamonds) and the
psi- and phi-angles of all turns of the 81 residue β-roll (triangles). Structures corresponding
to these angles are shown in b), c), d) and f), with the thin lines denoting hydrogen bonds,
and the beads indicating the Ala sidechains. The 1SLK hairpin (b) starts with a type II β-turn
but rapidly falls apart. The 2SLK hairpin (c) initially has a γ-turn but during the simulation
rearranges to form a twisted hairpin (f). The dashed arrow in (a) indicates the corresponding
change in the φ- and ψ-angles of Gly8. When multiple hairpins are attached to each other and
equilibrated, the turn-forming Gly and Glu residues rearrange once more as indicated by the
dotted arrows (a). This results in a β-roll structure, shown from above in (d). This β-roll is
very regular, can form hydrogen bonds both within and between its two parallel sheets and
has all Ala sidechains on the outside of the roll, which would be ideal for self-assembly of
multiple rolls (e).

roll has all alanine side chains pointing to the outside, thereby forming a hydrophobic surface
which could play an important role in stacking of multiple polymers. If we assume fibril growth
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to be perpendicular to the hydrogen bonding direction of the sheet [70], both the 1SLK and the
2SLK structures would result in a fiber with a height of 2.8 nm and a width of 22 nm. This width
is approximately twice the width of 13.6 nm obtained in our SAXS experiments [71], indicating
that the sheet has to be folded or rearranged in such a way that its width is reduced by roughly
a factor two. In contrast, a β-roll would have approximately the right width: extending the
10-repeat β-roll to the 48 repeats of the experimental polymer would give a width of 11.6 nm,
which is only 2 nm less than the value obtained with SAXS [71]. This small difference is readily
explained by a slight contribution of the collagen corona to the width measurement. Also, the
CD spectra are not inconsistent with the β-roll as, while they differ from a regular anti-parallel
β-sheet, they suggest a high β-turn content [71].

3.3.2 Assessing Thermodynamic Stability in Water by REMD Simulation

3.3.2.1 The Single β-roll

The β-roll is remarkably stable when simulated for 10 ns in explicit solvent at 298K or 400K.
However, the fact that a structure is mechanically stable for a period of several ns is not sufficient
evidence for its thermodynamic stability. For a system in equilibrium the thermodynamically
most stable state is characterised by a global minimum in the free energy. The β-roll structure
that we found might instead be a local minimum, and there may be a thermodynamically more
stable state, separated from the local minimum by a high barrier.

To investigate the thermodynamic stability we performed REMD simulations. In the REMD
simulation of the 10 repeat β-roll (REMD roll) the following order parameters were monitored:
root mean square deviation (RMSD) with respect to the equilibrated structure (Fig. 3.2b) of the
whole backbone (RMSDtotal), of the backbone of the N-terminal residues 1 to 25 (RMSD1-25)
or of the C-terminal residues 57 to 81 (RMSD57-81), Cα to Cα distance between residue 5 and
residue 21 (ALA5−21) or between residue 61 and 77 (ALA61−77) and the total solvent accessible
surface area (SAS). These order parameters were chosen as they indicate whether or not the
β-roll is formed and how much solvation of the backbone has occurred. While a fully formed
β-roll should unfold at high temperature, the β-roll turns out to be a very stable conformation
in our simulation, even at the highest temperature of 500 K (note: the force field is not valid at
these temperatures). In fact, only the outer hairpins (res. 1 to 25 and res. 57 to 81) unfold in our
simulation and therefore we monitor the RMSD of the C and N terminal, and not the middle
part (residue 26-56). As our prediction of the β-roll as a stable structure could depend on the
force field, we employed both the OPLS/AA [169] as well as the GROMOS96 [170] force fields.

While the OPLS/AA free energy landscapes hardly show any unfolding at all, the GRO-
MOS96 landscapes do indicate unfolding of the N- and C-terminal strands. All FE landscapes
in Fig. 3.3 show a pronounced minimum (R) corresponding to a fully folded β-roll conformation
with ALA5−21(ALA61−77) values of 0.48 nm and RMSD values around 0.05 to 0.3 depending on
precise conformation of the two terminal residues and the turn residues. For GROMOS96, the
N-terminus landscape (top right) another minimum (In1), with a free energy of 1 kBT relative
to minimum R, can be observed at higher RMSD but similar ALA5−21 distance. In this case
the terminal residues have changed their orientation but otherwise the β-roll structure is intact.
Two other minima are visible (In2 and Un) at higher RMSD and, for Un, also at higherALA5−21.
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Figure 3.3: Free energy landscapes of the REMD roll simulations projected in the (ALA5−21,RMSD1−25)
plane and the (ALA61−77, RMSD57−81) plane. Contour lines are 1 kBT apart. Although there
are clear differences between the OPLS/AA (left) and the GROMOS96 (right) results, both
show a fully formed β-roll (indicated by R) to be the most abundant structure.

These meta-stable states both have a free energy of 4 kBT relative to minimum R. However,
in the FE landscape of the C-terminus (bottom right) a minimum analogous to In1 is absent.
Instead a minimum (Ic) with a free energy of 3 kBT relative to minimum R is observed at an
ALA61−77 distance of 0.7 to 0.8 nm and higher RMSD of 0.4 nm, corresponding to a meta-stable
state which is partially unfolded. A relatively unstable minimum Uc, similar to Un, appears at
high RMSD and ALA61−77. Although the β-roll is a highly symmetric structure, differences in
the free energy landscapes are to be expected, as the N- and C-termini are not identical. This is
most likely caused by the different charges of the termini (see methods).

While there are differences between the results of the two force fields, the fact that both
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predict the β-roll as the most stable structure in water suggests that the current generation of
force fields is reasonably accurate in predicting relative stabilities [90].

3.3.2.2 1SLK β-sheet Structure Transforms into β-roll in Water

As mentioned above, both the 2SLK- and the 1SLK-based structures can potentially convert into
a β-roll and vice versa through rearrangement of their turns. In this section we investigate this
inter-conversion, in order to test which of these structures is thermodynamically more stable.
An MD simulation starting from a 2SLK sheet shows a quick collapse into a molten globule
state. Indeed, it was shown before that this structure is unstable in the presence of water [164]
and another study [173] has suggested the 1SLK structure as the best candidate for a stable
structure in water. A single 1SLK sheet of 41 residues, already quite flexible in a 10 ns MD run
at 298 K, will eventually unfold. Stacking two sheets stabilises the 1SLK structure substantially.
Therefore, we investigate the transition from a stack of two 1SLK sheets to β-rolls and vice versa
with REMD simulations (note that the size of each β-roll is twice as small as in the previous
section to keep the simulation tractable).

The first REMD simulation (REMD 1slk) starts from a stack of two 1SLK sheets. Impor-
tant characteristics of the β-roll when compared to the 1SLK sheet are the shifted hydrogen
bonds, which are now also located between strands i and i+2 and the smaller distance between
the parallel strands (measured as the distance between the Cαs of the alanine residues in the
center of each strand). Order parameters quantifying this difference are the Cα to Cα distance
between residue 5 and residue 21 (ALA5−21), between residue 13 and 29 (ALA13−29), between
residue 21 and 37 (ALA21−37), between residue 46 and 62 (ALA46−62), between residue 54 and
70 (ALA54−70) and between residue 62 and 78 (ALA62−78) (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.5).

As transitions of the two sheets can occur independently of each other they are analysed
separately in the simulation. Fig. 3.4 shows the FE landscape at 298 K for sheet 1 plotted in
the (ALA5−21, ALA13−29) plane, and for sheet 2 plotted in the (ALA54−70, ALA62−78) plane. For
sheet 2 the FE landscape is fairly symmetric, with two main minima: R (0.48 nm, 0.48 nm) and
S (0.9 nm, 0.9 nm). The deepest minimum R corresponds to a β-roll very similar to the one
constructed and simulated in the previous section. S has a free energy around +1 kBT higher
than R and corresponds to a structural intermediate between an extended 1SLK sheet (Ala-Ala
distances of 1.0 nm) and the β-roll in R. Minima I1 and I2, at respectively +3 and +4 kBT relative
to R, indicate metastable folding intermediates where one of the Ala-Ala distances has decreased
to 0.48 nm. Sheet 1 shows a similar FE landscape, although the R minimum is absent. Here the
minima S and I1 are most stable, while the minimum corresponding to I2 is found at +2 kBT .
The presence of I1 and I2 but absence of R indicates only partial β-roll formation. Neither of
these FE landscapes show a minimum that corresponds to the flat 1SLK sheet, which indicates
that this completely flat starting structure is unlikely in water. The C-terminus of sheet 1 is
much more flexible than the N-terminus. This is a result of partial unfolding at the ends during
the equilibration procedure; the same can be observed for the N-terminus of sheet 2. Also, this
indicates that the simulation had not fully converged.

To investigate the stability of the formed β-roll complex and possible other conversions of
either sheets, another REMD simulation (REMD back) is performed with a configuration taken
from the ensemble in the minimum R in which both sheets had formed a β-roll. Resulting FE
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Figure 3.4: Free energy landscapes and representative structures for the REMD 1slk (a,c) and REMD back
simulations (b,d). Plot (a) and (b) represent sheet 1, while (c) and (d) correspond to sheet 2.
Contour lines are 1 kBT apart. Starting from the 1SLK structure both sheets show a transition
to intermediate (I1 and I2) structures and sheet 2 also to a β-roll (labeled R). When starting
from two fully formed rolls (b,d), only sheet 1 visits the rippled β-sheet (S) minimum. The
cartoon at the bottom resembling an accordion pleat illustrates the sheet-to-roll transition
process, and identifies the distance order parameters between the alanine Cα used or the free
energy plots.

landscapes plotted in the (Ala5-21, Ala21-37) plane for sheet1 and in the (Ala46-62, Ala62-78)
plane for sheet 2 are shown in Fig. 3.4 on the right. For sheet 1, R is the main minimum, with
I, I2 and S found at +6 kBT . The landscape of sheet 2 only shows a single very deep minimum
corresponding to the β-roll.

While the two REMD simulations do not converge properly, a common problem in REMD
simulations [155, 167], combination of the two simulations shows that indeed in water a transi-
tion can occur from the 1SLK structure to a β-roll. This transition resembles that of an accordion
pleat, as is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.The reverse transition from β-roll to 1SLK can also occur, but
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Figure 3.5: Representative structures and mechanism of going from S to R via I1. S corrresponds to the
1SLK starting structure, I1 is intermediate I1 and R is the β-roll. The cartoon at the bottom
resembling an accordion pleat illustrates the sheet-to-roll transition process, and identifies the
distance order parameters between the alanine Cα used or the free energy plots (Fig 3.4).
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is much less likely: starting from two fully folded β-rolls, the inclination to change their struc-
ture is much smaller. The β-roll is therefore indeed likely to be the most stable state in aqueous
solution.

3.3.3 Assessing Thermodynamic Stability in Methanol

Contrary to our fibril formation experiments in water, previous experimental work [70, 160],
supportive of a β-sheet conformation for similar silk-based peptides, has been carried out in
methanol mixtures. In order to obtain insight into whether different solvents indeed favour dif-
ferent protein structures for the silk-based peptide it is worthwhile to investigate if the transition
from the flat 1SLK sheet to a β-roll as observed in the REMD-1slk simulation occurs in methanol
as well. Therefore an additional REMD simulation of a stack of two 1SLK sheets solvated in
methanol (REMD met) is performed. The resulting FE landscapes plotted in the (ALA5−21,
ALA13−29), (ALA13−29, ALA21−37), (ALA46−62, ALA54−70) or (ALA54−70, ALA62−78) planes are
shown in Fig. 3.6. These order parameters again show the difference between a β-roll and flat
β-sheet.

Similar to the water simulations, the terminal strands have a fairly high flexibility. All FE
landscapes show a pronounced minimum S (0.95 nm, 0.95 nm) corresponding to a nearly flat
sheet. A minimum corresponding I1 is only observed in the (ALA13−29, ALA21−37) plane at +4
kBT relative to S, while the I2 minimum is only observed in the (ALA5−21, ALA13−29) landscape
at +1 kBT . A minimum corresponding to a β-roll is not observed in any of the landscapes.
Some of the landscapes show shallow minima at increased Ala-Ala distances indicative of more
unwound structures. Cluster analysis performed to reveal the most prevalent structures for the
simulations showed that in water over 30% (REMD 1slk) to 90% (REMD back) of all structures
in the ensemble belonged to the R minimum. In methanol about 50% of all structures were
found in the S minimum and less than 2% belonged to a roll-like structure. These results can
also explain why a classical β-sheet CD spectrum was obtained for PEG-(GAGAGAGE)n-PEG in
a methanol/formic acid mixture [70], but not for our very similar collagen-silk-collagen triblock
copolymer in water [71].

3.3.4 The Hydrophobic Effect

The differences between the structures observed in water and in methanol can be explained by
the hydrophobic effect. A thermodynamic description of this effect is given by the solvation free
energy, which is equal to the sum of the free energy of formation of a cavity of the size of the
solute, and the solute-solute and solute-solvent interaction energy [168]. The transition to the
β-roll roughly divides the sheet’s width by two, and doubles the length of the stack. This means
we can neglect the already small PV term in the free energy, as the volume of the stack stays
constant to a first approximation. If we moreover neglect the change in chain entropy, the total
free energy difference for the sheet-roll transition equals the sum of the cavity formation free
energy difference ∆Gcav and the solute-solute and solute-solvent interaction energy difference
upon the transformation [168].

The solute considered here is so large that the surface free energy is the dominant factor in
the cavity formation [168]. Therefore the cavity formation free energy is Gcav ≈ Aγ, with A
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Figure 3.6: Free energy landscapes for the REMD methanol simulations plotted in different represen-
tations: a) (ALA5−21, ALA13−29), b) (ALA13−29, ALA21−37), c) (ALA46−62, ALA54−70), d)
(ALA54−70, ALA62−78). Plot (a) and (b) correspond to sheet 1, while (c) and (d) correspond
to sheet 2. Contour lines are 1 kBT apart. Contrary to the FE landscapes shown in figures 3
and 4, here the most pronounced minimum, indicated with S, represents a nearly flat β-sheet,
although transitions to a partly formed β-roll (indicated by I1 and I2) do occasionally occur.
A fully formed roll (R) is not observed.

the surface area of the solute and γ the surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface. The cavity
formation free energy difference between the β-roll and the β-sheet is then simply ∆Gcav =
∆Aγ.

In our REMD 1slk simulation the formation of the β-roll from a stack of β-sheets is accompa-
nied by a reduction in the solvent-accessible (or exposed) surface area of approximately 5 nm2,
corresponding to about 10% of the total surface. This reduction provides the major driving force
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for the roll β-formation. With a liquid vapor surface tension for water γ = 0.072N/m the cavity
formation free energy difference for the sheet-stack transition is ∆Gcav ≈ −5 × 0.072 × 602 =
−210kJ/mol ≈ −87kBT . This strong driving force should be enough to compensate for the
loss of interaction between the solvent and the solute. For larger silk blocks the driving forces
are likely to be proportionally stronger, making the β-roll truly the stable solution structure in
water. The hydrophobic effect is more than three times weaker in methanol, enabling the sol-
vation of a larger solute surface. The lower surface tension of methanol γmeth = 0.020N/m
yields ∆G ≈ −60kJ/mol ≈ −25kBT , which is most likely not enough to overcome the loss in
solvent-solute interaction energy, suggesting why in methanol β-rolls do not form.

Interestingly, from our simulations it follows that the number of backbone hydrogen bonds
remains constant upon formation from the β-sheet. Hence, the β-roll is not stabilized by more
backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds, although there are more hydrogen backbone possibilities,
as a strand can not only hydrogen bond to the nearest neighbouring strands but also to the
next-nearest-neighbour strands. This might lead to a increase in entropy. In contrast, during
the transformation from sheet to roll around 15 hydrogen bonds (out of 105) to the surrounding
water are lost, corresponding to around 15% of the total. This represents a loss in interaction
energy but a gain in translational entropy of the solvent. In methanol only 6 hydrogen bonds
out of 63 (about 10%) to the solvent are lost. This difference shows, again, that indeed the free
energy change for β-roll formation is much stronger in water than in methanol.

This discussion only gives a qualitative explanation of the transition, and it is clear that more
work is required to obtain insight in the exact quantitative contributions to the free energies.

3.4 Conclusions

We performed extensive molecular dynamics and replica exchange MD simulations of the mid-
dle silk-like (GAGAGAGE)n block of a fibril forming polypeptide triblock copolymer. Based on
our simulations we predict that a structure composed of two interconnected parallel β-sheets is
the most stable structure in water. To our surprise, this structure is very similar to the rather
rare β-roll motif [166], and so we likewise term it a β-roll.

The higher stability of the β-roll when compared to standard β-sheets may partially result
from increased hydrogen bond possibilities: not only can hydrogen bonds be formed between
nearest neighbour strands but also between next-nearest-neighbour strands. In addition, the
β-roll has a smaller water exposed surface. The β-roll structure is in good agreement with the
fibril dimensions obtained from AFM and SAXS experiments, and is not inconsistent with the
CD spectra [71]. Moreover, the β-roll has excellent properties for fiber self-assembly, as the
alanine methyl side chains form a tightly packed hydrophobic surface on both faces of the roll.
In contrast, we find that in methanol a flat β-sheet is most stable. This difference in behaviour is
caused by the hydrophobic effect [168].

The REMD simulation showed that direct sheet-roll transitions via a simple accordion pleat
transformation are possible in both solvents. While the REMD simulation accelerates the explo-
ration of the configuration space substantially, we realize that the method cannot guarantee to
find the global free energy minimum, and suffers from convergence problems. The β-roll struc-
ture that we find is therefore only a prediction. Nevertheless, in our opinion the fact that the
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roll can transform into a sheet and vice versa gives this prediction much more weight. During
the transformation from sheet to roll the solvent accessible surface area decreases by 10%. For
water, this reduction leads to a substantial gain in free energy that more than offsets the ener-
getic loss of solute-solvent interaction. Methanol has a 3 times lower surface tension, which is
not high enough to drive the transition toward the β-roll. This finding also explains why in pre-
vious studies performed in methanol mixtures, a β-sheet structure was found [70, 160], which
transformed into some other structure upon exposure to water [164].

These observations help explain differences in supramolecular structures obtained from very
similar building blocks and thereby aid the development of new nanomaterials. In particu-
lar, the notion of a β-roll as a building block may inspire researchers to come up with novel
supramolecular assemblies.
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Chapter 4

A Simple Coarse-Grained Model for
Silk-based Block Copolymers ∗

Investigating the self-assembly behaviour of the silk-based block copolymers introduced in the
previous chapter using an all-atom description is far too computationally expensive. To en-
able a numerical study of the properties of the fibrils as well as the self-assembly behaviour of
the block copolymers, a simple coarse-grained model is needed. This chapter deals with the
development of such a model. Our coarse-grained force field is based on earlier work of the
Head-Gordon [104] and Thirumalai [105] groups. We adapt the original model and optimise
its parameters in order to reproduce the underlying all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lations. The unknown strength of the attraction between the beads representing the residues is
optimised by computing the potential of mean force (PMF) for unfolding of a strand of the β-
roll using steered MD (SMD) simulations in combination with Jarzynski‘s equality [139,141,142].
The model is subsequently extended to include the hydrophilic, collagen-based blocks. The ef-
ficacy of the mapping of a coarse-grained system onto an all-atom simulation is discussed. The
approach opens the way for large-scale simulations of fibrils, based on molecular structure, and
allows investigating of their nucleation, growth, cross-linking mechanism network dynamics,
and rheology.

4.1 Introduction

The silk-based block copolymers described in the previous chapter [71, 162] can self-assemble
into micrometer long fibrils when triggered by lowering the pH of the aqeous solution. Fibril
formation is thought to consist of two major steps: a conformational change of the silk-based
block in response to the pH trigger and assembly of multiple block copolymers into these long
fibrils. We have predicted, based on all atom MD simulations, that the silk-based block folds
into a β-roll structure (see Chapter 3) [75]. As such all atom MD simulations are still limited to
rather small system sizes (in the order of 106 particles) and relatively short simulation times (ns-
µs), these simulations did not include the hydrophilic flanking blocks and focused on a small

∗Based on M. Schor, B. Ensing and P. G. Bolhuis, Faraday Disc. (2010) 144: 127-142
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part of the very repetitive silk-based sequence. Obviously, a study of self-assembly behaviour
of the block copolymers or properties of the mature fibrils involves much larger time and length
scales than are currently within reach using all atom simulations.

Coarse-graining by lumping several atoms together into one representative bead interacting
via a simplified potential (as described in Chapter 2) is a viable way to access the required time
and length scales. Over the past decade many coarse-grained models for proteins have been
developed and applied [104,106,107,109–111,177]. Most of these force fields have been devised
to reproduce several properties, such as structure or thermodynamics.

Here we aim to employ a simple model that is able to predict the structures as well as the
folding behaviour correctly. Our first attempt is based on the Head-Gordon (HG) model [104],
which in turn is derived from the Honeycutt-Thirumalai model [105]. In this model, the pro-
tein is represented as a chain of beads positioned at the α-carbon atoms. The HG model can
describe secondary structure formation, and has been applied to amyloid aggregation amongst
others [116]. As the model has only been applied to common β-sheet forming systems, it needs
to be optimised for the β-roll forming silk-like protein we study here. The parametrisation of
the bond, bending and dihedral potentials can be extracted from the all-atom simulation of the
folded structures, and of a short peptide in solution, respectively. Furthermore, the strength of
the non-bonded interaction between residues is a key-determining factor for the folding and
unfolding behaviour. This effective attraction is caused by hydrogen bond formation, electro-
statics, as well as by the hydrophobic effect. The deeper the attractive potential well, the more
the equilibrium shifts toward the folded state.

We would like the coarse-grained model to mimic the equilibrium behavior of the all atom
system. This can be achieved by explicitly computing the equilibrium between folded and un-
folded states and tuning the interaction strength until they match. However, this is a compu-
tationally expensive procedure, as it requires full equilibration of both systems. The replica
exchange molecular dynamics method [131] can accelerate these long folding and unfolding
processes, but, while certainly a step into the right direction, converging the free energy land-
scape is not trivial and still computationally intensive [155].

An alternative, more effective approach would be to map the potential of mean force (PMF)
as a function of a relevant order parameter, such as the distance between strands. While extract-
ing a PMF from a straightforward MD run is inefficient, non-Boltzmann sampling methods such
as umbrella sampling [126], metadynamics [128], hyperdynamics [127], local elevation [178] and
conformational flooding [129], can in principle efficiently assess the PMF or free energy along
the reaction coordinate of interest. Here, we will compute the PMF from non-equilibrium MD
simulation of single molecule pulling experiments, also known as Steered MD (SMD). These
pulling experiments yield a series of force-extension curves that can be converted into a PMF
using the Jarzynski equality [141, 142]. In the late 1990s Jarzynski [139] proved a remarkable
relation that enables the computation of an equilibrium free energy from the work done in non-
equilibrium trajectories. While the individual non-equilibrium coarse-grained trajectories are
not likely to describe the dynamical behavior of the atomistic system correctly, the PMF is a true
equilibrium quantity that can be used to map the coarse-grained models onto the atomistic sim-
ulation. The advantage of this procedure is that it is simple to implement, as most popular MD
packages have an SMD module that allows such non-equilibrium pulling experiments. The idea
is to optimise the parametrization of the coarse-grained model in such a way that it reproduces
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the atomistic PMF as good as possible for this coarse-grained model. Another advantage of SMD
is that it allows for an easy assessment of the statistical errors from the averaging over a series of
pulling experiments as shown in the results section. This also allows for a quick estimate from a
few preliminary pulling runs of the PMF, the computation cost to reach convergence, the quality
of the reaction coordinate and the optimal pulling velocity for both the coarse-grained and the
all-atom model.

Using the resulting coarse-grained model of the silk-based block of the copolymer we test
the stability of the β-roll, as well as that of a stack of two rolls and a larger stack representing
a fibril. Subsequently, we extend the force field to include a description for the unfolded hy-
drophylic blocks. Although we stress that the force field was developed with the silk-based
block copolymers introduced in chapter 3 [71] in mind, the description of the hydrophilic blocks
is likely to be valid for similar well-solvated polymers. Moreover, the coarse-graining strategy
proposed here may have a wider applicability.

4.2 Simulation Details

The GROMOS96 force field [170] in combination with the SPC water model was used for all
atomistic simulations. The GROMACS package version 3.3.2 [78] was used for these simula-
tions, including the steered MD simulations. The pressure was kept at 1 bar using Parrinello-
Rahman coupling and the temperature was kept at 298 K using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat.
Bonds were constrained with LINCS, allowing for a 2 fs timestep. Electrostatics were treated
with PME.

The initial configuration for the β-roll was taken from our previous simulations studies [75].
After energy minimisation, a short, protein restrained run was performed to allow for equili-
bration of the solvent, followed by a 1 ns MD simulation to equilibrate the whole system. For
the 50 ns simulations of one β-roll or a stack of 2 β-rolls dodecahedral boxes with a volume of
respectively 90 nm3 and 150 nm3 were used. The SMD simulations were performed in a cubic
box with a volume of 115 nm3.

All coarse-grained simulations were run with the CM3D program [80]. As the program
uses a multi-timestep algorithm (RESPA), bonds are not constrained. All simulations were run
in the NVT ensemble, at 300K in a cubic box of 1000 nm3, except for the stack of 24 β-rolls,
which was run in cubic box of 27, 000 nm3, and the stack of 48 block copolymers (sequence
C192(GAGAGAGE)24C192), which was run in a cubic box of 1∗106nm3. A 2 fs timestep was used
for all simulations. The temperature was kept constant with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. Starting
structures were generated by extracting the Cα coordinates from an atomistic simulation and
simulating for 1 ns at low temperature (T=10 K).

Structures were visualised with VMD [172].
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4.3 Model Development

4.3.1 Adapting the Head-Gordon Model

The Head-Gordon (HG) model [104] is one of the simplest coarse-grained models that is able
to accurately reproduce protein folding and self-assembly [104, 116]. In this model, the amino
acid alphabet is reduced to only three letters: neutral (N), hydrophilic (L) and hydrophobic (B).
Each amino acid of a protein is represented by one bead, whose center is located at the position
of the Cα atom. The solvent is treated implicitly and is left out of the force field description.
The potential energy of the system is given by a sum of bond angle, dihedral, and non-bonded
interaction terms, respectively:

V =
∑
θ

1

2
kθ(θ − θ0)2

+
∑
φ

[
A(1 + cosφ) +B(1− cosφ) + C(1 + cos 3φ) +D(1 + cos(φ+

π

4
)
]

(4.1)

+
∑

i,j≥i+3

4εhS1

[(σ
r

)12
− S2

(σ
r

)6
]
.

The three sums run over all bond angles, dihedrals and pair interactions respectively. In this
expression θ denotes the bond-angle, θ0 the equilibrium value of the bond angle. φ is the
dihedral angle, σ is the diameter of the beads, and r is the distance between bead centers.
A,B,C,D, S1, S2, εh, kθ, and θ0 are parameters determining the force field. Note that some of
these parameters can vary, depending on dihedral index, or combination of bead types. The HG
model uses reduced units with all bond lengths fixed to 1. Also the bead size σ is chosen to be
unity. The angle bending constant kθ is set to 20εh and the equilibrium angle to θ0 = 105◦. For
β-sheets the dihedral constants are set to A = 0.9εh, C = 1.2εh and B = D = 0; whereas for
turns they are A = B = D = 0 and C = 0.2εh. Non-bonded interactions are determined by the
constants S1, and S2. For B − B interactions S1 = 1 and S2 = 1; for N − L, N −N and N − B
interactions S1 = 1 and S2 = 0; and for L − L and L − B interactions S1 = 1

3 and S2 = −1. In
the simulations the bond length is constrained using the RATTLE algorithm [98]. The equation
of motion is integrated using MD in the canonical ensemble.

We adapt the above model to achieve a more accurate description of our fibril-forming pro-
teins. From our previous all-atom replica exchange molecular dynamics (REMD) simulations,
we concluded that the central silk-based part of the triblock co-polymer forms a β-roll in solu-
tion [75]. This β-roll consists of two interconnected sheets, with strands within one sheet paral-
lel to each other. The two sheets are connected with each other through reverse type II β-turns.
Compared to the more common β-sheet, a β-roll is more compact and has increased possibil-
ities for hydrogen bonding. This rather unusual structure agrees well with the experimental
dimensions measured for the fibrils formed by the block co-polymers, and also agrees with the
CD spectra [75]. When coarse-graining this protein according to the HG model, the original se-
quence E(GAGAGAGE)n is substituted by L(NBNBNBNL)n, where n denotes the number
of times the sequence is repeated. Our first attempt to simulate the β-roll using the HG model,
starting from a fully formed β-roll (n = 10), resulted in immediate unfolding even at such low
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temperatures as T = 10K. This was found to be caused by the fact that neutral beads repel each
other quite strongly. We therefore model Gly as a hydrophobic residue instead of a neutral one,
and replaced all N beads by B, thus changing the sequence into L(B7L)n. This adaptation only
turned out a partial solution, as during the simulation the turn region rearranged from a reverse
type II to β turn a standard type II β turn. This was to be expected as the turn dihedrals in the
HG model are parametrised to describe a standard β-turn [104].

After these preliminary results we decided to re-parametrize the model based on atomistic
simulations of a 81 residue (n=10) β-roll in explicit water. We refrained from doing the full
384-residue silk-domain as equilibrating such a large system using atom MD in explicit water
would be computationally too expensive. From a 50 ns all-atom MD simulation of the β-roll
several distributions were extracted and used to optimise the coarse-grained model, as will be
discussed in the following section. The subsequent tuning of the non-local interaction strength
by comparing several PMFs for the coarse-grained model with the atomistic simulations will be
the subject of section 4.3.3.

4.3.2 Fitting Distributions from Atomistic Simulation

A 50 ns atomistic simulation of a 81 residue β-roll in water at 300 K yielded several key distribu-
tions (See Methods for a description of the simulation details). Bond lengths, measured as the
distance between Cα atoms of connected amino acids, are on average 3.84 ± 0.12Å. This rather
narrow distribution justifies the use of constrained bonds in the original HG model. The dihe-
dral angles between four subsequent Cα atoms in the strand regions are on average 180◦ ± 30◦,
whereas in the turn region the dihedral angles are around −30◦ ± 20◦.

While the dihedral angles of the strand regions are well described by the original HG model,
the turn regions are not. Therefore we reparametrised the dihedral angle potential for the turn
regions. The MD simulation of the fully formed β-roll does not sample all possible dihedral
angles. A better sampling of the dihedrals is obtained from a separate 10 ns all-atom simulation
of a short GAGEGAG peptide, representing the turn region (see fig. 4.1 for a schematic repre-
sentation of a single hairpin in the β-roll). The three resulting distributions P (φ) of the dihedral
angle φ belonging to the GAGE, AGEG and EGAG turn sequences are shown in fig. 4.2 and are
quite similar to each other. We can extract an effective potential from this data by taking the
negative logarithm βV (φ) = − lnP (φ) of the average dihedral distribution. To obtain one ex-
pression for the effective dihedral potential for the turn region, we fitted the negative logarithm
of the average dihedral distribution to a single quadratic polynomial in cosφ, resulting in the
following function for the dihedral potential energy (see fig. 4.2)

Vturn(φ) = εh
(
2.4− 0.8 cosφ− 1.6 cos2 φ

)
. (4.2)

This coarse-grained potential will reproduce the measured distribution of the short peptide, and
at the same time is not inconsistent with the average dihedral angles in the β-roll.

Furthermore, distance distributions between strands i and i+2 were calculated as the dis-
tance between Cα atoms of the central alanine residues. Also, the distance between neighbour-
ing glutamate residues was measured. Both distances are on average 4.8 ± 0.5Å. This distance
can be used to set the range of the nonbonded Lennard-Jones interaction.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic picture of one single hairpin in the β-roll to clarify which three dihedrals are in-
volved in the reverse β-turns. The arrows point at the GAGE, AGEG, GEGA dihedrals.
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Figure 4.2: Left: the distribution of the turn dihedrals in an all-atom simulation of the short peptide
GAGEGAG. Right: The dihedral potential is fitted (solid red line) to the negative logarithm
of the average distribution.

Combining these β-roll specific measurements with the original HG model, the adapted total
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potential energy of the system now reads:

V =
∑
b

1

2
kb(b− b0)2 +

∑
θ

1

2
kθ(θ − θ0)2

+
∑
φ

[
A+B cosφ+ C cos2 φ+D cos3 φ

]
+ VLJ (4.3)

VLJ =
∑

i,j≥i+3

4kLJS1

[(σ
r

)12
− S2

(σ
r

)6
]
. (4.4)

Analogous to Eqn. (4.1), the sums run over, respectively, the bonds, angles, dihedrals and
the pair interaction. Note that the parameters A,B,C,D are different from the original model
as expressed by eqn. (4.1). Lengths are in Å, angles and dihedral angles in degrees and the
energy scale is set by εh = 2495 J/mol. Note also that, as the software package used for the
coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CM3D [80]) employs a multi-timestep algorithm, the bond
length potentials are now explicitly included in the energy functions, whereas in the original HG
model they were constrained with the RATTLE algorithm. The bond potential force constant is
set to kb = 33εh, and b0 = 3.84Å, consistent with the measured all-atom Cα − Cα distance
distributions, and the bending angle parameters kθ = 20εh and θ0 = 105◦ are taken from the
HG model [104]. For the β-strands the dihedral potential parameters are A = 2.1εh,B = −2.7εh,
C = 0 and D = 4.8εh, which is equivalent to the values in the HG model. For the turn regions
the dihedral parameters follow from eqn. (4.2) and are A = 2.4εh,B = −0.8εh, C = −1.6εh and
D = 0εh. The non-bonded interaction parameter σ sets the range of the interaction and was
initially set to σ = 4.2Å such that the minimum of the LJ-potential corresponds to the average
distance of 4.8Å between neighboring strands. The strength of the nonbonded interaction kLJ
is for the time being set to kLJ = 4εh but will be further optimised in the next section.

In the silk-based block we treat both alanine and glycine as hydrophobic (attractive) beads
(S1 = 1, S2 = 1). As the protonation of the glutamate residues is supposed to trigger folding and
aggregation by reducing repulsive interaction and introducing the possibility of hydrogen bond
formation, we also treat the Glu-Glu interaction as attractive (hydrophobic). However, to mimic
their hydrophilic nature the glutamates behave as neutral (repulsive) beads (S1 = 1, S2 = 0)
when interacting with glycine or alanine residues.

Short coarse-grained simulations using the CM3D package with the above settings resulted
in a twisted β-roll (see fig. 4.3). This twist can be quantified by the angle between residue
position vectors r1 (Glu17-Glu65) and r2 (Glu25-Glu73). For the coarse-grained model, the
twist angle of the β-roll is approximately -78◦, much larger than was observed in the 50 ns
atomistic simulation where the twist angle was around −40◦. This large twist angle can be ex-
plained by the long-ranged nature of the Lennard-Jones interactions employed in the HG model.
This long-rangedness induces an additional (unphysical) attraction between non-neighboring
strands, which forces the β-roll to twist. To prevent such spurious attraction, we can shorten the
range of the non-bonded potential by scaling and shifting the original Lennard-Jones as follows:

VLJ =
∑

i,j≥i+3

4kLJS1

[(
σ

r − σ0

)12

− S2

(
σ

r − σ0

)6
]
. (4.5)
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Figure 4.3: Effect of shifting the long-ranged interactions on the β-roll structure. Left: When the long
ranged interactions are computed without shifting (σ0 = 0; σ = 4.2 Å) the structure shows
a twist angle (defined as the angle between residue position vectors r1 (Glu17-Glu65) and
r2 (Glu25-Glu73)) of approximately 78◦. Right: When shifted with σ0 = 2 Å and σ = 2.45
Å the twist angle in the β-roll is comparable to the twist in the atomistic structure. In the
coarse-grained representations, alanine is red, glycine blue and glutamate green.

Here, decreasing σ decreases the absolute range of the potential, and σ0 is used to shift the
potential to match the size of the bead as given by the original potential. Fig. 4.4 shows both the
original and the shifted-scaled LJ potentials.

Using a shorter ranged shifted potential in the coarse-grained simulations resulted in a
smaller twist in the β-roll structure. We found that a combination of σ0 = 2Å and σ = 2.45Å
results in a twist angle similar to that in the atomistic simulation (see fig. 4.3 c). The coarse-
grained twist angle is now only −20◦ while the twist in the all-atom simulations is −40◦. In our
previous atomistic simulations we observed that the twist in the β-roll is reduced when two or
more rolls form a stack [75]. The same trend is seen in the coarse-grained simulations.

To summarise, based on all-atom simulations of a β-roll and of a short peptide in solution
we have optimised the coarse-grained model to reproduce the structural properties of the β-roll.
Our model is given by Eqn. 4.3 in combination with Eqn. 4.5. The parameter that determines
the binding strength between the strands, and thus the folding-unfolding equilibrium kLJ is not
yet optimised. This will be done in the next section.

4.3.3 Matching Coarse-grained and Atomistic PMFs

For our initial simulations we use a kLJ = 4εh, which is equivalent to 4kBT , where kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant and T the temperature in Kelvin. This is, however, a rather rough estimate.
A better estimate for kLJ , follows from comparing the potentials of mean force (PMF) obtained
from steered MD (SMD) simulations of the atomistic and the coarse-grained model. To compute
these PMFs from SMD using Jarzynski’s equality, we follow the method of Park and Schul-
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Figure 4.4: Shifting the Lennard-Jones potential has the effect of shortening the range of the potential.
The position of the nearest neighbor strand and the second nearest neighbor strand are given
by the dashed vertical lines. Note that in the standard LJ potential the second nearest neighbor
still experiences a non-negligible attraction.

ten [141, 142] as described in chapter 2.
We pull one terminal strand away from the rest of the protein by increasing the distance

ξ = |rE1 − rE49| between residues Glu1 and Glu49 from 13.6Å to 29Å, as indicated in fig. 4.5.
As the β-roll is highly symmetric, i.e. all strands feel the same forces from their neighbouring
strands, we assume that pulling away more than one strand will not yield additional informa-
tion. Both the atomistic and the coarse-grained SMD simulations were performed with a spring
constant of k = 100kJ/(molÅ2) and a pulling velocity of v = 5Å/ns. To remain close to equilib-
rium, the system was allowed to equilibrate after each 1 ns for about 0.5 ns. The total trajectory
was 3 ns. Ten atomistic trajectories were generated and converted as described above, using,
respectively, the unweighted 〈W 〉, the 2nd order cumulant expression, and the exponentially
weighted expression 〈exp(−βW )〉. The resulting PMFs are plotted in fig. 4.6. The three differ-
ently weighted PMFs are reasonably similar, indicating a reasonable convergence. The atomistic
PMF starts at a distance of 13.6Å with a value of zero, and then almost monotonically increases
with the distance. This indicates that the force on the strand that is being pulled away exerted
by the rest of the protein is almost constant. This suggests a zipper-like unfolding, where as one
residue is being pulled away from the main block, the next residue is already starting to feel that
force.

For the coarse-grained model, different values for the strength of the non-local interactions
kLJ = 2εh, 3εh, 4εh and 5εh are tested. For each value 20 trajectories were generated and analysed
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Figure 4.5: Structures obtained in the atomistic and coarse-grained SMD simulations. Top row: two rib-
bon structures showing the initial and final configuration of the atomistic protein, Bottom row:
two structures in bead representation showing the coarse-grained initial and final structure
(kLJ = 3εh). The arrows indicate the distance parameter ξ used for the pulling simulation.

in the same way as was done for the atomistic simulations. The statistical error in the PMF is
estimated by taking 4 block averages. The resulting PMFs for the three weighting expressions
are plotted in fig. 4.6.

Comparing the PMFs of the atomistic and coarse-grained simulations it follows that the
kLJ = 2εh curve has a systematically too small slope while the slope of the kLJ = 5εh is sytem-
atically too high. For kLJ = 3εh and kLJ = 4εh the curves are more similar to the atomistic data.
Whereas for the unweighted work expressions kLJ = 4εh seems to be best, kLJ = 3εh agrees
better with the other two atomistic curves. The atomistic data in fig. 4.6 suggest that the expo-
nential average and second order cumulant are more thrustworthy. We therefore conclude that
as kLJ = 3εh is closest to the atomistic PMF for the exponential and second order cumulant, this
value is most optimal and will be used for all further simulations.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the Potentials of Mean Force as a function of the distance ξ of the atomistic
and coarse-grained SMD simulations. Top left: the PMFs obtained from the atomistic runs,
for the unweighted, exponentially averaged and second order cumulant expressions. The
other three panels compare the coarse-grained PMFs with the atomistic one for these differ-
ent averaging expressions for several values of kLJ . The top right panel shows the linearly
averaged work (unweighted). Bottom left: the second order cumulant expression. Bottom
right: the exponentially weighted work. The error bars indicate the error in the PMFs from
the coarse-grained simulations, and were obtained from block averaging the trajectories. Note
that each subtrajectory is averaged individually.

4.4 Coarse-grained Simulation of the β roll and Large Stacks

Using the optimised coarse-grained model, we ran a 50 ns coarse-grained simulation of one 81
residue β-roll and a stack of two such rolls. For the single β-roll a twist angle of −20.3◦ (−39.6◦
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for atomistic resolution) and a RMSD of 1.77Å(versus 1.40Å atomistic) were observed. For the
stack the twist angle is less: −9.5◦ (versus −13.1◦ atomistic). The RMSD is also smaller: 1.46
Å(1.28 Å atomistic). The distance between the two β-roll centers of mass in the stack is on av-
erage 0.94 ± 0.4 nm, which agrees well with the roll-height of 0.92 ± 0.7 nm in the atomistic
simulation. These results show that the coarse-grained model is accurate enough to reproduce
the mechanical stability, dimensions and twist of the β-roll. An open question is whether the
coarse-grained model can also predict the folded state from an unfolded conformation. A simu-
lation of the entire 81-residue polypeptide started from an unfolded conformation resulted in a
unstructured aggregate. To test the folding behavior we therefore simulated a shorter peptide:
E(GAGAGAGE)3. Starting from a short, unfolded conformation, the peptide quickly folds
into a double hairpin. Such downhill folding seems to be consistent with the measured PMF.
However, as glycine and alanine are parametrised with the same bead type, two (very similar)
structures are formed: hairpins with all glycines on the inside as in the atomistic simulations
and β-rolls with all glycines on the outside. This behavior follows from the symmetric sequence
in the coarse-grained model, i.e. there is no difference between the C and N terminus. In a fu-
ture version of the model one could use a distinct bead type for the alanine residues in order to
restore the asymmetry of the real polypeptide.

The aim of the coarse-grained model is to allow investigations of the fibrils at the nm-µm
length scale. From the above mentioned simulations it follows that a stack of two rolls is stable
and behaves comparable to its atomistic counterpart for at least 50 ns. To study the behavior
of longer fibrils, we stacked 24 coarse-grained β-rolls (fig. 4.7), equilibrated the system, and
simulated the fibril for 10 ns at room temperature. This simulation shows that the coarse-grained
β-rolls can indeed form a long stable fibril. The linear dimension of the coarse-grained stack is
about 20 nm, corresponding to a height 0.88 nm per β-roll, slightly more compressed than the
stack of two rolls. Furthermore, the fibril bends slightly in an oscillatory fashion, indicating that
it is not infinitely stiff, but has finite bending rigidity. We can estimate the bending rigidity, or
persistence length by looking at the deviation of the fibrils position along the long axis. The
fibril is aligned along the z-axis. Plotting the distribution of the absolute deviation of the centre
of mass of each roll in the stack from the z-axis as a function of z (fig. 4.7) yields information
about the bending behavior and flexibility of the fibril. From this distribution it follows that
the fibril oscillates in its lowest mode, with two nodes around roll 6 and roll 19. As was to be
expected, rolls on the outside show a slightly higher deviation than rolls on the inside. From
this oscillation it is possible to derive the persistence length lP . Assuming that the long fibril
behaves like a worm like chain, the mean square end-to-end distance

〈
R2
〉

is given by [179]

〈
R2
〉

= 2Llp

[
1− lP

L
(1− e−L/lp)

]
, (4.6)

where lp is the persistence length, and L is the contour length of the fibril. Because L � lp in
this case, a simple expansion gives.

〈
R2
〉
≈ L2 − 1

3

L3

lp
. (4.7)

Realizing that
〈
R2
〉

can also be related to the average deviation from a straight fibril d by L2 =
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Figure 4.7: An indication of the mesoscopic bending behavior of a long fibril, as obtained from a 10 ns
coarse-grained simulation of a stack of 24 β-rolls. Left: a snapshot of the stack at maximum
bending. Middle: the average deviation from a straight fibril obtained by plotting the devia-
tion of the center of mass of each β-roll with respect to the z-axis as a function of the z position
for every time step. From this plot, and from looking at the trajectory, it is clear that rolls on
the outside of the fibril are most mobile. The fibril oscillates in its lowest mode, as is clear
from the presence of two nodes (roll 6 and roll 19, counting from the bottom roll). We note
that the spread in deviation from the z-axis for rolls 9 to 12 and roll 14 seems to be due to
partial transition to a flat β-sheet. Right: Histogram of the distributions of the deviation from
the z-axis for rolls 1, 6 and 11. Roll 1 shows indeed a wide distribution of distances, whereas
roll 6 (the node) has a narrow distribution. Roll 11 shows an intermediate range. The average
deviation taken from these distributions allows an estimate of the persistence length.

〈
R2
〉

+ d2, one can solve for the persistence length,

lp =
1

3

L3

d2
. (4.8)

The fibril length L in the simulation is about L = 20 nm, and the average deviation between
the end points about d = 0.9 nm. The latter value follows from the histograms in fig. 4.7, and
realizing that while the endpoints deviate about 2 Å from the z-axis, the middle part of the
fibril moves 2.5 Å in the opposite direction. This 4.5 Å difference between the middle and one
endpoint translates into a 9 Å average endpoint deviation from a straight fibril. These numbers
results in an estimate for the persistence length of lp = 2.620µm. This is very reasonable when
comparing the experimental TEM and AFM results, which show that the fibril has a persistence
length of the order of a few micron [71]. We note that these simulation results cannot be com-
pared directly to the experiments because the silk domain is much smaller than the 384 residue
block that is used in the experiments and, moreover, the collagen blocks are missing. Neverthe-
less, these results show that even a simple coarse-grained model can already assess mesoscopic
properties such as the persistence length.
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Table 4.1: Lennard-Jones parameters of the coarse-grained force field. The entries denote (S1, S2) for all
combinations

Res. Gly Ala Glu Fil Neu Pro
Gly 1, 1 1, 1 1, 0 1

3 , -1 1, 0 1, 0
Ala 1, 1 1, 1 1, 0 1

3 , -1 1, 0 1, 0
Glu 1, 0 1, 0 1, -1 1

3 , -1 1, 0 1, 0
Fil 1

3 , -1 1
3 , -1 1

3 , -1 1
3 , -1 1, 0 1, 0

Neu 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0
Pro 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0 1, 0

We observe small defects in the fibril caused by partial transition to a flat β-sheet in rolls 11
and 12 and, later, also for roll 14. We hypothesise that such irregularities will be less pronounced
when the full block co-polymers will be simulated.

4.5 Extension of the Force Field to Include the Hydrophylic Blocks

As the coarse-grained model now does a decent job describing the silk-based block, we can
extend it to include a description of the hydrophilic collagen-based flanking blocks. This C-block
is rich in Gly, Pro and hydrophilic amino acids (Asn, Gln, Glu). To describe it, three new bead
types were defined: neutral (Neu, to describe Ser and Gly), hydrophilic (Fil, to describe Asn,
Gln, Glu and Lys) and proline (Pro). Pro beads only differ from Neu beads in the description of
their dihedral angle contribution. This is done to account for the contribution of Pro’s special
backbone which, in an all-atom description will restrict dihedral angle possibilities.

Table 4.1 summarises the values for the Lennard-Jones parameters S1 and S2 for all possible
combinations of bead types. Note that Gly is described by a repulsive, neutral bead in the
C-block instead of as an attractive bead as in the silk-based block. This is because in the silk-
based block Gly is part of a tightly hydrogen bonded structure whereas in the C-block it belongs
to a very flexible structure without such stabilising factors. Except for the description of the
different dihedral angles, all other parameters can be taken directly from the coarse-grained
description of the silk-based block. To obtain a reasonable description for the dihedral angles
for the different possible sequences, 10 ns atomistic simulations of short peptide sequences (6
to 12 amino acids) spanning the entire C-block were performed and the distribution of dihedral
angles was fitted to either a harmonic potential (Pro at postion 2 or 3) or a cosine expansion (all
others).

An important characteristic of the C-block is the radius of gyration (Rg) as a function of the
number of residues (see fig. 4.8). This property can be compared the experimental results for the
full length C-block, synthesised by Werten et al. [162]. Different lengths of the coarse-grained C-
block were constructed and simulated for 50 ns. From the resulting plot in fig. 4.8 it is clear that
the computed values are in reasonable agreement with the experimental results for a C-block of
400 residues. Moreover, the fitted Flory exponent of 0.587 suggests a polymer in a good solvent
as would be expected for a large, hydrophilic peptide. Replacing all Pro beads by Neu bead has
no significant effect in the radius of gyration, suggesting that this property depends mainly on
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Figure 4.8: (a) radius of gyration of the hydrophilic block versus the number of amino acids in the chain.
Fitting to Flory’s relation yields a Flory exponent of 0.587. (b) Fibril of 48 block copolymers
with sequence C96E((GA)3E)24C

96.

the non-bonded interactions.

To assess the effect of the C-block on the stability of fully formed fibrils, the persistence
length of a fibril with and without the blocks are compared. To study the effect of the C-
block on the fibril persistence length we prepared fibrils by stacking 48 β-rolls with sequence
E((GA)3E)24 flanked by two C-blocks of 96 residues. This structure was equilibrated at 100 K
for 500 ps and subsequently for 1 ns at 300 K. After equilibration the fibril was simulated at 300
K for 50 ns. Results were compared to an identical stack of β-rolls without the C-block flanks.

Both simulations show stiff, stable fibrils. R and L can easily be extracted from the simula-
tions. For both fibril types L is 44.15 nm. The average R also differs only marginally: 42.1 nm
in case of the silk-only fibril and 42.3 nm for the fibril with the C-blocks resulting in persistence
lengths of 1.7 µm and 1.8 µm respectively. The fact that these values are so close to each other
indicates that the C-based block has no significant effect on the characteristics of a mature fibril
but that these characteristics are determined by and large by components of the fibril core. The
difference with the persistence length calculated for a small fibril in section 4.4 can be explained
by the fact that more and larger silk-based blocks are used here.
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4.6 Discussion and Conclusions

We have developed a coarse-grained protein model, which enables description of fibril assembly
and fibril-fibril interaction on the nm− µm length scale. This model is based on fitting to struc-
tural data, as well as to unfolding PMFs. This coarse-grained procedure, while still very rough,
fits entirely in the philosophy of coarse-graining that a simplified model can and should repro-
duce several important (thermodynamic or structural) properties, but might, and, in fact, will
not necessarily be able to reproduce all equilibrium quantities. The procedure we advocate here
reproduces the structure of the folded state, and approximates the equilibrium between folded
and unfolded state. We conjecture that this method is applicable to the folding behaviour of
other proteins. In future work, one could test this on the folding/unfolding equilibrium behav-
ior of our coarse-grained model, e.g by replica exchange MD. Nevertheless, besides all these
caveats we have shown here that even a simple model can reproduce some of the interesting
mesoscopic properties of a long protein fiber.

The model was extended to include a proper desciption of the hydrophilic flanking blocks
(C-block). Coarse-grained simulations of this C-block showed correct scaling behaviour for the
radius of gyration and reproduced the experimental value.

As we have about two orders of magnitude fewer particles in the coarse-grained simulation
with respect to the all-atom simulation, the gain in efficiency is at least also of that order. Further
gain in efficiency can be achieved by using a larger time-step, something that we have not yet
investigated.

The coarse-grained forcefield allows us to study the effect of the hydrophilic blocks on self-
assembly of the block copolymers (next chapter). With this model we can span the large gap in
time and length scales between the molecular structure of the proteins and the mesoscopic level
of the fibrils.
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Chapter 5

Self-assembly Mechanism of
Fibril-forming Silk-based Block
Copolymers∗

The triblock copolymers described in the previous chapters self-assemble into micrometer long
fibrils in response to a trigger. Since the exact mechanism of the fibril formation remains unclear,
in this chapter we employ a multiscale modelling approach in combination with rare event sim-
ulations to elucidate key processes. Atomistic scale simulations on the silk-based block suggest
a mechanism in which a polypeptide prefolded in a β-roll structure docks to the growing end
of a fibril through the formation of Glu-Glu sidechain contacts. Subsequently it can slide to the
optimal position before water is expelled to form a dry interface between the fibril end and the
attaching block copolymer. In addition, we find that the folded state of the silk-based block is
further stabilised through interactions with its neighboring block. Templated folding may also
play a role in case a partially folded polypeptide attaches. The coarse-grained simulations indi-
cate that the attachment and subsequent sliding is mediated by the hydrophilic flanks in a size
dependent manner. The hydrophilic blocks prevent random aggregation and allow growth only
at the end of the fibril. Our multiscale approach may be used for other fibril-forming peptides.

5.1 Introduction

One of the main challenges in the field of nanotechnology is the construction of functional
molecular devices by self-assembly processes. Biological self-assembling polymers or polypep-
tides have been a source of inspiration in many approaches to develop such new nanomate-
rials [2]. In particular, the self-assembling properties of β-sheet rich protein elements have re-
ceived a lot of attention as promising building blocks in the design of functional supramolecular
materials [4, 5].

Among the various β-sheet forming peptides that have been studied is the glycine-alanine
(GA)n repeat which is found in the B .mori silk fibroin. Although the peptide block can in

∗Based on M. Schor and P. G. Bolhuis, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. (2011) 13: 10457-10467
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principle be chemically synthesized, genetic engineering allows for more control as it facilitates
the production of monodisperse, high molecular weight polypeptides with a predetermined
amino acid sequence. Various triblock copolymers with sequence ((GA)3GX)n and hydrophilic
outer blocks have been reported [70, 71, 161], where n denotes the number of repeats. Residue
X can in principle be any bulky hydrophilic residue that disrupts the tight fibroin-like packing
promoted by the GA repeats. Smeenk et al. have shown that triblock copolymers consisting of
the silk-based repeat (with glutamic acid (E) at the X position) flanked by poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) self-assemble into well-defined fibrils from methanol upon neutralising the glutamic acid
sidechain by lowering the pH [70]. More recently Martens et al. have engineered a triblock
copolymer with the same silk-based core block with sequence ((GA)3GX)48, flanked by large,
hydrophilic peptides [71]. This triblock copolymer also forms fibrils from aqueous solution
when the pH is lowered. In both cases the silk-based block forms the core of the fibril and the
hydrophilic outer blocks form a corona around this core. Although the fibrils seem similar, the
structure of the silk-based block is solvent-dependent [75]. In aqueous solution, the silk-based
block folds into a β-roll, while in methanol it forms a flat β-sheet. In both cases fibril formation
is thought to occur through a nucleation-growth type mechanism.

In this paper we focus on the yet poorly understood mechanism of the fibril self-assembly
in water. It is likely that, once formed, fibrils grow in a one-by-one fashion in which diffusing
polypeptide molecules attach to the end of fibril. However, it is unknown whether these attach-
ing polymers are prefolded into a β-roll or are in a random coil conformation. Furthermore,
due to the non-specificity of the polymer sequence, it is highly unlikely that the polymer will
attach at the correct position, even when it is preformed in a β-roll. Therefore, the roll will have
to be able to realign to form the more or less perfect fibrils seen in experiment. These steps are
indicated schematically in Fig. 5.1. Further complicating the mechanism, the hydrophilic blocks
are required to prevent aggregation of the block copolymers as without them only random ag-
gregates form.

Knowledge of the self-assembly mechanism allows a rational design and improvement of
these type of novel materials. However, experimentally it is very difficult to investigate the
process of folding and self-assembly of such block copolymers on a molecular scale. On the
other hand, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, in principle, allow for the elucidation of
mechanisms at the molecular level. With the currently available computer power it is possible
to reach up to microseconds for system sizes on the order of 105 particles. Our system spans
a wide range of time scales: bond vibrations and dihedral angle rotations occur on picosecond
and nanosecond timescales whereas folding into the β-roll and self-assembly of the fibril takes
milliseconds to hours in the experimental setup. The full experimental polypeptide consists
of approximately 800 amino acids. A system with tens of solvated polymers will easily con-
tain millions of atoms. Hence studying the fibril formation of the full copolymer in solution at
atomistic resolution with straight-forward MD simulations is clearly not feasible. In contrast, a
multiscale modelling approach is able to capture the self-assembly processes at different length
and time scales. All-atom simulations can give detailed insight into the interactions governing
self-assembly of the silk-based blocks. Coarse-grained descriptions allow reaching the longer
time and length scales over which the association of two or more block copolymers takes place.

In a coarse-grained force field the number of degrees of freedom is reduced in comparison
to standard all-atom force fields. Reducing the number of degrees of freedom will increase
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Figure 5.1: Network of possible self-assembly reactions of the silk-block. The β-roll structures are de-
picted in cartoon representation (green and purple), the Ala sidechains as red spheres. In the
two rightmost structures, Glu residues are represented in licorice (red). Fibril formation can
happen either by attachment of an unfolded polymer (left-most path) or by attachment of a
prefolded roll (right pathways). If the polymer is unfolded, it can use the fibril surface as a
template for folding. In the next step, the folded β-roll has to slide along the fibril surface
to minimise exposed hydrophobic surface. If the a prefolded β-roll attaches, this can hap-
pen either through direct hydrophobic collapse (center) or through docking through Glu-Glu
sidechain interactions followed by hydrophobic collapse. In the last case there are two possi-
bilities to minimise exposed hydrophobic surface. If the hydrophobic collapse is immediate
the roll will have to slide along the fibril surface. Alternatively, the roll can slide when in the
Glu docked state and expel water in the last step. Note that only fragments of the full β-rolls
are shown, and that for clarity, the hydrophilic C-blocks have been omitted.

the feasible system size and simulation time as there are less interactions to be calculated and
the energy landscape is smoothed. Over the years many coarse-grained force fields have been
developed for protein systems [180] ranging from fairly high resolution (approximately 5 beads
per amino acid) to relatively coarse (1 bead per amino acid). The choice of resolution depends
on the problem studied. We chose for a relatively low resolution model as this allows for a
significant increase in system size. Our force field is based on a one bead per amino acid force
field developed by Head-Gordon and coworkers [104], which is in turn based on the Honeycutt-
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Thirumalai model [105]. The version we use was optimised to describe the silk-based block as
it behaves in water [181] and was shown to successfully reproduce fibril properties. Here we
extend it to include a description of the hydrophobic block.

Even though the low resolution coarse-grained force field allows simulating larger systems
sizes and time scales, it is still not sufficient to reach the folding and subsequent fibril formation
time scales. The long timescales of these processes are governed by the presence of high free
energy barriers. The self-assembly processes can thus be considered as rare events. Special sim-
ulation techniques have been developed to study such rare event processes, e.g. umbrella sam-
pling [126], metadynamics [128], conformational flooding [129], local elevation [178], steered
MD [141] and many others.

In this chapter we aim to elucidate the self-assembly mechanism of silk-based block copoly-
mers into fibrils through a multiscale modelling approach combined with rare event simulations
such as steered MD and umbrella sampling. The rare event methods, in this case steered MD
and umbrella sampling, are necessary as self-assembly into fibrils involves high barriers.

The possible self-assembling mechanisms in Fig. 5.1 are compared for a small but represen-
tative part of the silk-based block which is described atomistically with explicit solvent. Subse-
quently, we simulate the whole block copolymer with a coarse-grained force field to study the
effect of the hydrophilic blocks on self-assembly. The results obtained for the different scales can
be combined to get an overall picture of the mechanism of self-assembly of these block copoly-
mers into fibrils.

The full-atom simulations indicate that the most probable mechanism is the rightmost schematic
pathway in Fig. 5.1: from pre-folded β-roll, via docking of Glu-Glu interface and sliding into
place to minimise mismatch, followed by a hydrophobic collapse into the correct position. At
first glance, a direct hydrophobic collapse of the β-roll onto the fibril end, skipping the Glu-
Glu docked state and subsequent sliding process seems also possible. However, the subsequent
hydrophobic mismatch is very unlikely to anneal.

Our coarse-grained simulations suggest that the main role of the hydrophilic blocks is indeed
in limiting random aggregation of the silk-based block. This protection is more efficient for a
larger hydrophilic block. The second role of the hydrophilic block is to pre-align the silk-based
blocks such that they minimise their mismatch, resulting in more regular fibrils. This latter role
might work hand in hand with the Glu-Glu docking and sliding, making this step more efficient.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 All-atom Simulations

5.2.1.1 MD Simulations

The all-atom MD simulations have been performed with the GROMACS package version 4.0.5
[79]. The pressure was kept at 1 bar using Parrinello-Rahman coupling and the temperature
was kept at 298K using a Nose-Hoover thermostat. LINCS was used to constrain the bonds,
allowing for a 2 fs timestep. Electrostatics were treated with PME. The VMD package [172] was
used to visualise structures.
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5.2.1.2 The β-roll System

The all-atom simulations were performed on a β-roll with sequence E((GA)3E)10. This β-roll is
large enough to be representative for the full length silk-based block used in experiments while
decreasing the system size enough to allow full-atom simulations [75]. The structure of the β-
roll is taken from our previous work [75]. All Glu sidechains are protonated and the termini are
uncharged, resulting in a neutral system. The OPLS force field [182] to describe the β-roll was
used in combination with the TIP4P water model. Two β-rolls are placed in a rectangular box
(14x5x5 nm3 solvated by 11307 waters unless noted otherwise) and are aligned in the xy-plane
and stacked along the z-axis in such a way that they form a perfect dry interface with minimal
exposed hydrophobic surface area. Upon solvation, the systems are energy minimised using
conjugate gradient. Subsequently a 20 ps simulation with the β-rolls restrained was performed
to equilibrate the water around the rolls.

5.2.1.3 Steered MD Simulations

Three different sets of all-atom steered MD (SMD) simulations were performed on the above
β-roll system:

1. Unfolding two strands of one of the β-rolls by increasing the centre of mass (com) distance
between residues Glu1 and Glu49 along the x-axis. Refolding is studied by releasing conforma-
tions from different com distances and simulating for 5 ns (5 simulations per com distance). The
results are compared to those for a single β-roll (same setup; 1 β-roll and 11281 TIP4P waters)
and are described in section 5.3.1.1

2. Unstacking the β-rolls by increasing the com distance along the z-axis (section 5.3.1.2).
Here the box size is 6.5x6.5x8 nm3 (2 β-rolls and 10679 TIP4P water molecules).

3. Sliding of one β-roll over the other one in the direction perpendicular to the strands (x-
axis) by pulling on the com of the strands in contact with the other polypeptide (section 5.3.1.3).

One of the β-rolls is position restrained during these SMD simulations. All three sets of
SMD simulations use a velocity v = 0.2 nm/ns and a force constant fc = 50000 kJ−1nm−2. From
SMD simulations it is possible to construct the potential of mean force (PMF) through Jarzyn-
ski’s equality [139, 141] (see chapter 2). The PMFs shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.5 are based on 20
trajectories each.

5.2.2 Coarse-grained Simulations

5.2.2.1 MD Simulations

All MD simulations with the coarse-grained force field were run with the CM3D program [80].
As the program employs a multiple timestep integration algorithm (RESPA), bonds are not con-
strained. All simulations were run in the NVT ensemble at 300K unless described otherwise.
The temperature was kept constant with a Nose-Hoover thermostat. The timestep was set to 4
fs. The VMD package [172] was used to visualise structures.
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5.2.2.2 Setup of the Coarse-grained MD Simulations

The experimental block copolymer consists of a silk-based block with sequence E((GA)3E)48

flanked by 198 amino acid long C-blocks. To keep our simulations tractable we have used
smaller block copolymers. The size of the block co-polymer should still be large enough to
be representative for the full length block copolymer.

A stack of 32 β-rolls with sequence E((GA)3E)24 flanked by two C-blocks of 96 residues
was equilibrated at 100 K for 500 ps and subsequently for 1 ns at 300 K. Subsequently, the silk-
based core was position restrained. This system was simulated for 20 ns at 300 K and the C-block
density along the fibril axis was extracted to test the effectiveness of the shielding of the silk-core
of the fibril by the hydrophilic C-block. (section 5.3.2.1).

5.2.2.3 Umbrella Sampling Simulations

To investigate the effect of the (relative) sequence length of the C-block with respect to the β-
roll on self-assembly we simulate two small fibrils consisting of different block copolymers. All
have a silk-based block with sequence E((GA)3GE)12 and the length of the flanking C-blocks
is 21, 48 or 95 amino acids, corresponding to Rg values of 1, 2 and 3 nm respectively. For each
sequence, five block copolymers were stacked to form a small, regular fibril. Two such small
fibril fragments were equilibrated at a fixed centre of mass (com) distance by first simulating
100 ps at 100 K and subsequently 500 ps at 300 K. Next, umbrella sampling simulations [85,126]
were performed with the umbrella biasing potential centered at 0.5 nm intervals, covering the
range 5-15 nm (20 nm for the longest C-block to allow the interaction between the fibrils to
decay to zero) and the force constant was set to 830 kJ mol−1nm−2. Simulation time was 10 ns
per window. Weighted histogram analysis [132] was employed to obtain the PMFs as a function
of the com distance between the fibrils. Note that only the particles of the central silk-based
block were taken into account for the centre of mass distance and that the two fibrils are free to
rotate during the simulation.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Self-assembly Behaviour of Silk-based Blocks

Fibrils are thought to self-assemble via a nucleation and growth process in which the silk blocks
attach to an existing fibril nucleus of properly stacked β-rolls. Once a β-roll is properly attached
to a fibril, the surface between two polypeptides chains is completely dewetted, and all water
molecules are expelled. In this β-roll stack the Ala sidechains on the outside of the rolls form
a tightly interdigitated Ala interface analogous to the steric zippers observed in amyloids [35].
Here, we seek to address two aspects of the self-assembly process. First, it is unknown if the
silk-based blocks first fold into a β-roll and subsequently assemble or if they assemble first and
then use the fibril surface as a template for folding. These options correspond to the left and
right pathways in Fig. 5.1. Furthermore it is unclear how the exposed hydrophobic surface at
the interface between two β-rolls is minimised. Sliding along the Ala-’rails’ is one of possible
scenario’s in Fig. 5.1, but it could also be that this optimisation is done in the “Glu-docked” state.
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Straightforward MD simulations would be unpractical to compare between various possibilities
due to the high free energy barriers involved in these processes resulting in very long simulation
times. To overcome this time scale issue, we employ SMD simulations to enforce the β-roll to
perform according to a certain mechanism in an artificially fast manner. Nevertheless, the SMD
results can be translated using Jarzynksi’s equality into an equilibrium PMF that will facilitate
comparing various mechanisms.

5.3.1.1 Templated Folding of β-rolls

Although we have shown previously that one β-roll is stable in solution [75], this stability is
enhanced when two or more polypeptides have stacked to form a fibril. An open question is
whether or not the presence of the exposed fibrils Ala surface enhances the folding of a partially
folded polypeptide attached to such a surface. We investigate this by unfolding a few strands of
a β-roll in solution and of a β-roll stacked with another β-roll and subsequently monitoring the
refolding behaviour of the two systems.

When the strands are fully unfolded (the Cα-Cα distance between glutamates 17 and 33 (d17-
33) is larger than 0.6 nm) no proper refolding was observed within the simulation time for either
of the two systems. Instead the unfolded strands collapse into a molten-globule. However, when
the simulations are initiated with a partially unfolded β-roll such that the distance d17-33 and
the distance between residues 15 and 31 (d15-31)is around 0.5 nm spontaneous refolding of the
second strand (residues 9 to 17) is observed within 5 ns when the β-rolls are stacked (Fig. 5.2)
in 2 out of 5 simulation runs. Folding is enhanced by the formation of a dry alanine interface
between this strand and the underlying polypeptide surface. Refolding of the first unfolded
strand (residues 1 to 9) is not enhanced by the presence of the second polypeptide as it would
be positioned at the solvent exposed side of the β-roll. Indeed refolding of the first strand only
seems to occur when most contacts are already properly formed and does not depend on the
presence or absence of the second β-roll.

These results indicate that the presence of the β-roll enhances folding. However, combining
these results with the fact that a single β-roll in solution is very stable suggests that although
templating will enhance folding, the presence of a template is not really necessary and stable
β-rolls will also form in solution [75].

5.3.1.2 Stacking of β-rolls

In the first of the possible pathways on the right in Fig. 5.1 a prefolded β-roll attaches to the
fibril end. We mimic this step by considering the stacking of just two β-rolls. For two β-rolls in
solution to come together, water has to be expelled from the interface. In principle this process
is reversible and calculating the free energy barriers for the process where two rolls unstack
and water enters between the two hydrophobic surfaces will yield information on the reverse
process of stacking of two β-rolls. The PMF from 20 SMD trajectories of unstacking two folded
β-rolls and several representative configurations in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 show that the free energy
cost of the first step, where the stack opens up on one side and water penetrates the interface
is approximately 400 kJ/mol. (80 kJ/mol per strand corresponding to 1920 kJ/mol for the full
experimental silk-based block). The two β-rolls remain in contact through interactions between
the Glu sidechains on one side (Fig. 5.4a3). Once the Ala interface between the two β-rolls is
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Figure 5.2: Templated folding. Starting from a state where the first strand is fully unfolded and the sec-
ond strand is mostly unfolded (c) refolding of the second strand seems to be enhanced by the
presence of the other β-roll resulting in structure (e). The plot in (b) shows that the strand
refolds according to a zipper-like mechanism. In the absence of the other β-roll, no refolding
is observed (a). Instead, the strands form a collapsed state (d).

solvated by a layer of water, a further increase of the center of mass distance is almost without
free energy cost until the hydrogen bonds between the Glu sidechains have to be broken. This
hydrogen bond breaking step occurs when moving from point 3 to 4 in Fig. 5.3a) and costs
around 150 kJ/mol (30 kJ/mol per strand, 720 kJ/mol for full silk block) in free energy. Only
when these h-bonds are broken are the β-rolls fully detached. Remarkably, the unrestrained
β-roll remains stable during this forced process.

The reverse process of two rolls spontaneously assembling from solution can be studied by
taking starting configurations at various com distances from the SMD simulations (indicated by
the arrows in Fig. 5.3a), reinitialising momenta, and running straightforward MD simulations.
Below a com distance of 1.4 nm (d4) the β-rolls reassemble within 1.5 ns, and completely expel
the water layer from the Ala interface. At distances larger than 1.4 nm the β-rolls do not spon-
taneously reassemble within the simulation time (5 ns). Nevertheless, the folded polypeptides
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Figure 5.3: Unstacking and restacking of β-rolls. (a) PMF of unstacking two β-rolls. Going from point 1
to point 3 in the PMF the two rolls open up allowing water to penetrate the interface. At point
4 the Glu-Glu sidechain interactions are broken and the two β-rolls are fully solvated. From
point 3 (also d5) reverse pulling simulations have been run. The resulting PMF (dashed grey
line) largely overlaps with the unstacking PMF but remains finite. This hysteresis arises from
one or two water molecules that are trapped between the two rolls due to too high pulling
velocity. The distance between the two β-rolls (b) as a measure for reattachment taking start-
ing configurations from different points along the PMF (indicated with arrows in (a)). This
suggests that the β-rolls quickly reattach provided that there is still enough contact between
the Glu sidechains.

still are in contact with each other at their Glu sidechains. In addition to investigating sponta-
neous assembly, we have calculated the PMF for pulling the two β-rolls together starting from
point 3 (20 trajectories). This PMF is shown as a dashed grey line in Fig. 5.3a. The resulting
end structure is not entirely identical to the initial stacked β-roll structure, as one or two water
molecules get trapped between the two rolls, and hence the PMF does end at a value higher
than zero. Lower pulling velocities may avoid this problem. Still, the slope of the PMF (i.e. the
force) agrees well with the PMF for unstacking, indicating that the observed hysteresis for this
process is not that large.

The PMF in Fig. 5.3 indicates that assembly of the β-rolls is an almost irreversible step, as
overcoming a free energy barrier of 550 kJ/mol ≈ 220 kBT (corresponding to 1060 kBT for the
full experimental silk block) by thermal motion will take longer than the lifetime of the universe.
In addition the results suggest that during the initial contact between two β-rolls, hydrogen
bonds forms between the Glu sidechains. Subsequently, the rolls slowly approach each other
and water is expelled to form the dry Ala interface, in an almost irreversible step.
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Figure 5.4: Representative structures along the unstacking PMF (Fig. 5.3a). The structures on the left
show how the distance between the β-rolls increases. The structures on the right indicate how
water penetrates the space between the two rolls (for clarity only the fixed β-roll is shown).

5.3.1.3 Sliding of β-rolls

It is possible that two β-rolls approaching for assembly are not correctly aligned, resulting in
a mismatch of their hydrophobic Ala-surfaces. To minimise their unfavourable exposed hy-
drophobic surface areas the β-rolls may, in principle, slide along each other in the direction
perpendicular to the strands. Again, whether or not this sliding mechanism is kinetically acces-
sible, can be tested by computing the PMF from SMD simulations.

The PMF for forcing one β-roll to slide over the other one in the direction perpendicular to
the strand is shown in Fig. 5.5. The results indicate that sliding involves overcoming a free
energy barrier of approximately 300 kJ/mol (60 kJ/mol per strand, 1440 kJ/mol for the full silk
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block). The slope of the PMF is confirmed by performing umbrella sampling simulations at three
points along the curve. Note that the PMF is expected to be symmetric, as the final structure is
virtually identical to the initial structure. The observed asymmetry is possibly due to hysteresis,
or inaccuracies in the PMF computation. Note however, that thermal motion alone will not be
able to overcome such a large barrier in a single collective step in any case.

Inspection of the configurations at the points indicated by 2 and 3 in Fig. 5.5a) reveal that the
β-rolls do not slide along each other in a rigid body fashion. Instead, the structure is deformed:
first one horizontal Ala row moves one strand to the left, then the second one follows and in a
third step the last row moves as well. The representation of the β-roll stack in Fig. 5.5c) shows
clearly that due to the interdigitation there is indeed very little room for Ala sidechains to wiggle
their way through the line of Ala of the other β-roll to their next optimal position.
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Figure 5.5: Sliding of β-rolls. (a) The PMF for forcing one β-roll to move along the other over the width
of one strand from the initial position (b1 and c1) to the final position (b4 and c4). The red
curves are the PMFs based on umbrella sampling simulations. From (c2 and 3) it is clear that
the β-roll does not slide but deforms when moving over the width of one strand.

As the sliding mechanism involves overcoming a rather high free energy barrier in the order
of 1440 kJ/mol it is unlikely that two β-rolls will minimize their mismatch in this way. Alterna-
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Figure 5.6: Sliding in the Glu docked state (b). The resulting PMF (a) indicates that the free energy barrier

for this process is much lower compared to the process of sliding from a fully stacked state
(Fig 5.5a).

tively, the rolls could slide along each other in the Glu docked state suggested in the previous
section (see Fig. 5.4a3 or Fig. 5.6b). Forcing one β-roll to move over the width of one strand
with respect to the other β-roll results in the PMF shown in Fig. 5.6a. The free energy barrier for
sliding in this docked state is only 50 kJ/mol (10 kJ/mol per strand or 240 kJ/mol for the full
silk block). Moreover, in the docked position, it is possible that the sliding is not a single step
collective process but a diffusive process in which hydrogen Glu-Glu bonds are being formed
and broken on a per strand basis. This would involve only around 10 kJ/mol≈ 4kBT , which
should be accessible by thermal motion alone on a ns timescale.

To summarize, the results from the atomistic simulations suggest a mechanism where a β-roll
attaches to the growing end of a fibril by docking through the formation of Glu-Glu hydrogen
bonds. From this docked state the roll can slide to a more optimal position prior to the formation
of a dry interface. Sliding may be mediated in part by the hydrophilic blocks. The flexible
hydrophilic C-block flanking the silk β-roll is the subject of the next section.

5.3.2 Effect of the Hydrophilic Blocks on Self-assembly

Experiments show that the presence of the hydrophilic flanking blocks is needed for fibril for-
mation as without them the silk-based blocks aggregate randomly. Including the hydrophilic
blocks increases the system size such that all-atom simulations would be unfeasible. Therefore
we use a coarse-grained force field to study the effect of the hydrophilic blocks on self-assembly.
Development and testing of the coarse-grained force field is discussed in the previous chapter.
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5.3.2.1 Shielding of the Silk-based Fibril Core by the C-block

Fibril growth can occur only through attachment of a block copolymer at the hydrophobic grow-
ing ends of the fibril and not at one of the hydrophilic Glu sides. This is facilitated by efficient
screening of the Glu sides and the strand sides by the corona formed by the hydrophilic C-
blocks. To investigate this screening effect we simulated a fibril of 32 block copolymers consist-
ing of a silk-based block with the sequence E((GA)3E)24 flanked by two 96 residue C-blocks.
The fibril is aligned along the z-axis and the C-block density in the xy-plane is extracted for
several intervals along the fibril axis (see Fig. 5.7). Indeed, the C-block forms a corona of about
1 nm around the silk-based core. At the ends of the core (0 and 10), the C-blocks occupy the en-
tire xy-range of the hydrophobic surface. The C-block density in these intervals is significantly
lower compared to the other intervals.

Thus, it seems most likely that fibril growth occurs by attachment at the hydrophobic sur-
face of the fibril as the C-block density is lowest here and the effective interaction between a
monomer and the fibril is strongest. Shielding will be less effective for shorter C-blocks.

Occasionally, fibrils are observed to align in experiments [71]. Alignment is most likely to
occur along the Glu-surfaces as the C-block density is lower here. This lower shielding also
provides a way for an attaching β-roll to be ‘guided’ to the correct position of for Glu-docking
(see section 5.3.1). In this sense, the lower densities of the hydrophilic C-block at the fibrils ends
naturally induces the self-assembly properties.

5.3.2.2 Self-assembly of Small Silk-based Fibrils

It has been suggested that the main role of the hydrophilic outer blocks is to limit random ag-
gregation of the hydrophobic silk-based polymers. Indeed, experiments of silk-based polymers
without flanking hydrophilic blocks show rapid formation of amorphous aggregates. It seems
intuitive that the efficiency by which the hydrophilic blocks limit random aggregation would
depend on the size ratio between the radius of gyration (Rg) of hydrophilic block and the linear
size of the folded hydrophobic block. Three scenarios can be distinguished: hydrophilic blocks
too small for effective screening, hydrophilic blocks that are too large to allow any interaction
between the hydrophobic blocks and the in-between case where efficient screening results in the
formation of regular fibrils.

We compute the effective interaction free energy (identical to the PMF) between the centers
of mass of two short fibril fragments for three different C-block lengths (21, 48 and 95 residues,
with a Rg of 1, 2 and 3 nm, respectively) through umbrella sampling. The resulting free energy
curves plotted in figure fig. 5.8 are repulsive at most distances, indicating a steric (excluded
volume) stabilisation that is common in polymer and colloid science [183]. Clearly, the range of
the repulsive interaction as well as the strength of the repulsive interaction increases for longer
C-blocks. For center of mass distances corresponding to near contact, the C-blocks become de-
pleted from the interface between the silk-based fibril fragments. At these small distances, the
fibril fragments will snap into contact, as soon as a sufficiently large hydrophobic surface be-
comes available. This will sometimes result in a mismatch of the β-roll stacks. While subsequent
minimisation of the exposed hydrophobic surface, for instance by sliding of block copolymers
along each other, should in principle be possible, it would require overcoming such large barrier,
that it has not been observed in the simulations. In fact, as argued in section 5.3.1, this sliding
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Figure 5.7: Two-dimensional plots of the residue density of the C-block along the length of a fibril. For
clarity a cartoon of the fibril (red/green) surrounded by its corona (blue) is shown. The long
fibril axis is aligned with the z-axis, the width and height are orientated along the x and y
axis, respectively. The fibril’s center of mass is placed in the origin. The second panel on
the top row shows the normalised C-blocks’ residue density profile projected on the z-axis
for a fibril consisting of 32 C96E((GA)3GE)24C

96 block copolymers. The ends of the fibril
core formed by the silk-based blocks are indicated by black dotted lines. The C-block density
naturally is highest around the center of the fibril and decreases rapidly beyond the core. The
remaining three panels show contour plots of the density of the hydrophilic residues in the
xy-plane perpendicular to the fibril direction for specific z-value, indicated by the grey dashed
lines in the overall density plot. We show the density for regions 0, 5 and 9 representative of
the outsides and the centre of the fibril. For regions 0 and 9, the contours indicate densities
of approximately 1.9 particles/nm3, 3.8 particles/nm3 and 5.7 particles/nm3. In region 5
the density of the C-block is highest and surrounds the fibril. For this region the contours
correspond to densities of approximately 5.5, 11, 16.5 and 22 particles/nm3.

will not happen on a reasonable timescale, making the attachment virtually irreversible. The
amount of mismatch seems to be dependent on the size of the C-block. In Fig. 5.8c we show
a snapshot with a clear mismatch in case of 48 residue C-block. In contrast, for the longer 95
C-block (Fig. 5.8d), the mismatch has almost disappeared. It is hence conceivable that the C-
block length not only plays the role of avoiding random aggregation, but also helps to minimise
the mismatch between the polypeptide surfaces. Note that in the coarse-grained simulation,
the Glu-Glu docking mechanism does not seem to occur. In the full-atom simulations, the Glu
docked state is relatively long lived because water has to be expelled from the interface between
the rolls. Water is not explicitly taken into account in the coarse-grained simulation.
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Figure 5.8: (a) PMFs of self-assembly of CSC stacks with different lengths of C-block. (b) Starting struc-
ture of C48S97C48. (c,d) Self-assembled structures of C48S97C48 and C95S97C95 respectively.
While the first structure shows a significant mismatch in terms of exposed hydrophobic sur-
face, this is much reduced in the second structure as a result of the larger C-blocks.

Also, in the experimental system, large mismatches can lead to branching of the fibrils. Such
branching is relatively rare, but is sometimes observed [71].

5.4 Conclusions

By combining extensive all-atoms and coarse-grained simulations with rare event techniques,
we have investigated the self-assembly of fibril forming polypeptides consisting of a central silk
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block flanked by two hydrophilic blocks. We employed SMD and umbrella sampling simula-
tions to test several keys steps for self-assembly. The multiscale nature of the modelling attempt
is crucial, due to large size of the fully formed fibrils, and the slow time scales of polymer relax-
ation.

Based on our all-atom and coarse-grained rare event simulations we can propose a putative
mechanism for the self-assembly of silk-based block copolymers into fibrils. Upon changing
the pH, the polymer first folds into a β-roll. While we have not studied the folding rate of the
polypeptide, we can assume it is faster than the growing fibril. Experiments indicate that fibril
growth is diffusion limited (L. Beun, F. de Wolf, M.A. Cohen Stuart, private communication),
which indicates that the folding into the β-roll is not the rate limiting step. Another reason is
the presence of hydrophilic C-block flanking the silk-based block, which probably allows the
silk-based blocks to fold properly without random aggregation of multiple polymers [184].

Once folded, a β-roll, protected by the hydrophilic, C-block corona, diffuses around in so-
lution, until it docks to a existing fibril end through the formation of Glu-Glu hydrogen bonds.
Our coarse-grained simulations of fibril fragments shows that the corona induces a repulsion
between polypeptide surfaces, but one which is not so large that it is impossible to overcome.
The newly attached β-roll may subsequently slide along the underlying β-roll to optimise the
number of Glu-Glu contacts. Next, intervening water is expelled in an almost irreversible step
and the β-roll is stacked onto the fibril growing end through the formation of a dry interface
in which the Ala sidechains form a steric zipper similar to those observed for many amyloid
fibrils [35].

A mechanism in which an unfolded polypeptide attaches to the fibril, and folds to a β-roll
through templated folding is unlikely, due to the high cost of correcting for mismatched rolls.
Note however, that it might be possible for a partly folded β-roll to dock to the Glu interface,
followed by enhanced templated folding, followed by sliding and hydrophobic collapse. We
did not investigate this possibility in our simulations.

Thus, the most probable mechanism is the rightmost schematic pathway in figure 5.1: from
pre-folded β-roll, via docking of Glu-Glu interface and sliding into place to minimise mismatch,
followed by a hydrophobic collapse into the correct position. At first glance, a direct hydropho-
bic collapse of the β-roll onto the fibril end, skipping the Glu-Glu docked state and subsequent
sliding process seems also possible. However, the subsequent hydrophobic mismatch is very
unlikely to anneal.

Our coarse-grained simulations suggest that the role of the hydrophilic blocks is actually
twofold. The main role of the hydrophilic blocks is indeed in limiting random aggregation of
the silk-based block. This protection is more efficient for larger hydrophilic blocks. The second
role of the hydrophilic block is to pre-align the silk-based blocks such that they minimise their
mismatch, resulting in more regular fibrils. This latter role might work hand in hand with the
Glu-Glu docking and sliding, making this step more efficient.

Our predicted mechanisms may apply more generally, for instance in stacking of natural
amyloid fibrils into bundles as many of the amyloidogenic regions forming the core of the amy-
loid fibril are also flanked by several hydrophobic residues. Or predictions could ultimately be
tested in future experiments. Instead of the pH trigger, the Glu sidechains could be neutralised
using another counter ion. In this case no hydrogen bonding between the Glu sidechains can
be formed and Glu-Glu docking will be inhibited. Also, the Glu residues could be mutated into
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lysines or histidines as this would also result in different hydrogen bonding behaviour. Besides
a range of different length hydrophilic flanks could be tested.

Our predictions can in principle be tested in future experiments, for instance using single
molecule pulling.

Finally, our multiscale modeling approach could be be applied to the self-assembly other
fibril forming polypeptides.
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Chapter 6

Folding versus Assembly of a
Silk-based Peptide

The silk-based block copolymers studied in the previous chapters fold and assemble into fibrils
in response to a pH trigger. The interplay between protein folding and assembly is still poorly
understood. Here, we study the effect of molecular interactions on these processes by employ-
ing a lattice model. Because of its highly coarse-grained nature, using a lattice model allows
us to simulate the entire folding and assembly process. We investigate how the morphology
of the assembled structures depends on the temperature, the alanine-solvent interaction (which
sets the hydropobicity of the peptide) and the presence of hydrophilic flanks. Strong hydropho-
bicity results in misfolded, intertwined, amorphous aggregates whereas weak hydrophobicity
results in structures where two folded peptides align instead of stack. For low to intermediate
hydrophobicity values, the folding temperature is higher than the aggregation temperature in-
dicating that, upon quenching, folding precedes self-assembly. When short, hydrophilic flanks
are attached to the termini of the silk-based block, self-assembly is regulated.

6.1 Introduction

The β-sheet rich elements of the B. mori silk fibroin have been a source of inspiration in the search
for potential building blocks for self-assembling nanomaterials [69]. A widely used example is
the GAGAGAGX repeat, where A denotes alanine, G glycine and X is a large, hydrophilic
amino acid chosen to disrupt the tight, fibron-like packing promoted by the GA-repeats [70,
159–162]. Triblock copolymers with this silk-based sequence, with glutamate (E) as residue X ,
flanked by hydrophilic outer blocks have been shown to self-assemble into fibrils in response to
lowering the pH [70, 71]. The silk-based blocks form the core of the fibril, while the hydrophilic
blocks form a corona around this core. The structure of the silk-based block under fibril-forming
conditions is solvent-dependent [75]. When fibrils form from an aqueous solution, they fold into
a β-roll, whereas when fibrils form from methanol a flat β-sheet is preferred. The hydrophilic
flanks remain soluble at low pH and are essential in limiting random aggregation of the silk-
based blocks [71].

The balance between folding into a β-roll and assembly into fibrils is likely to be sensitive to
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environmental factors such as the solvent, temperature, pH, salt concentration, etc. It remains
an open question whether the peptides first fold individually and then assemble - analogous to
the diffusion-collision mechanism discussed in chapter 1 - or if assembly precedes folding, simi-
lar to the nucleation-condensation mechanism, as outlined schematically for two peptide chains
in Fig 6.1. [71]. Experimentally, it is difficult to obtain molecular-scale insight into the processes

diffusion-collision

nucleation-condensation

Figure 6.1: A schematic overview of possible routes from unfolded, solvated block copolymers to a stack
of folded block copolymers (a fibril). Here only two peptides are shown. The peptides can
either fold first and then assemble (top route) or assemble first and then fold (bottom route).

of folding and self-assembly because of the size of the peptides and the fact that gels are formed.
Previously, we have therefore employed MD simulations to elucidate the structure of the silk-
based block under fibril-forming conditions and to study self-assembly of the block copolymers.
However, even when using an off-lattice coarse-grained force field, with the currently available
computer power it will take a very long time to simulate the whole process starting from multi-
ple unfolded block copolymers (representative of the situation at the time of the pH trigger) to
an assembled fibril [181].

One way to obtain the necessary speed-up is using a lattice model. The most commonly
used lattice model is one where the peptide is represented as a self-avoiding chain of beads
on a 3D cubic lattice [123, 124, 185, 186]. The usual mapping is one bead per amino acid so one
residue occupies a single lattice site. The interactions between residues depend on an interaction
matrix. Commonly used interaction matrices, such as the Miyazawa-Jernigan (MJ) matrix [187],
are based on empirical data, for instance the Protein Data Base. Peptide conformations are
sampled using a Monte Carlo (MC) scheme where trial moves change the internal conformation
of the chain and, when multiple chains are present, change the position of the chains relative to
each other. Compared to off-lattice models with the same resolution (defined as the number of
representative beads used to describe an amino acid) lattice models are very efficient. The search
through conformation space is accelerated because the lattice severely restricts the number of
possible conformations. This property has made lattice models popular tools to study general
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trends in protein folding and aggregation [122, 125, 184]. It should be noted that folding and
assembly are usually studied separately and little has been done to investigate the competition
between the two closely related processes.

In this chapter, we apply a lattice model to study the assembly of two silk-based peptides
with and without hydrophilic flanks. This corresponds to the initial step of fibril formation.
In most lattice models the solvent is left out of the description. Previously it was shown that
including solvent-peptide interactions in a lattice model results in more representative aggrega-
tion behaviour [188]. We will therefore employ a lattice model that does include peptide-solvent
interactions. We show that the strength of the repulsion between alanine and the solvent, which
causes the intermolecular hydrophobic effect, is key to the structure of the aggregates formed.
Besides, we show that peptides without hydrophilic flanks tend to form intertwined aggregates
for a stronger inter-peptide hydrophobic attraction. Including short hydrophilic flanks limits the
formation of these intertwined aggregates. This effect is most pronounced around the folding
temperature.

It should be noted that the lattice peptides we designed and simulated are at best a caricature
of the experimental system. A 3D cubic lattice puts severe restrictions on the possible confor-
mations and necessitated the design of sequence that would be able to fold into a β-roll-like
structure. Moreover, the chirality of the backbone of the peptide is not taken into account. Also,
due to the Monte Carlo sampling approach conclusions regarding the dynamic mechanism of
folding and assembly cannot easily be drawn. Nevertheless, the lattice model does allow us
to study general trends, such as the interplay between folding and assembly, and their depen-
dence on different system parameters. Our simulations also show the sensitivity of the results
to the parameterisation of the interaction matrix. Most commonly used interaction matrices are
based on protein structures that have been resolved using X-ray crystallography or NMR. As
structures of membrane proteins and proteins in their amyloid fibril state are much more diffi-
cult to elucidate than soluble proteins, these interaction matrices are likely to be biased towards
globular proteins.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. First we describe the lattice model we
have used and provide the simulation details. After that the design of a sequence that will be
able to fold reliably into a β-roll will be discussed. Subsequently, we discuss the effect of ala-
nine hydrophobicity on the folding and aggregation behaviour of a peptide without hydrophilic
flaks. The last part of the results addresses the effect of including such hydrophilic flanks. We
will end with conclusions.

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 3D Lattice Model

We use a coarse-grained representation of the polypeptide chain consisting of N amino acids
where each residue occupies a single point on a 3D cubic lattice. The interaction between the
residues is detailed enough to show complex folding and assembly behaviour, yet is simple
enough to be efficient. While the model is exhaustively described in [188, 189], we discuss it
here for the sake of completeness. For each residue i we define unit vector d̂i, indicating the
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directions of the sidechain and a state, si, representing the local secondary structure [189]. So
for each residue i ∈ {0, · · · , N}we have:

~pi ∈ R3 position
si ∈ {strand, coil} state

d̂i ∈ R3 (unit vector) sidechain direction
ai ∈ {Ala,Arg, · · · ,Val} amino acid

The total potential energy of the system is given by:

E = Eaa + Esolvent + EH-bond + Esteric, (6.1)

where Eaa denotes the contribution arising from interactions between amino acids, Esolvent de-
notes the contribution from interactions between amino acids and the solvent (empty lattice
sites), Ehbond denotes the contribution from hydrogen bonding and Esteric denotes the contribu-
tion arising from steric hindrance. These contributions will be discussed in more detail in the
following sections.

6.2.1.1 Amino Acid and Solvent Interactions

The total potential energy for pairwise interactions between the amino acids depends both on
the position and sidechain directions of the residues.

Eaa = 1
2

N∑
i,j

Ci,j · Ii,j · εai,aj , (6.2)

Here Ci,j indicates whether the residues are in contact, and Ii,j indicates whether the sidechain
directions of residues i and j are favourable. The interaction matrix εai,aj gives the pairwise
interactions between the amino acids (see Tab. 6.1) and ai denotes the type of amino acid of
residue i.

Two residues are in contact when they occupy neighbouring lattice points and are not neigh-
bours in the chain. Hence the contact matrix between residues i and j is defined as:

Ci,j =

{
1 if |~pi − ~pj | = 1 and |i− j| > 1

0 otherwise,
(6.3)

In this model the contact matrix alone is not sufficient to describe the interaction between
residues. The sidechains, which are responsible for interaction, need to be oriented correctly.
The direction of the sidechains is favourable (Ii,j = 1) (i.e. two residues interact) when the
sidechains lie parallel to each other and either point towards each other or point into the same
direction (Fig. 6.2)a.

Ii,j =


1 if d̂i = −d̂j and |(~pi + d̂i)− (~pj + d̂j)| = 1

1 if d̂i = d̂j and |(~pi + d̂i)− (~pj + d̂j)| = 1

0 otherwise,

(6.4)
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Figure 6.2: Orientation of the residue sidechain determines the interactions between residues i and j. (a)
The only two cases in which two residues are interacting (Iij=1): sidechains can be point-
ing towards each other (top) or aligning (bottom). For a residue to interact with the solvent
(Ciw=1), the sidechain has to point towards an empty lattice site as indicated in (b). A hy-
drogen bond (Hij=1) can only be formed when two neighbouring residues are in a strand
conformation and their sidechain directions are aligned as is the case for the central residues
in (c).

The interaction matrix εai,aj between residues and between amino acids and the solvent is based
on the occurrence of amino acids in close proximity and solvent exposure of amino acids in nat-
ural proteins. Several such matrices exist, e.g. the MJ matrix [187]. We use the matrix introduced
in Ref. [188]. For the remainder of the chapter we will refer to it as the Abeln-Frenkel (AF) ma-
trix. The values of the AF matrix we used are a subset of the full AF-matrix and can be found in
Tab. 6.1. Note that all energies are in reduced units.

Interactions between the solvent and a residue depend on the nature of the amino acid, the
direction of the sidechain and the position of the residues with respect to the solvent (empty
lattice sites). The total solvation energy is given by:

Esolvent =
N∑
i

∑
w

Ci,w · Ii,w · εai,w. (6.5)

Here εai,w is the column of the interaction matrix giving the pairwise interactions with the sol-
vent (see Tab. 6.1), Ci,w indicates whether a residue neighbours an empty lattice site and Ii,W
indicates whether the sidechain is directed towards the empty lattice site (see Fig. 6.2).

Ii,w =

{
1 if (~pi + d̂i) = ~pw

0 otherwise.
(6.6)

Solvent-solvent interactions are set to zero in the model and act as a reference scale.
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G I A R E w
G -0.18 0.25 0.0 0.3 0.74 -0.3
I -0.79 -0.40 0.5 0.69 0.7
A -0.34 0.49 0.77 0.01; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6
R 0.43 -0.6 -0.57
E 1.02 -0.78
w 0.0

Table 6.1: Interaction matrix for the residues present in the used sequence (see section 6.3.1). The amino
acids are denoted by their one-letter code (G=glycine, I=isoleucine, A=alanine, R=arginine,
E=glutamate) and w denotes the solvent (water). The hydrophobicity of alanine is increased
by changing the A-w interaction (εA,w) as indicated. As the interaction matrix is symmetric,
the lower part is the same and is not shown for clarity. All energies are in reduced units.

As we intend to study the effect of changing the intermolecular hydrophobic attraction we
simulate with the alanine-solvent interaction εA,w ranging from 0.01 to 0.6. The other values
are kept constant as only alanine is supposed to form the hydrophobic surface important for
intermolecular attraction [75].

6.2.1.2 Hydrogen bonding

As hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) are crucial for protein folding, the lattice model takes this into
account explicitly. The total potential energy of the H-bonds is given by:

EH-bond = 1
2

N∑
i,j

Hi,j · Ci,j · εh, (6.7)

where εh = 0.5 gives the potential energy per H-bond and Hi,j = 1 indicates that a H-bond
between i and j exists. The model differentiates between random coils and strands, helices are
not included. H-bonds can only exist between two residues that are both in the “strand” state.
In addition their sidechains should point in the same direction.

Hi,j =

{
1 if si, sj = strand and d̂i = d̂j

0 otherwise
(6.8)

As is indicated in Fig. 6.2c, a residue i is in a strand state when there is no turn in the backbone at
residue i and the sidechains of the neighbouring residues are pointing in the opposite direction.

6.2.1.3 Steric Hindrance

Sidechains of consecutive residues in the peptide sequence cannot point in the same direction
due to steric hindrance by neighbouring sidechains and restrictions in peptide backbone rota-
tion. As the model lacks an explicit sidechain, we need to include a steric hindrance term that
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prevents two consecutive sidechains from pointing in the same direction. We use:

Esteric = 1
2

N∑
i

Si · εs, (6.9)

where εs = 0.55 is the energy penalty for steric hindrance and Si indicates whether residue i is
in a state which causes steric hindrance.

Si =

{
1 if d̂i−1 = d̂i or d̂i+1 = d̂i

0 otherwise
(6.10)

Note that εs is slightly higher than εh to prevent the hydrogen bonded interactions from over-
ruling steric hindrance.

For a more detailed description of the model we refer to Ref. [189]

6.2.2 Simulation Details

The system is propagated using Monte Carlo (MC) with trial moves that are accepted according
to the Metropolis rule [85]:

Pacc = min(1, e
− ∆E∗

kBT∗ ) = min(1, e−∆
E/T ), (6.11)

where ∆E is the difference in energy between the new and the old configuration, T is the sim-
ulation temperature and kB is the Boltzmann constant. E∗ and T ∗ indicate the unreduced form
of the energy and the temperature respectively. In the second equality we replace these by their
reduced forms E and T . Note that T = kBT

∗/ε and E = E∗/ε, where ε sets the energy scale.
Also note that using reduced energ and temperature effectively sets kB = 1.

Trial moves can be internal (changing the conformation of the chain) or - when two polypep-
tides are present - rigid body moves (changing the position of one chain relative to the other).
The internal moves include corner flip, crankshaft, point rotation (see chapter 2) and spin flips
(changing the orientation of the sidechains). Rigid body moves can either rotate or translate one
chain with respect to the other.

Replica exchange (RE, otherwise known as parallel tempering) is used to enhance sampling.
All production RE simulations contained 16 replicas simulated in parallel at different tempera-
tures. Every 500000 MC cycles a temperature swap is attempted. We chose such a long interval
to ensure equilibration between swaps. Temperature swaps between systems i and j are ac-
cepted with a probability [85]:

Pacc = min(1, e∆E∆β), (6.12)

where ∆E = Ei−Ej and ∆β = βi− βj , where β = 1/T is the reciprocal (reduced) temperature.
The folding simulations comprise one 80-residue silk-based block either with or without

10-residue hydrophilic flanking blocks. An 80-residue silk-based block corresponds to approx-
imately 20% of the experimental peptide. A peptide of this size is large enough to show be-
haviour representative of the full-length peptide, while keeping the simulations tractable within
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the available computer time [75]. In total 10000 RE cycles of 500000 MC cycles per replica were
run with 0.35 < T < 0.45.

To study interplay between the folding and assembly behaviour of two unfolded chains,
two initially folded chains are put on the same lattice with a 10 lattice-site displacement in x,
y and z. A short RE simulation of 8 replica’s, 5000 RE cycles of 50000 MC cycles, covering a
temperature range above the folding temperature (0.5 < T < 0.9) was run to create a fully
unfolded starting structure. This simulation resulted in an unfolded structure low in internal
contacts and without external contacts which served as input for the folding and assembly RE
simulations which consist of 20000 RE cycles of 500000 MC cycles covering the temperature
range 0.35 < T < 0.45. For all production RE simulation the acceptance for temperature swaps
was between 17% and 30%. The volume of the simulation box (100x100x100 lattice sites) was
kept constant and periodic boundary conditions were applied for all simulations. Structures
were visualised using the UCSF Chimera package [190].

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Design of the Polypeptide Sequence

In previous work we have shown that in aqeous solution the silk-based polypeptide forms a
β-roll upon neutralisation of the glutamate sidechains (see chapter 3 [75]). However, when we
perform a RE simulation of a peptide with the sequence ((GA)3GE)10 using the interaction ma-
trix presented in Tab. 6.1 we obtain a flat β-sheet below T = 0.1. The main cause for folding
into a sheet instead of into a roll and only at low temperatures is the underestimation of the
hydrophobicity of both alanine and glycine in the interaction matrix. As mentioned in the sec-
tion 6.2.1.1, the interaction matrix is based on structures of natural proteins found in the Protein
Data Bank [188]. Because of their small size, both alanine and glycine are often present in flex-
ible loops on the hydrophilic surface in these, mainly globular, proteins. However, a surface of
alanines (or, to a lesser extent, glycines) as present in a β-sheet or β-roll is in fact hydrophobic
as all backbone hydrogen bonds are satisfied.

Folding into β-sheets is not representative for the experimental silk-based sequence. More-
over, the AF matrix does not describe the attraction between glutamates upon neutralisation
of their sidechains by lowering the pH, the trigger for folding and assembly. Also, the β-roll
structure does not fit on the 3D cubic lattice. To obtain a peptide that is more likely to fold
into β-roll-like structures and mimicks the effect of neutralisation of the glutamate sidechains
we can either alter the interaction matrix or design a new sequence. We chose for the latter
option as it was previously shown that this is an effective strategy to obtain a foldable lattice
protein [185, 186].

Our designed polypeptide has to meet several criteria. Most importantly, it has to fold into a
structure similar to our off-lattice β-roll. This means that all alanine sidechains have to be on the
outside of the roll and all glycine sidechains on the inside. In an all-atom representation of the
polypeptide this preference is induced by the excluded volume of the sidechains: the alanine
sidechain is too large to fit efficiently on the inside of the roll. As sidechain size differences are
not explicitly taken into account in the lattice model, this behaviour has to be enforced in another
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Figure 6.3: Folding of the designed silk-based peptide with sequence (E(AI)3RE(IA)3R)5. The struc-

ture (a) shows one of the possible folded conformations (alanine=yellow, isoleucine=white,
glutamate=red, arginine=blue). The folding transition is relatively sharp as is indicated by
the plot (b) of the heat capacity Cv versus the simulation temperature. The folding tempera-
ture is approximately 0.398

way. One option is to set the glycine interactions to those of the very hydrophobic isoleucine.
This ensures that the glycine residues are always on the inside when the peptide is folded. To
mimick the attractive interaction between the glutamates upon lowering the pH, the residues
on the corner are changed to alternate between arginine and glutamate.The resulting designed
sequence is (E(AI)3RE(IA)3R)5. This new sequence still has a repetitive nature comparable to
the original sequence. Note, however, that this sequence is a palindrome, which is necessary
to obtain the interactions that lead to a β-roll on the 3D cubic lattice. Moreover, the lattice β-
roll has a slightly different topology than its off-lattice counterpart (see Fig. 6.3). The original
β-roll consists of two interconnected parallel β-sheets, whereas the lattice β-roll consists of anti-
parallel sheets. As we are interested in the generic process of folding versus assembly, these
changes are expected to be negligible.

A polypeptide structure with the above designed sequence (E(AI)3RE(IA)3R)5 is used as
an input structure for a RE simulation (0.35 < T < 0.45). The peptide folds into the structure
shown in Fig. 6.3a or similar structures. The degenerate nature of the folded ensemble results
from the simplicity of the model and the repetitive nature of the sequence. All folded structures
do have the intended alanine surfaces on the outside of the β-roll, which is essential for assembly
[70, 75]. The structure in Fig. 6.3 is set as the reference structure for the calculation of the total
number of native internal contacts (Nint) for an arbitrary structure. Nint is defined as the number
of internal contacts Cint that are also present in the reference structure and Cint is calculated as
Cint =

∑N
i Cij . For the reference structure Cint = Nint = 93.

Protein folding can be seen as a first order phase transition in a finite system. A first order
phase transition is characterised by a sharp peak in the heat capacity Cv. In protein folding,
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a sharp peak in Cv around the folding temperature Tf indicates a well-defined transition and
hence a cooperative folding event. The Cv can be extracted from the energy fluctuations during
the simulation [85]:

Cv =

(
∂U

∂T

)
V

=
〈E2〉 − 〈E〉2

kBT
(6.13)

As can be seen in Fig. 6.3b our designed polypeptide shows a well-defined first order transition,
indicative for a good folder. If we define the folding temperature Tf to as the temperature at the
peak, we find that Tf ≈ 0.398. Note that the peak in the Cv corresponds to the steepest part of
the slope of the potential energy (not shown).

6.3.2 Effect of Alanine Hydrophobicity on Folding and Aggregation

In the previous section it was shown that a single polypeptide reliably folds into a lattice ana-
log of a β-roll. It is expected that multiple polypeptides assemble into a stack of such β-rolls.
Assembly of the silk-based block copolymers is thought to be driven by the hydrophobic sur-
face formed by the alanine sidechains located on the outside of the β-rolls [70, 75]. Folding and
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Figure 6.4: Effect of increasing the repulsion between alanine and water εA,w. Increasing the repulsion
makes the transition less sharp as is indicated by a decreased slope going from εA,w= 0.01
to 0.6. Moreover, for higher εA,w, the unfolded structures retain a high number of internal
contacts. The folding temperature is not significantly affected by the change in alanine hy-
drophobicity.

assembly are likely to be affected by the strength of the repulsion between the solvent and the
alanine sidechains, which essentially determines the effective hydrophobic attraction between
two peptides. When the repulsion between the solvent and the alanine sidechains is relatively
strong, peptides will rapidly form large aggregates, whereas when the repulsion is rather weak,
aggregation will be slower or even non-existent.
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Computationally, we can test this effect by increasing the value εA,w. In the original AF-
matrix εA,w is set to 0.01, corresponding to very low repulsion. We vary this value from εA,w
= 0.01 to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6. This last value corresponds to a very hydrophobic residue (e.g. for
isoleucine, the most hydrophobic amino acid in the AF-matrix, εI,w = 0.7).
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Figure 6.5: Free energy plots as a function of Cint and Nint, showing the effect of changing εA,w on
folding of one peptide at T=0.397. Going from (a) to (d) εA,w increases from 0.01 to 0.6. All
plots show several line-shaped minima at high Cint that differ in theirNint. These correspond
to the different possible folded conformations and a broad minimum corresponding to the
unfolded ensemble. Increasing the hydrophobicity of the alanine shifts the unfolded basin
to higher Cint values as was also shown in Fig. 6.4, corresponding to compact but rather
unstructured conformations.
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First, we consider a single peptide in order to investigate the effect of increasing εA,w on
folding. For all values of εA,w the peptide shows a sharp folding transition around Tf ≈ 0.40
as can be seen in figure 6.4. For the highest two values of εA,w the folding temperature seems
to be slightly higher (Tf ≈ 0.405 instead of 0.398) with respect to the lower two values. The
transition from folded to unfolded or vice versa is somewhat less sharp with increasing εA,w and
the number of internal contacts Cint in the unfolded state remains higher. Essentially, for εA,w =
0.6 the peptide is less soluble and behaves like a polymer in a bad solvent, showing a collapsed
state similar to a molten globule. Increased overall hydrophobicity of the peptide favours more
compact structures even at temperatures above Tf . Moreover, the difference in hydrophobicity
between the alanines and isoleucines becomes smaller. Still, these effects hardly influence Tf ,
probably because alanine is always on the outside of the β-roll and thus changing the alanine-
solvent interaction does not change the relative energy between folded and unfolded states.
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Figure 6.6: Average Cext versus simulation temperature for the assembly of two peptides. For εA,w =
0.01 the average Cext ≈ 12 for low temperatures, whereas the other εA,w values approximate
32. For εA,w values of 0.01, 0.2 or 0.4 Cext decreases to 0 just above the folding temperature.
Cext also decreases for εA,w = 0.6 but remains finite for the temperature range used in our
simulation.

The free energy landscape as a function of two order parameters can be calculated from
the simulation results as F (q1, q2) = −kBT lnP (q1, q2), where P (q1, q2) is the probability to en-
counter a specific combination of values for order parameters q1 and q2 in the simulation. The
free energy landscape at Tf is plotted for the combination of the total number of native internal
contacts (Nint) and the total number of internal contacts (Cint) in Fig. 6.5.

Clearly, for all values of εA,w there are multiple minima at highCint with differentNint. These
minima correspond to different folded structures as may be expected for the repetitive sequence
we designed. All folded structures show similar alanine exposed surfaces and are thus expected
to exhibit similar self-assembly behaviour.
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Figure 6.7: Free energy landscapes at T = 0.361 of assembly shown in the (Cext,Cint) or (Cext,Hext) planes.
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Note also that the broad minimum on the left corresponding to the unfolded structure shifts
to higher Cint values with increasing εA,w, in line with more compact structures.

To study the effect of increasing alanine hydrophobicity on assembly, we simulated two
peptide chains on the lattice. As a starting point for the RE simulation an unfolded structure
with low Cint and no external contacts (Cext=0) is used. The external contacts are defined as
Cext =

∑N
i

∑N
j Ci,j , where the first sum runs over residues in one peptide and the second sum-

mation is over residues in the other peptide. For a perfect stack Cext=40. Plotting the average
Cext as a function of simulation temperature T in Fig. 6.6 shows that there is a clear effect of
the alanine hydrophobicity on aggregation. At T = 0.35, which is significantly below the folding
temperature, the average Cext ≈ 33 for εA,w = 0.2, 0.4 or 0.6. Remarkably, for εA,w = 0.01 the
average Cext ≈ 12. A likely explanation is that for this value of εA,w the peptides are less prone
to assemble because of too low repulsion between the alanines and the solvent, resulting in an
effective attraction between the alanine surfaces that is insufficient to induce proper assembly.

For εA,w = 0.01, 0.2 or 0.4 〈Cext〉 decreases to zero just above the folding temperature. 〈Cext〉
also decreases for εA,w = 0.6 but remains finite for the temperature range used in our simulation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6.8: Representative structures for some of the minima observed in the free energy landscapes of
Fig. 6.7. (a) shows a typical structure corresponding to minima with Cext ≈ 14, Hext ≈ 8 and
Cint above 165. Structures (b) and (c) correspond to minima with Cint above 165 and Hext =
0. Cext is around 30 or around 40, where 40 corresponds to two perfectly stacked peptides (c)
and 30 corresponds to a misaligned stacks (b). Structures with relatively high Cext and Hext

and Cint values below 165 correspond to misfolded, intertwined aggregates. An example of
such a structure is shown in (d).

As is indicated by Fig. 6.6, at temperatures well below Tf the system is always in an aggre-
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gated state, regardless of εA,w.
To identify the most prevalent aggregated conformations for the different values of εA,w, we

again computed free energy landscapes. Fig. 6.7(a,b,e,f) shows the free energy landscapes at T =
0.361, i.e. well below the folding temperature, projected on Cext and Cint for εA,w = 0.01, 0.2, 0.4
and 0.6. Fig. 6.7(c,d,g,h) shows the free energy landscapes at T = 0.361 projected onCext andHext

(the number of hydrogen bonds between the two peptides). These parameters are indicative of
the types of structures formed. At high Cint and Cext and low Hext the peptides form stacks
of properly folded peptides. Low Cint indicates aggregates of unfolded or misfolded peptides.
Higher Hext values in combination with low Cext values point to two peptides aligning in the
direction perpendicular to the β-strands. Higher Hext values in combination with higher Cext
values, indicate intertwined aggregates.

Both projections show only one minimum for εA,w = 0.01 (Fig. 6.7a,c) at either Cint > 165 and
Cext ≈ 14 or at Cext ≈ 14 and Hext ≈ 8. This minimum corresponds to a structure as shown in
Fig. 6.8a where the two peptides are both folded and have aligned to effectively form one larger
β-roll. Clearly the effective attraction between the peptides as a result of the repulsion between
the solvent and the alanine surfaces is not enough to drive assembly. On the other hand, the
hydrogen bonds formed between the two peptides when they align are sufficiently strong to
drive assembly of the peptides into structures as shown in Fig. 6.8a.

Increasing the alanine hydrophobicity to εA,w = 0.2 shows the appearance of two new minima
at Cint > 165 and Cext ≈ 30 or Cext ≈ 40 (see Fig. 6.7b,d). In the (Cext, Hext) representation, a
new minimum is observed for Hext = 0 and 30 < Cext < 40. Structures corresponding to these
minima are depicted in Fig. 6.8b and c. Both show two folded peptides interacting through their
alanine sidechains such that they form a stack. However, for Cext ≈ 30 the two peptides are
imperfectly stacked, leaving a larger hydrophobic surface accesible to the solvent. Besides these
two, another minimum is observed at Cint < 165 and Cext > 40. This minimum corresponds to
misfolded, intertwined structures (see Fig. 6.8d) which also have higher Hext (Fig 6.7d).

If we increase εA,w to 0.4 (Fig 6.7e,g), the minimum at Cint > 165 and Cext ≈ 14 becomes less
pronounced and the minimum at Cint < 165 and Cext > 40 has disappeared. Now the alanine-
solvent interaction is clearly repulsive enough to drive assembly into stacked structures. Both
the perfect and the shifted structures (Fig. 6.8b and c) form, with the perfect stack being most
prevalent. Note that the minimum observed at Cext > 40 and 9 < Hext < 2 for εA,w = 0.2 has
disappeared for εA,w = 0.4.

Further increasing the repulsion between alanine and the solvent to εA,w = 0.6 results in a
range of possible aggregates, similar to the structure shown in Fig. 6.8d, as indicated by the
appearance of several new minima in Fig. 6.7f,h. For this high εA,w value the peptides are
prone to aggregation and folding no is no longer independent from aggregation resulting in
intertwined structures.

6.3.3 Effect of Hydrophilic Tails on Folding and Aggregation

In the experimentally studied silk-based block copolymers, random aggregation of the silk-
based peptide is limited by the presence of hydrophilic tails [70, 71]. To test the effect of tails
on assembly, we attached 10 glutamate residues to both peptide termini. The advantage of
choosing glutamate tails is that no additional parameters have to be included in the interaction
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matrix. The tails are kept short to keep the simulations tractable with the available computer
time. While the tails are relatively short, we still expect them to have an effect on the assembly
behaviour of the silk-based peptide as the tails prefer a random coil conformation in which they
can partially span (and thus shield) the silk-based block. Folding of one peptide and assembly
of two peptides was simulated as described in section 6.3.2.
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Figure 6.9: Effect of short hydrophilic flanks on folding and assembly of the silk-based peptide. Red lines
indicate the flanked peptides. (a) Including short hydrophilic flanks has only a small effect
on the folding behaviour. Note that for εA,w = 0.4 Tf shifts to 0.398 (from 0.405) when flanks
are present. (b) The effect of including the flanks on assembly seems diverse. For εA,w = 0.01
assembly is severely limited by the presence of the flanks. For εA,w = 0.2 no effect is observed
for temperatures above or just below Tf . At lower temperatures, 〈Cext〉 is clearly lower in the
presence of flanks. For εA,w = 0.4 the curve is shifted to lower temperatures but the shape of
the.curve is not affected. For εA,w = 0.6 the main effect is in limiting aggregation above and
below the folding temperature. Around Tf the curves for the peptide with and without flanks
are the same.

Before the effect of the presence of short, hydrophilic flanks on aggregation can be assessed,
any effects on the folding of a single peptide in solution need to be identified. As can be seen in
Fig. 6.9 the flanks do not have a large effect on folding of one peptide, besides a slight decrease
in the slope of the folding curves. The flanks render the folded state less degenerate as they
do not allow for conformations where the terminal strands of the silk-based block are folded
inwards. The effect on the slope is largest for εA,w = 0.4, where the folding temperature shifts to
Tf = 0.398.

Next, we simulate two peptides with hydrophilic flanks. Plotting the average Cext versus
the simulation temperature (Fig. 6.9b) shows that the effect of the presence of the flanks on
assembly depends strongly on εA,w.

For εA,w = 0.01 〈Cext〉 remains significantly lower for the peptide with flanks.
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Figure 6.10: Free energy landscapes for the silk-based peptide with flanks at T = 0.361 of assembly shown
in the (Cext,Cint) or (Cext,Hext) planes.
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At εA,w = 0.01, the only assembled structures observed are those where the two peptides
align instead of stack, similar to the structure presented in Fig. 6.8a. The flanks make such
structures less favourable as the glutamate residues making up the flanks prefer to interact with
the solvent. At low temperatures, two peptides still align but, due to the excluded volume of
the flanks, the peptides are now shifted with respect to each other along the direction parallel to
the β-strands, resulting in lower Cext values.

At temperatures around and above Tf the curve for εA,w = 0.2 for the peptide with flanks
closely resembles the curve for the peptide without flanks.

Below the folding temperature the slope of the curve is significantly less steep in the presence
of flanks, suggesting that the flanks limit assembly in this temperature regime.
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Figure 6.11: Aggregation around the folding temperature (Tf = 0.398) for εA,w = 0.4. The left two panels
show the free energy landscape in the (a) (Cext,Cint) and (c) (Cext,Hext) planes for the peptide
without flanks. The right two panels show the free energy landscape in the (b) (Cint,Cext)
and (d) (Cext,Hext) planes for the peptide with flanks. The flanks limit aggregation around
the folding temperature but have little effect on the relative stability of the structures formed.

For εA,w = 0.4, the shape of the curve is very similar to the curve for the peptide without
flanks. The curve is shifted to lower temperatures, indicating that the flanks now limit assembly
over the entire temperature range. Note that in case of the peptide with flanks the slope is
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steeper for lower temperatures. At low temperatures 〈Cext〉 is around 36 which is close to the
value for perfect stacking. This is indicative of an enhanced probability to find the perfectly
stacked structure. The flanks thus improve the stacking quality, as was also indicated by the
results presented in chapter 5.

For εA,w = 0.6 two effects can be observed. Above the folding temperature, 〈Cext〉 is zero in-
stead of finite. Around Tf the curves for the peptide with or without flanks are similar. However,
at lower temperatures, the slope for the peptide with flanks is less steep. Again this indicates
that the flanks limit the types of possible intertwined aggregates, effectively lowering 〈Cext〉 at
low temperatures.

In Fig. 6.10 plots of the free energy landscapes for different combinations of the order pa-
rameters are shown in order to obtain more insight into the types of structures formed in the
presence of flanks for the different values of εA,w. For T = 0.361, the plots in Fig. 6.10 are re-
markably similar to those for the peptide without the flanking blocks (Fig. 6.7). However, for
εA,w = 0.2 the minima observed for the case without flanks are more diffuse, indicating desta-
bilisation of the aligned structures formed in this temperature and εA,w regime. For εA,w = 0.4
the minimum corresponding to Cext ≈ 35 and Hext ≈ 6, which was present in the unflanked
peptides, has disappeared. Also, for εA,w = 0.6 the minimum observed for 20 < Cext < 40 and
Hext > 8 has completely disappeared. This indicates that the flanks indeed limit the formation
of intertwined structures for the highest values of εA,w.

For εA,w = 0.4, the presence of flanks shifts the aggregation curve (Fig. 6.9b) to lower temper-
atures. This affects the balance between folding and assembly. The curves shown in Fig. 6.9b
indicates that the suppression of aggregation by the presence of the tails is most pronounced
around Tf ≈ 0.398, where Cext drops from 12 to 3. The free energy landscapes of aggregation at
this temperature for εA,w = 0.4 have been plotted in Fig. 6.11 for the peptides with and without
the flanks. When no flanks are present, the peptides are more prone to aggregate. Moreover,
more misfolded intertwined aggregates are formed. This agrees with the suggestion that the
flanks prevent aggregation around Tf .

6.4 Conclusions

Using a simple lattice model we have investigated the dependence of the folding and aggre-
gation behaviour of a silk-based peptide on the repulsion between the solvent and the alanine
residues which cover the surfaces of the β-roll that is formed by such a peptide when solvated
in water. We show that while folding is not significantly affected by the interaction energy be-
tween alanine and the solvent within the range we tested, the types of aggregates formed is very
sensitive to this property. A sketch of our main findings is presented in Fig. 6.12.

If the repulsion between the solvent and the alanines is weak, the folded peptides do not
stack but align in the direction perpendicular to the β-strands. Formation of these structures
is governed by the formation of hydrogen bonds between the two β-rolls. On the other hand,
if the repulsion is strong, the peptides form intertwined, amorphous aggregates, even at tem-
peratures below the folding temperature where at low concentrations folding is supposed to be
faster than assembly. At intermediate values the peptides fold and stack ideally. Regardless of
the strength of the repulsion between alanine and the solvent, the types of aggregates formed
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Figure 6.12: Schematic summary of the effect of alanine hydrophobicity and simulation temperature on
self-assembly. The red line indicates the folding temperature as a function of εA,w, whereas
the blue line indicates the aggregation temperature as a function of εA,w. The grey lines
indicate the different εA,w regimes. The unfolded peptides are shown as green chains while
the folded peptides are depicted as green rectangles. Above both lines, the peptides are
soluble and unfolded (U). Below the red line but above the blue line peptides fold but do
not assemble (F). For lower values of εA,w, the peptides form folded assemblies. Here, two
regimes can be distinguished. At intermediate εA,w values, the peptides stack on top of each
other (SF). At low εA,w values the peptides align (SS). At high εA,w values, the amorphous,
intertwined aggregates (AA) form.The effect of the flanks is indicated with the dashed lines.
When flanks are present both the folding and the aggregation temperature shift down. Also,
the εA,w range over which stacked assemblies (fibrils) are formed increases.

also depends on the simulation temperature. Around the folding temperature, the peptides are
less likely to form intertwined, amorphous aggregates compared to at temperatures below the
folding temperature. When going significantly above the folding temperature no aggregation is
observed except for the highest alanine-solvent repulsion.

In the experimental system, the silk-based peptide is flanked by hydrophilic blocks which
are supposed to limit random aggregation [71]. We show that relatively short flanks already
affect self-assembly. The main effect of the tails at higher alanine-solvent repulsion is in limit-
ing intertwined aggregates, essentially making the peptides more soluble. At lower values of
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alanine-solvent repulsion the main effect is on the alignment of the two peptides: the flanks
prevent alignment of the two β-rolls. For intermediate alanine-solvent repulsion, the flanks en-
hance the stacking quality. It should be noted that the observed effect of the presence of flanks
is expected to be larger when multiple peptides instead of just two are present [188] or when
longer flanks are considered (see chapter 5).

Our results stress the importance of proper parametrisation of the interaction matrix. As
most interaction matrices are based on protein structures that have been resolved using X-ray
crystallography or NMR, they are likely to be biased towards globular proteins. For instance
the hydrophobicity of alanine is often underestimated as this relatively small amino aid is of-
ten present in flexible loops on the outside of globular proteins. Future work would benefit
from reparametrisation of the interaction matrix based on amyloid-like protein structures as the
parameters obtained for such a reference set are likely to be more representative for our system.

It should be noted that the lattice peptides we designed and simulated are a highly simplified
representation of the experimental system. A 3D cubic lattice puts severe restrictions on the
possible conformations and necessitated the design of a sequence that would be able to fold into
a β-roll-like structure. Folding of the designed lattice peptide depends in part on the isoleucine-
isoleucine and isoleucine-water interaction. Also, the chirality of the peptide chain is not present
in the lattice model. Nevertheless, this study yields a better understanding of complex folding
and self-assembly behaviour encountered in fibril-forming proteins. Also, our results strongly
suggest a regulatory function of the flanks on peptide self-assembly as was also indicated by the
results in the previous chapter.

Future work could focus on a systematic study of the effect of flank length on assembly. Also,
different sequences could be designed. The assembly of multiple peptides into fibrils could be
considered. Eventually, the kinetics of the assembly process could be investigated. Also, the
concentration dependence of fibril formation could be assessed.
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Part II

Dynamics of Fibril Growth
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Chapter 7

Elucidating the Locking Mechanism of
Peptides onto Growing Amyloid Fibrils
through Transition Path Sampling

We study the mechanism of monomer addition to a growing amyloid fibril. The LV EALY L
heptapeptide, which is the main amyloidogenic region from the insulin peptide hormone, is
used as a model system. By using transition path sampling (TPS) to study the transition from
a docked peptide to a fully incorporated peptide, we find that there are two routes for this so-
called locking transition. Both involve the formation of backbone hydrogen bonds between the
three central amino acids of the attaching peptide and the fibril and changing the orientation of
the central Glu sidechain of the attaching peptide towards the interface between the two sheets
forming the fibril. The two routes differ in the order in which these two key steps take place.
Furthermore, we show that proper docking is important for correct alignment of the peptide
with the fibril.

7.1 Introduction

Amyloid fibril growth is thought to occur through incorporation of one peptide monomer at
a time [58]. This monomer addition is essentially a two-step process, often referred to as the
“dock-lock” mechanism:

PS ⇀↽ PD ⇀↽ PF , (7.1)

where PS , PD and PF represent respectively the peptide in solution, in the docked state and in
the fibril state. In the docking step, the monomer binds to the fibril on the time scale τD. Docking
is followed by locking on the time scale τL. Here, the monomer changes its conformation to
adopt the fibril conformation, thereby enhancing its binding affinity for the fibril [58–61, 191,
192]. During this so-called locking phase backbone hydrogen bonds between the peptide and
the fibril form as well as the dry interface between the sheets. This dry interface is often termed
a “steric zipper” [35]. Although both steps are in principle reversible, the second step is highly
biased toward PF , so that PD → PF is usually thought of as irreversible. Estimates from
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experiments [60] and simulation [193] have shown that τL/τD � 1 at experimentally relevant
concentrations. Hence, locking is the rate limiting step in monomer addition.

In this chapter we aim to study the dynamical mechanism of addition of a small peptide
to a growing fibril. These small peptides have been studied extensively as model systems for
their full length proteins, both experimentally and with computer simulations, as they are more
straightforward to work with. Moreover, the peptides can be easily synthesised and modified
making them attractive building blocks for nanomaterials [4]. Knowledge of the interactions
involved in docking and locking of the peptides onto growing fibrils, would benefit rational
design of such peptide building blocks.

As a model system we chose the amyloidogenic heptapeptide 11LV EALY L17 from the in-
sulin B-chain. The peptide hormone insulin consists of two chains linked by two disulfide
bridges. Insulin fibril formation is enhanced by elevated temperatures, low pH and increased
ionic strength [194–196]. Fibril formation causes problems in the production and storage of in-
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Figure 7.1: Schematic side and top view of the fibril. L indicates the amino acid leucine (Leu), V valine
(Val), E glutamate (Glu), A alanine (Ala) and Y tyrosine (Tyr). The sheets are labeled SH1 and
SH2 and the peptides within one sheet are labeled P1-4. Hence SH1P2 refers to peptide 2 of
sheet 1. The side view indicates which amino acid sidechains interact to form the dry interface
between the sheets. As shown in the top view, peptides form parallel β-sheets.

sulin for pharmacautical purposes [197]. Moreover, insulin fibrils have been observed at sites
of frequent insulin injection in patients suffering from diabetes [198, 199]. The 11LV EALY L17

sequence from the B-chain has been identified as the main contributor in insulin fibril formation
and a high resolution structure has been elucidated recently [200]. The atomistic, dynamical
mechanism of fibril formation, however, remains a mystery.

In principle, it is possible to use straightforward MD simulations to study the kinetic mech-
anism of docking and locking of peptides onto a growing fibril end [61, 191, 192]. However, this
approach is suboptimal as a long time will be spend sampling the (meta)stable states instead of
transitions between them. Moreover, observation of a single event will not be conclusive as con-
formational changes can occur following many different pathways. Thus, the use of straightfor-
ward MD simulations to study spontaneous docking and locking will be very computationally
expensive. Many rare event sampling methods have been developed to overcome the long wait-
ing times inherent in straightforward MD simulations. However, these methods rely on either
biasing the system along a predefined reaction coordinate (e.g. steered MD [141] or metadynam-
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ics [128]) or on acceleration of dynamics by raising the temperature (REMD [131]). As the choice
of order parameter in which to bias can severely affect the reaction pathway, real insight into the
kinetic mechanism can only be obtained from unbiased MD simulations. Transitions observed
in REMD simulations, on the other hand, usually occur at higher temperatures and may there-
fore not be representative for the mechanism at ambient temperatures. Transition path sampling
(TPS) [152], as discussed in chapter 2, offers a method that does allow for unbiased sampling
of the transition from one (meta)stable state to another at the temperature of interest by collect-
ing an ensemble of reactive trajectories. These reactive trajectories are relatively short (in the
order of ns), while conventional MD simulations would require several micro- to milliseconds
to obtain similar sampling of transitions. Not only does a TPS simulation allow us to study the
kinetic mechanism of the transition, it also enables evaluation of the transition state ensemble
and the optimal reaction coordinate (in terms of individual order parameters) to describe the
reaction [152].

In this chapter we will employ TPS simulations to elucidate the kinetic mechanims of locking
of a peptide monomer to an amyloid fibril. As locking is in principle reversible, we investigate
detachment of the peptide from the fibril. The locking process is then simply the time-reversed
trajectory. First, steered MD simulations were performed to obtain an estimate of the PMF of
this reaction. One of the steered MD paths is used as the initial path for the TPS simulations.
The TPS results are subsequently analysed and, using likelihood maximisation (see chapter 2),
the reaction coordinate is optimised.

We show that TPS simulations can be used to gain new insights into amyloid fibril formation.
TPS has, to our knowledge, upto now only been used to study dimerisation of similar peptides
[201] and not yet to study larger oligomers.

Our results indicate that the docked state, where the C-terminal leucine (Leu or L) contacts
are formed is important for proper alignment of the locking peptide with the fibril. Locking
involves hydrogen bond formation between the protonated glutamate (Glu, E) sidechain of a
peptide in the opposite sheet to the alanine (Ala, A) backbone of the locking peptide. The tran-
sition state ensemble identified through likelihood maximisation reaction coordinate analysis
indicates that the orientation of the Glu sidechain towards the opposite sheet is an important
step in locking.

7.2 Simulation Details

A stack of two interdigitated sheets of four peptides with sequence 11LV EALY L17 (see Fig. 7.2)
was constructed based on the crystal structure PDB ID code 3HYD [200]. For clarity we will refer
to the sheets as SH1 and SH2 respectively, with the peptides numbered per sheet (SH1P1-SH1P4)
and the residues numbered per peptide (SH1P1L1) as indicated in figure 7.1. This system will
henceforth be referred to as “the fibril”. We restricted ourselves to such a small fibril to keep
the TPS simulations tractable. According to the classification presented in the introduction, this
fibril belongs to class 1 [35] - strands within one sheet run in parallel and the sheets are oriented
face-to-face (the same residues interact to form the interface) and up-up (having the same edge
of their strands up). The peptides are simulated using the GROMOS96 force field [170] and
are solvated by SPC water molecules [93]. The GROMOS96 force field was chosen because this
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force field was shown previously to give the best representation of experimentally observed
dynamical behaviour of the insulin B chain [202]. As fibril formation is most pronounced at
low pH, the glutamate sidechains and the N- and C-termini of the peptides are protonated. The
system is neutralised by 8 Na+ ions.

All simulations are performed with the GROMACS package version 4.0 [79]. Using con-
straints - LINCS [99] for the protein and SETTLE [96] for the waters - allows for a 2fs timestep.
The temperature is kept at 311 K using the velocity-rescale thermostat [203].

To equilibrate the fibril structure and test its stability a 50 ns straightforward MD simulation
of the solvated system (5x5x5 nm3 box, 4005 SPC waters) is run. Beforehand, the system was
energy minimised using conjugate gradient and a 20 ps simulation with position restraints on
the protein was run to equilibrate the water around the fibril. For this simulation the pressure
is kept at 1 bar using Parrinello-Rahman coupling [84]. The resulting structure is used as input
for our steered MD (SMD) simulations.

The SMD simulations are performed in a rectangular box (4x4x7 nm3, 3432 SPC waters,
volume adjusted to the average volume after equilibration) at constant volume (after energy
minimisation and water equilibration as described above). The hydrogen bond direction in the
sheets is oriented parallel to the long axis of the box (here the z-axis). One of the outer peptides
(SH1P1) was pulled away from the fibril along the z-axis (pulling velocity v= 0.31 nm/ns and
spring constant k=10000 kJ/mol nm2), leaving a step-wise vacancy in the fibril with one sheet
consisting of 4 peptides and one sheet consisting of three peptides. The other peptides in the
fibril are position restrained (backbone atoms only) in order to provide a stable fibril template
to the detaching peptide [192]. Pulling was done on the centre of mass (com) of the backbone
atoms of SH1P1 with respect to the com of the backbone atoms of the remaining peptides in
the fibril. Twenty individual SMD trajectories (3.5 ns per trajectory) were generated in order to
calculate the PMF for removing one peptide from the fibril. The PMF was calculated according
to Jarzynski’s relation as explained in chapter 2. One of the SMD trajectories was used as the
initial trajectory for the TPS simulations. The TPS simulations use the same system settings as
the SMD simulations.

VMD [172] was used to visualise structures and trajectories.

7.3 Results and Discussion

7.3.1 Simulating the Locked State

After constructing the fibril from the crystal structure, a 50 ns MD simulation was performed to
test the stability of the fibril and obtain order parameters for the locked state. One would expect
the C-terminal part of the β-sheets to be more stable than the N-terminal part, because at low
pH, the N-termini are positively charged resulting in a repulsive interaction that destabilises the
β-sheet structure at the N-terminus. Protonation of the C-terminus, on the other hand, results
in neutral C-termini and enhances the stability on this side of the sheets as an extra hydrogen
bond possibility is introduced. The stability of C-terminal side of the fibrils is futher enhanced
by π − π-stacking of the Tyr sidechains of neighbouring peptides as can be seen in Fig. 7.2. As
the fibril belongs to class 1 (see chapter 1 [35]), the contribution of the steric zipper interactions
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Figure 7.2: Fibril structure and stability. The top window shows the average root mean square fluctu-
ations per residue for the eight peptides. Crosses indicate the four peptides on the outsides
of the sheets, plusses indicate the central four peptides. Below are a side and top view of
the fibril are shown (Leu=pink, Val=brown, Glu=grey, Ala=blue, Tyr=green). The backbones
are shown in cartoon representation, sidechains in licorice representation. It can be seen that
each sheet of the fibril is held together by backbone hydrogen bonds and π − π stacking of
the Tyr sidechains (green). A hydrogen bond is present when donor and acceptor are within
0.35 nm and the N-H-O angle is larger than 150◦. The side view shows the steric zipper. The
Glu sidechains (grey) in the center of the peptides hydrogen bond to peptides of the opposite
sheet. The structure is futher stabilised by hydrophobic interactions, most notably between
the Leu residues (pink)

to the stability is equal for both sides. Indeed fluctuations in the backbone RMSD seem to result
mainly from temporary loss in β-sheet structure for the N-terminal two residues of the peptides
in both sheets. Loss in β-sheet content is most pronounced for the four peptides on the outsides
of the fibril (indicated by crosses in Fig. 7.2). In our 50 ns simulation, loss of structure hardly
ever propagated beyond the terminal two residues on either side. The protonated Glu sidechain
is located between the two sheets and holds them together by hydrogen bonding to the Ala
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backbone oxygen of a peptide in the opposite sheet.

7.3.2 Steered MD Simulations

Pulling one peptide (SH1P1) away from the fibril by increasing the centre of mass (com) distance
along the fibril axis in 20 SMD simulations results in a PMF as shown in Fig. 7.3. At a com
distance of approximately 1.2 nm all interactions between the peptide and the fibril are broken
and the peptide is fully solvated. Here, the PMF levels off to 110 kJ/mol. Hence, detachment
of a peptide from the fibril costs approximately 15 kJ/mol (6 kBT ) per residue. The shape of
our PMF resembles those observed for similar systems [204] and the differences in free energy
cost of several kBT may arise from sequence or force field differences. The SMD trajectories
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Figure 7.3: The top panel shows the PMF obtained from 20 SMD simulations. Below, the start and end
configurations of one of the SMD simulations are shown. We start from a configuration where
the peptide is fully attached to the fibril and end with a fully solvated peptide, correspond-
ing to a com distance of 1.2 nm or larger. The free energy difference between these states is
approximately 110 kJ/mol.

show that in 17 out of 20 cases the N-terminal contacts are indeed the first to be broken. Once
the first contact has been broken, further interactions are lost by breaking of the next hydrogen
bond along the peptide chain. In 3 out of 20 cases, the C-terminal contacts are the first to be
broken. These results indicate that the most likely docked state is a state where the two C-
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OP Amin Amax Bmin Bmax
dE3E 0.0 0.6 1.0 (1.2) 10 (10)
dA4A 0.0 0.6 1.0 (1.2) 10 (10)
dL5L 0.0 0.6 1.0 (1.2) 10 (10)
nr. hbonds SH1P1-SH1P2 5 7 0 (-) 1 (-)
dmin SH1P1-SH2P1 - - - (0.8) - (10)

Table 7.1: Stable state definitions for the locking TPS simulation. Between brackets is given the definition
of the solvated state of the first attempted TPS simulations aiming to sample path connecting
the locked and fully solvated states. All distances are in nm.

terminal residues (L7 and Y 6) of the attaching peptide are interacting with these same residues
in the sheet it is attaching to.

In principle, it would be interesting to analyse the free energy landscape of this reaction in
more detail using umbrella sampling or replica exchange umbrella sampling [205]. However,
the way the umbrella sampling routines in GROMACS are defined, pulling (and umbrella sam-
pling) is always performed along a vector instead of a true distance. In the case of an umbrella
sampling simulation and even more so in case of replica exchange umbrella sampling simula-
tion (where conformations of neigbouring umbrella windows are swapped in a replica exchange
routine) this definition of the order parameter becomes problematic. As only the distance along
the z-axis is taken into account, conformations with various distances along the x- and y-axes
are allowed in the umbrella window defined as “attached to the fibril”, while the peptide may
in fact be far away from the fibril. While it is possible to avoid this problem [205], here we will
focus on the dynamical process incorporating a new peptide into the fibril using TPS simula-
tions.

7.3.3 TPS Simulations of Incorporation of Peptide Monomers into the Fibril

To investigate the mechanism of fibril growth through the incorporation of peptide monomers
we use transition path sampling (TPS) [152]. TPS samples the ensemble of paths connecting
two predefined stable states A and B by performing a Monte Carlo random walk through path
space. Order parameters are only needed to define the stable states and the paths themselves
are dynamically unbiased, in contrast to paths obtained with e.g. SMD or metadynamics. The
TPS simulation needs to be bootstrapped with an initial path. One way to obtain such a path is
to generate it using SMD. From this initial path new trial paths are generated using a shooting
algorithm. We use the stochastic, flexible pathlength version of the shooting algorithm, previ-
ously shown to work well for protein simulations [155, 156]. Note that the paths are truly time
reversible, so that the A → B trajectories are identical to reversed B → A trajectories. The
velocity-rescale thermostat [203] ensures the stochastic nature of the MD trajectories. Using the
stochastic shooting algorithm allows shooting in one direction, forward or backward, and has
an increased acceptance ratio compared to a deterministic shooting algorithm [154]. For a more
extensive description of TPS we refer to chapter 2.

The SMD simulations indicated that detachment starting from the N-terminus is the most
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common path from a locked to a solvated state. Therefore we used one of the 17 trajectories
showing this behaviour as our initial path. As the PMF resulting from the SMD simulations did
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Figure 7.4: Addition of solvated peptide monomer to the fibril. A fully solvated peptide can attach to
the fibril in various ways. Proper docking ensures correct alignment of the peptide monomer
with the fibril. Otherwise, various misaligned states can be encountered.

not show any sign of an intermediate metastable docked state, we first attempted TPS simula-
tions connecting the locked state (A) and the fully solvated state (B) (see Fig. 7.3). The locked
state is defined by the native contacts of the core residues dE3E, dA4A and dL5L, and as having
a minimum of 5 hydrogen bonds formed between peptides SH1P1 and SH1P2. A native contact
is defined as a Cα distance smaller than 0.6 nm. A hydrogen bond is formed when the donor
and acceptor are within 0.35 nm and the N-H-O angle is larger than 150◦. In the fully solvated
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state, the distances of the core native contacts should be larger than 1.2 nm and the minimum
distance between SH1P1 and SH2P1 should be larger than 0.8 nm. An overview of the stable
state definitions is given in Tab. 7.1.

When we attempted a TPS simulation connecting the locked and the solvated states, it turned
out that acceptance ratio was extremely low. When shooting backward from (close to) the sol-
vated state, paths do get stuck in an intermediate state where L7 and Y 6 of peptides SH1P1 and
SH1P2 are in contact. This intermediate is similar in nature to the docked state suggested by the
majority of the SMD trajectories, although this docked state did not show up as a minimum in
the PMF. Moreover, several misfolded states are encountered. These misfolded states include
conformations with a register shift (most frequent) as well as conformations where the peptide
attaches in an anti-parallel instead of parallel fashion (see Fig. 7.4). While these mis-aligned
conformations clearly have not maximised the number of backbone hydrogen bonds or min-
imised their exposed hydrophobic surface, they are relatively stable. The fact that the system
will spend a relatively long time in these metastable traps and has to return to the solvated state
PS increases the observed docking time τD. The observation of these misaligned states suggests
that docking is important for proper alignment of the peptide with the fibril.
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of pathlengths of the accepted paths.

To avoid getting stuck in either the misaligned states or the metastable docked state we will
focus on locking of the peptide from the docked state, which is generally thought to be the rate
limiting step [60,193]. To do so, we redefine stable state B to include, besides the solvated state,
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also the docked state. The system has now reached state B when the distances of the core native
contacts (dE3E, dA4A and dL5L) are larger than 1.0 nm. The stable state definitions are also
summarised in Tab. 7.1. Again, we stress that the labels A and B are entirely interchangable
as TPS samples the reversible process A ⇀↽ B. This new definition of state B is more flexible
compared to the first TPS simulation and includes both docked and fully solvated states. Note
that this definition allows for paths that do not visit the docked state provided that the core
native contacts are no longer present. However, we did not observe such paths.
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Figure 7.6: Three of the decorrelated paths shown for two different conbinations of order parameters.
Both plots indicate that there are two ways of going from state A to B.

Ten independent TPS simulations were performed based on the same steered MD trajectory.
A list of all order parameters monitored during the TPS simulations is given in Tab. 7.3 at the
end of this chapter. From our TPS simulations we obtain 380 accepted paths (acceptance ratio
of 32%) and 25 decorrelated paths (paths that have lost all memory of their initial path). The
average path length is 906 ps and the aggregate simulation time is 0.75 µs. The distribution of
the path lengths shown in Fig. 7.5 has a Poissonian shape characteristic for a stochastic process.

Looking at the trees from the TPS simulations, for example the one in Fig. 7.7, it is clear
that backward accepted paths are much more frequent than forward accepted paths (approxi-
mately 5:1 backward accepted to forward accepted). This is a consequence of using the one way
shooting algorithm in combination with a free energy landscape in which the transition state is
located close to the final state and/or the presence of metastable states as sketched for example
in Fig. 7.9.

The 25 decorrelated paths seem to follow two routes for going from state A to B or vice versa.
In Fig. 7.6 three representative trajectories have been plotted for different combinations of order
parameters. All trajectories start in a state with all backbone hydrogen bonds formed. In this
state a hydrogen bond between the Ala backbone oxygen of SH1P1 and the Glu sidechain of
SH2P1 is present and the Glu sidechain of SH1P1 is oriented towards SH2P1. All trajectories
end in a conformation where SH1P1 and SH1P2 are interacting through L7 only. In this state the
hydrogen bond distance dYoLn (see Tab. 7.3) is usually below 0.35 nm, indicative of a formed
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Figure 7.7: Representative shooting tree of a TPS simulation [153]. The blue line indicates the initial
trajectory. Green lines indicate backward accepted runs, red lines indicate forward accepted
runs. Vertical lines indicate the shooting points. The length of the lines is proportional to
the simulation time. Compared to the accepted backward paths, accepted forward paths are
scarce. This is due to the use of a one-way shooting algorithm in combination with an asy-
metric free energy landscape.

hydrogen bond. In trajectories following route 1 (left in Fig. 7.8) the Glu sidechain from SH1P1
remains oriented towards SH2P1 while hydrogen bonds between SH1P1 and SH1P2 are broken.
Once the sidechain changes orientation, the peptide can go to the docked state. In trajectories
following the other route (right in Fig. 7.8) the Glu sidechain changes orientation before breaking
of the core hydrogen bonds. Regardless of the route followed, the trajectories spend a relatively
long time sampling a region close to stateA. This region is most likely a metastable intermediate
state as indicated in Fig. 7.9.

7.3.3.1 Reaction Coordinates and the Transition State Ensemble

From transition path theory it follows that a good reaction coordinate can predict the commit-
ment probability (committor or p-fold) of a conformation to the final or initial state [206, 207].
Once such a reaction coordinate is identified, the transition state(s) can be identified as a transi-
tion state should have equal commitment probability to the initial and final states.

Although there are various methods to perform committor analysis, we use the likelihood
maximisation (LM) method developed by Peters et al. [157, 158]. The advantage of LM over
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Figure 7.8: Snapshots from two decorrelated paths following different routes from state A to B. The
left route shows that the Glu sidechain from SH1P1 remains oriented towards SH2P1 while
hydrogen bonds between SH1P1 and SH1P2 are broken (TSa). In a next step the Glu sidechain
becomes fully solvated followed by transition to state B. The other possibility is for the Glu
sidechain to change orientation before breaking of the core hydrogen bonds (TSb).

other methods is that it only requires data from the TPS simulation. A description of the LM
approach can be found in chapter 2.

We use all 555 backward shooting points for LM and tested all possible linear combinations
of up to three order parameters. For this set of shooting points adding more parameters to the
reaction coordinate is only significant is δLmin = 3.159.

Table 7.2 lists the reaction coordinates identified by LM analysis. Going from 1 to 2 order
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Figure 7.9: Sketch of the shape of the FE landscape causing the unbalance in forward and backward
accepted paths as observed in our TPS simulation. The locked and docked states are indicated
as well as the transition state (TS). The dotted line extends the FE landscape to include the
solvated state.

n lnL reaction coordinate
1 -347.4 1.924 - 2.014 ×dE3E
2 -345.1 1.912 - 0.387 ×Shbd− 0.7332× dGlu1.3A2.4
3 -343.2 -1.037 - 0.402 ×Shbd+ 4.266×Rg1− 0.672× dGlu1.3A2.4

Table 7.2: Reaction coordinates predicted by LM analysis.

parameters to describe the reaction coordinate (RC) does not improve the reaction coordinate
significantly (δL < 3.159). The LM analysis allows for a prediction of the transition state en-
semble (TSE) as structures belonging to the TSE should have an r ≈ 0. Note that while the
predicted TSE could be tested by committor analysis, this is computationally expensive and we
did not perform such tests. We extracted structures belonging to the predicted TSE for RC1 and
RC2. In Fig. 7.10 the TSEs are plotted on the path densities for a certain combination of order
parameters. The path density plots show the number of paths passing though a certain point.
Comparing the top and bottom two graphs, it can be seen that the TSEs obtained for RC1 and
RC2 are similar in nature.

The predicted TSEs extracted for both RC1 and RC2 show structures similar to those pre-
sented in Fig. 7.8 TSa and TSb. All structures have lost the native contacts of the N-terminal
3 residues (L1, V2, E3). The hydrogen bond between the Glu sidechain of SH2P1 and the Ala
backbone of SH1P1 is broken. The transition state ensemble extracted for RC2 seems to indicate
two different transition state regions. The main difference between the two subensembles is in
the orientation of the Glu sidechain of SH1P1. This sidechain can remain oriented towards the
lower sheet while the backbone hydrogens between A4 and L5 of SH1P1 and SH1P2 are broken.
Otherwise, it can be solvated in which case the backbone hydrogen bonds are still intact. As
only one order parameter is used to describe RC1, no clear separation between the two ensem-
bles can be observed in the TSE extracted for RC1. Thus, intuatively RC2 would seem the best
reaction coordinate even though the statistical significancy threshold was not reached in the LM
analysis.
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Figure 7.10: Path densities and transition state ensemble. The top two path density plots show the tran-
sition state ensemble identified using reaction coordinate 1, whereas the bottom two path
density plots show the transition state ensemble identified for reaction coordinate 2.

7.4 Conclusions

Based on the TPS simulations presented in this chapter, we propose the following mechanism
for the incorporation of a peptide monomer to a fibril of LV EALY L (see Figures 7.4 and 7.8).
In the first step the peptide docks by forming contacts between the C-terminal Leu and Tyr and
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the corresponding residues in the fibril. After docking, the peptide has to change conformation
to commensurate the fibril template. To do so, two routes can be followed (Fig. 7.8). The locking
peptide can first form most of its backbone hydrogen bonds. In this case, the last step is orienting
the Glu sidechain of the locking peptide towards the interface between the sheets after which the
final backbone hydrogen bond can be formed. Otherwise, the orientation of the Glu sidechain
can change before the formation of the backbone hydrogen bonds.

Our initial TPS simulation trying to connect the locked and solvated state shows that the
docked state is an intermediate state even though it was not identified as such by our steered
MD simulations. The occurance of metastable misaligned states in this TPS simulation indicates
that docking is important in order to properly align the peptide with the fibril template.

We have shown that TPS can be used to gain new insight into amyloid fibril formation of
the LVEALYL heptapeptide. Upto now, insights into the dock-lock mechanism came from much
more computationally expensive straightforward MD simulations [61,192]. The observation that
docking is important for proper alignment of the peptide with the fibril probably also holds for
most other short, amyloid-forming peptides. The process of locking is more sequence specific
and it would be interesting to compare various of these systems in order to gain a more general
insight into interactions important in locking.

Future work on this system could focus on the rate constants for the dock-lock transition
and the relative abundance of the paths. Also, the evaluation of non-linear reaction coordinates
could be of interest.
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OP name Description
dL1L Cα distance SH1P1L1-SH1P2L1
dV2V Cα distance SH1P1V2-SH1P2V2
dE3E Cα distance SH1P1E3-SH1P2E3
dA4A Cα distance SH1P1A4-SH1P2A4
dL5L Cα distance SH1P1L5-SH1P2L5
dY6Y Cα distance SH1P1Y6-SH1P2Y6
dL7L Cα distance SH1P1L7-SH1P2L7
dCZYY CZ distance SH1P1Y6-SH1P2Y6
dVoEn Hydrogen bond distance SH1P1V2(O)-SH1P2E3(N)
dAnEo Hydrogen bond distance SH1P1A4(N)-SH1P2E3(O)
dAoLn Hydrogen bond distance SH1P1A4(O)-SH1P2L5(N)
dYnLo Hydrogen bond distance SH1P1Y6(N)-SH1P2L5(O)
dYoLn Hydrogen bond distance SH1P1Y6(O)-SH1P2L7(N)
Snhb Sum of the above described 5 hydrogen bond distances
nhbond number of hydrogen bonds between SH1P1 and SH1P2
dmin minimum distance between SH1P1 and SH2P1
Rg1 Radius of gyration op SH1P1 (full peptide)
sas Solvent accessible surface area fibril
dGlu2.3A1.4 Hydrogen bond distance SH1P1A4(O)-SH2P1E(sidechain)
dGlu1.3A2.4 Hydrogen bond distance SH1P1E(sidechain)-SH2P1A(O)
rmsd1 Root mean square deviation SH1P1 (backbone)
dihNE3NA4 Backbone dihedral NE3-Cα-C-NA4

dihNA4NL5 Backbone dihedral NA4-Cα-C-NL5

dihNL5NY6 Backbone dihedral NL5-Cα-C-NY 6

dCZL1L5 Hydrophobic contact distance (Cγ) SH1P1L1-SH2P1L5
dCZL1L7 Hydrophobic contact distance (Cγ) SH1P1L1-SH2P1L7
dCZL1L1 Hydrophobic contact distance (Cγ) SH1P1L1-SH1P2L1
dCZL5L1 Hydrophobic contact distance (Cγ) SH1P1L5-SH2P1L1
dCZL5L5 Hydrophobic contact distance (Cγ) SH1P1L5-SH1P2L5
dCZL7L1 Hydrophobic contact distance (Cγ) SH1P1L7-SH2P1L1
dCZL7L7 Hydrophobic contact distance (Cγ) SH1P1L7-SH1P2L7

Table 7.3: Overview of the order parameters monitored during the TPS simulations.
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Summary

Amyloid-like fibrils are long, insoluble threads of protein. The fibrils typically consist of two to
six protofilaments, each two to five nm in diameter, twisting together to form rope-like fibrils
with a length of several tens of nanometers [36, 37]. In each protofilament, the proteins or pep-
tides form β-strands running perpendicular to the fibril axis. The formation of amyloid-like fib-
rils is related to the process of protein folding [49]. Protein folding is often discussed in terms of
a free energy landscape in which minima represent stable or metastable structures. The free en-
ergy landscape for a given polypeptide sequence depends largely on the environment. Changes
in polypeptide concentration, pH, salt concentration, temperature etc. affect the landscape sig-
nificantly and can shift the free energy minimum towards the fibril state as was proposed by
Astbury [48]. The kinetics of fibril formation is generally thought of as a nucleation-and-growth
process. The nucleation step involves the formation of a small, energetically unfavourable ag-
gregate usually called a nucleus or seed. Once this nucleus is formed, fibril growth proceeds
downhill.

While amyloid-like fibrils are most famous for their implication in disease (e.g. Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, prion diseases), many examples of functional amyloid fibrils exist [12,20,21]. More-
over, peptides forming amyloid-like fibrils have received a lot of attention as potential building
blocks for nanomaterials [4–6]. Amyloid-like fibrils are biocompatible and biodegradable, ex-
tremely strong [7] and they form through self-assembly of their peptide-based building blocks.
The self-assembly behaviour of these peptides is remarkably robust for modifications of the
building blocks, enabling the design of smart, functionalised materials. Moreover, the building
blocks can be modified to induce environmental sensitivity. This way, self-assembly will only
happen in response to an environmental trigger (pH, temperature) and/or the self-assembled
structure disassembles as a result of a change in environment. Potential applications for these
materials include self-healing coatings, tissue engineering, generation and degradation of scaf-
folds for cellular growth, drug delivery and controlled drug release [2, 5].

In order to facilitate the design of such nanomaterials, a detailed understanding of the physico-
chemical processes underlying the self-assembling behaviour is crucial. In this thesis we em-
ployed computer simulations to study folding and assembly of fibril-forming peptides at atomistic-
to-molecular scale. Although computer power keeps increasing every year, at this time com-
puter simulations are still limited to systems of up to one million particles for several hundreds
of ns. Hence it is simply not feasible to simulate certain processes at full-atom resolution and
therefore a particular system with its corresponding length- and time scale has a natural de-
scription level, going from very detailed (full-atom) for small systems to highly coarse-grained
for large systems.
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As fibrils are hierarchical structures covering a range of scales going from peptides (≈ 2 nm),
oligomers (≈ 1-10 nm) to fibrils (≈ 1 to 100 µm) a multiscale modelling approach [73] is essential
to elucidate key processes at different stages during fibril formation. Multiscale modelling can
be either concurrent or hierarchical. While in concurrent multiscale modelling two levels of
description are coupled in one simulation, we have limited ourselves to hierarchical multiscale
modelling in which each level is simulated individually. The results at the different levels can
subsequently be integrated into one coherent picture.

Apart from changing the description level, it is possible to reach longer timescales for a cer-
tain system size and description level through the combination with rare event methods. In a
computer simulation, going from one stable state in the free energy landscape to the another
can be considered a rare event: most of the simulation time will be spent sampling the (meta-
)stable states and crossings are few and far-between. Over the past decades, many techniques
have been developed to overcome sampling issues arising from limited simulation time. In this
thesis we have used replica exchange MD (REMD), steered MD (SMD), umbrella sampling and
transition path sampling (TPS) in combination with both all-atom and coarse-grained simula-
tions.

Chapters 3-6 of this thesis focus on elucidating folding and self-assembly of silk-based block
copolymers. These block copolymers consist of a hydrophobic, silk-based block of (Gly −
Ala)3Gly − Glu repeats flanked by hydrophilic outer blocks (C-blocks) and form fibrils from
solution upon a pH trigger [70, 71]. Where possible we tried to compare our simulation results
to experiments done on the silk-based block copolymer as described by Martens et al. [71].

As a first step towards understanding fibril formation of these block copolymers we pre-
dicted the structure of the silk-based block in water under fibril-forming conditions (low pH).
The experimental silk-based block consists of almost 400 amino acids and is thus too large to
simulate at full atomistic resolution. As the silk-based block is highly repetitive, we studied
smaller, but representative parts. To obtain a better understanding of possible stable secondary
structures in water, we simulated two β-hairpins based on existing structures (PDB 1SLK and
2SLK) [165]. One of these hairpins unfolded completely, while the other hairpin rearranged
and the resulting “twisted” hairpin remained stable for the rest of the simulation. Based on
these results a model was constructed for the silk-based block, which is very similar to the β-roll
motif [175]. This β-roll is in good agreement with the fibril dimensions as measured in AFM
and SAXS experiments [71] and may explain the CD spectra obtained in water. To explore the
conformational space of the silk-based block, REMD simulations [131] were performed. These
simulations indicate that the β-roll is indeed very stable in water.

When the silk-based block copolymers are solvated in methanol instead of in water, pH-
triggered fibril formation has also been observed [70]. Experiments have indicated that the
structure of the silk-based blocks in these fibrils is most likely to be an anti-parallel β-sheet
[70, 159, 160]. Moreover, these fibrils are unstable in water [164]. To elucidate the solvent-
dependency of the molecular conformation of the silk-based block REMD simulations of a stack
of two antiparallel β-sheets solvated in water or methanol were performed. A β-roll and a flat,
anti-parallel β-sheet can interconvert via a transformation resembling that of an accordeon pleat.
In agreement with the experimental evidence, these simulations indicate that in water the β-roll
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is the most stable structure whereas in methanol an anti-parallel structure is preferred.

All-atom simulations will not allow a study of the self-assembly behaviour of the silk-based
block copolymers. Hence, we have developed a coarse-grained model to describe our polymers.
Our model is based on earlier models developed in the Head-Gordon [104] and Thirumalai [105]
groups. Each amino acid is modelled by one representative bead, located at theCα position. The
solvent is not taken into account explicitly. First, we optimise our model for the silk-based block,
with all-atom simulations as a reference. Compared to the HG-model [104], a new description
for the dihedral angles of the turn residues are introduced. Besides, the long-ranged interac-
tions, described by a Lennard-Jones potential, had to be shifted to avoid unphysical attraction
between non-neighbouring β-strands. Subsequently, the unknown strength of the non-bonded
interactions between the beads is optimised by computing the PMF for unfolding of one outer
strand of a β-roll using SMD simulations in combination with Jarzynski’s equality [139,141,142].
The model was subsequently extended to include a description for the hydrophilic C-blocks.

Compared to an all-atom force field, this coarse-grained model reduces the number of par-
ticles to simulate by approximately two orders of magnitude. While the model cannot capture
all equilibrium quantities we have shown that several important properties can be reproduced,
such as the radius of gyration of the C-block and the persistence length of the fibril.

In order to obtain insight into the exact mechanism of self-assembly we then employed
a multiscale modelling approach in combination with rare event simulations. Possible self-
assembly mechanisms for the silk-based blocks were assessed at full-atom resolution by forcing
this block to behave according to a certain mechanism in an artificially fast manner using SMD
simulations. From the SMD results an equilibrium PMF can be obtained using Jarzynski’s equal-
ity [139]. This facilitates comparing various mechanisms. The coarse-grained model is used to
obtain a better understanding of the role of the hydrophilic C-blocks flanking the silk-based
block.

Our all-atom simulations indicate that a polypeptide prefolded into a β-roll docks at the
growing end of a fibril through the formation of Glu-Glu sidechain contacts. Subsequently it
can slide to an optimal position before water is expelled and a dry interface between the attach-
ing β-roll and the growing fibril end is formed. A mechanism where an unfolded polypeptide
attaches to the fibril and uses it as a template to fold into a β-roll is highly unlikely due to the
high cost of correcting for mismatched rolls. The main role of the C-blocks is in limiting random
aggregation of the silk-based block. Moreover, they play a role in pre-aligning the silk-based
blocks such that their mismatch is minimised and regular fibrils are formed.

In the last chapter on the silk-based block copolymers we employed a lattice model [188]
to study the interplay between folding and assembly. Because of its highly coarse-grained na-
ture, the lattice model allowed us to simulate the entire folding and assembly process starting
from two unfolded polypeptides. We investigated how the morphology of the assembled struc-
tures depends on the temperature, alanine-solvent interaction and the presence of hydrophilic
flanks. We showed that strong hydrophobicity (strong alanine-solvent repulsion) results in mis-
folded, intertwined aggregates whereas weak hydrophobicity results in structures where two
peptides align instead of stack. For low to intermediate hydrophobicity the folding temperature
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is higher than the aggregation temperature suggesting that upon quenching the temperature
folding precedes assembly. Small hydrophilic flanks attached to the termini of the silk-based
peptide regulate self-assembly.

In the last chapter the dynamical process of attaching new peptide monomers to a growing
amyloid fibril was studied. We focussed on the LV EALY L heptapeptide, which is part of the
peptide hormone insulin. This heptapeptide was identified as the main amyloidogenic region of
insulin [200], which forms fibrils under certain conditions. The dynamics of this process is not
well understood, but involves docking of the attaching peptide to the growing fibril followed by
locking into its correct position [61, 192]. Small peptides are often studied as representatives for
their full-length counterparts, but they are also attractive building blocks for amyloid-inspired
biomaterials [4, 5]. As the system is relatively small - eight peptides of seven amino acids each -
it can be studied using a full-atom description. Using TPS [152], we showed that there are two
possible routes for a docked peptide to attach fully to the fibril. Both involve the formation of
backbone hydrogen bonds between the attaching peptide and the fibril and a change of orien-
tation of the central Glu sidechain of the attching peptide but the routes differ in the order in
which these key steps take place.
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Samenvatting

Amyloidachtige fibrillen zijn lange, niet-oplosbare eiwitdraden. De fibrillen bestaan doorgaans
uit twee tot zes protofilamenten - ieder twee tot vijf nanometer in diameter - die in elkaar
gedraaid zitten, met touwachtige fibrillen van tientallen nanometers lang als resultaat [36, 37].
Ieder protofilament is opgebouwd uit peptiden of eiwitten die een β-strand conformatie hebben
aangenomen. De strands zijn loodrecht georienteerd ten opzichte van de fibrilas. Het vor-
men van amyloid-achtige fibrillen maakt deel uit van het proces van eiwitvouwing [49]. Ei-
witvouwing wordt vaak gevisualiseerd als een vrije energie landschap waar minima stabiele
of metastabiele structuren representeren. Het vrije energie landschap van een bepaalde eiwit-
sequentie is in grote mate afhankelijk van omgevingsfactoren. Astbury toonde al in de jaren
’30 aan dat veranderingen in de eiwitconcentratie, pH, zoutconcentratie, temperatuur etc. grote
effecten kunnen hebben op het landschap en het evenwicht kunnen verschuiven naar een fib-
riltoestand [48]. De kinetiek van fibrilvorming wordt gewoonlijk gezien als een nucleatie-en-
groei mechanisme. Tijdens de nucleatiestap wordt een klein, energetisch ongunstig aggregaat
gevormd: de nucleus of kiem. Zodra de kiem gevormd is, is fibrilgroei een bergafwaarts proces.

Hoewel amyloidachtige fibrillen vooral bekend zijn vanwege hun rol in neurodegeneratieve
ziektes (bv. Alzheimer, Parkinson, BSE) zijn er ook veel voorbeelden van functionele amy-
loidachtige fibrillen [12, 20, 21]. Daarnaast staan peptiden die zulke fibrillen vormen de laatste
tijd in de belangstelling als potentiële bouwstenen voor nanomaterialen [4–6]. Amyloidachtige
fibrillen bestaan uit biologische materialen en zijn biologisch afbreekbaar. Daarnaast zijn ze
extreem sterk en vormen ze door zelfassemblage van de peptidebouwstenen. Het zelfassem-
blage gedrag van de peptides is bijzonder robuust waardoor de bouwstenen zodanig veranderd
kunnen worden dat zogenaamde slimme, gefunctionaliseerde materialen ontwikkeld kunnen
worden. Zodoende wordt zelfassemblage gecontroleerd door omgevingsfactoren (pH, temper-
atuur). Mogelijke toepassingen voor zulke materialen zijn bijvoorbeeld zelfhelende coatings,
weefselkweek en gecontroleerde medicijnlevering [2, 5].

Om de ontwikkeling van dergelijke nanomaterialen te faciliteren is het essentieel de details
van de fysisch-chemische processen die het zelfassemblageproces bepalen goed te begrijpen. In
dit proefschrift hebben we computersimulaties gebruikt om de vouwings- en zelfassemblage-
processen van fibrilvormende peptides te bestuderen op atomistische tot moleculaire schaal.
Alhoewel computerkracht ieder jaar toeneemt, zijn computersimulaties nu nog beperkt tot sys-
temen van enkele honderdduizenden deeltjes voor tijden in de orde van honderd nanoseconden.
Daardoor is het niet haalbaar om bepaalde processen met atomistische resolutie te simuleren en
heeft een bepaald systeem - met bijbehorende tijd- en lengteschalen - een natuurlijk omschri-
jvingsniveau dat van zeer gedetailleerd (atomistisch) voor kleine systemen tot zeer grof voor
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grote systemen loopt.
Aangezien fibrillen hierarchische structuren zijn die verschillende schalen overbruggen - van

peptiden (≈ 2nm), via oligomeren (≈ 1-10 nm) tot fibrillen (≈ 1-100µm) - is het essentieel om een
multischaal-modelleerstrategie te gebruiken om inzicht te krijgen in de sleutelprocessen tijdens
verschillende stappen van het fibrilvormingsproces [73]. Multischaal-modelleren kan zowel
gelijktijdig als hiërarchisch. In een gelijktijdige aanpak worden twee omschrijvingsniveaus
gekoppeld in een simulatie. Wij hebben echter gekozen voor een hierarchische aanpak waar
verschillende niveaus individueel worden gesimuleerd. De resultaten verkregen voor de ver-
schillende niveaus kunnen dan gecombineerd worden tot een coherent beeld.

Naast het aanpassen van het omschrijvingsniveau is het ook mogelijk om langere tijdschalen
te bereiken voor een bepaald systeem met een bepaald omschrijvingsniveau door combinatie
met zogenaamde “zeldzame-gebeurtenis” methoden. In een computersimulatie is de transitie
van een stabiele toestand in het vrije energie landschap naar een andere stabiele toestand een
zeldzame gebeurtenis. In de afgelopen jaren zijn er veel technieken ontwikkeld om dit prob-
leem, dat voortkomt uit gelimiteerde simulatietijd, te omzeilen. In dit proefschrift hebben we
replica exchange MD (REMD), steered MD (SMD), umbrella sampling en transition path sam-
pling (TPS) gebruikt in combinatie met atomistische of grove modellen.

Hoofdstukken 3 tot 6 van dit proefschrift zijn gericht op het begrijpen van de vouwing en
zelf-assemblage van een op zijde gebaseerd blokcopolymeer dat bestaat uit een hydrofoob, op
zijde gebaseerd blok met ((Gly − Ala)3Gly −Glu) repeats geflankeerd door hydrofiele blokken
(C-blokken). Deze blokcopolymeren vormen fibrillen uit oplossing als gevolg van een pH trig-
ger [70,71]. Waar mogelijk vergelijken we onze simulatieresultaten met experimenteel werk aan
het systeem zoals beschreven door Martens et al. [71].

Als een eerste stap bij het begrijpen van fibrilvorming van deze blokcopolymeren hebben
we de structuur van het zijdeblok onder fibrilvormende condities (lage pH) voorspeld. Het
experimentele zijde blok bestaat uit bijna 400 aminozuren en is daarmee veel te groot om met
atomistische resolutie te simuleren. Aangezien dit blok zeer repetitief is, hebben we kleinere,
representatieve blokjes bestudeerd. Om meer inzicht te krijgen in mogelijk stabiele structuren
in water hebben we twee β-hairpins, gebaseerd op structuren uit de PDB (1SLK en 2SLK [165])
bestudeerd. Een van deze hairpins ontvouwde volledig binnen enkele ns, maar de andere ve-
randerde van structuur tot een “twisted hairpin” die gedurende de rest van de simulatie stabiel
bleef. Gebaseerd op deze resultaten werd een model opgesteld voor het zijdeblok. Ons model
is zeer vergelijkbaar met een eerder ontdekt β-roll motief [175] en we noemen het dan ook een
β-roll. De maten van deze structuur komen goed overeen met de fibrildimensies zoals gemeten
met SAXS en AFM en de structuur zou ook de gemeten CD spectra kunnen verklaren [71]. Om
de conformatieruimte van het zijdeblok te verkennen zijn REMD simulaties [131] uitgevoerd.
Deze toonden aan dat de β-roll erg stabiel is in water.

Eerdere studies waar zijdegebaseerde blokcopolymeren fibrillen vormen vanuit methanol
in plaats van vanuit water, hebben laten zien dat het zijdeblok waarschijnlijk een antiparallele
β-sheet vormt [70, 159, 160]. Deze fibrillen zijn niet stabiel in water [164]. Om de oplosmid-
delafhankelijkheid van de moleculaire structuur van het zijdeblok te bestuderen hebben we
REMD-simulaties uitgevoerd met als startstructuur een stapel van twee antiparallele β-sheets
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opgelost in methanol of in water. Een β-roll en een antiparallele β-sheet kunnen in elkaar over-
gaan via een accordeonachtige transitie. Zoals verwacht op basis van de experimentele bewijzen
laten onze simulaties zien dat in water de β-roll het meest stabiel is terwijl in methanol een an-
tiparallele β-sheet geprefereerd wordt.

Simulaties met een atomistisch omschrijvingsniveau kunnen niet gebruikt worden om het
zelfassemblage proces van de zijde-gebaseerde blok copolymeren te bestuderen. Daarom hebben
we een grof model ontwikkeld om de polymeren te beschrijven. Ons model is gebaseerd op
eerdere modellen ontwikkeld in de Head-Gordon [104] en Thirumalai [105] groepen. Ieder
aminozuur wordt gemodelleerd met een representatief deeltje waarvan het centrum samenvalt
met het Cα-atoom. Het oplosmiddel wordt niet expliciet beschreven in het model. Eerst hebben
we het model geoptimaliseerd voor het zijdeblok, waarbij atomistische simulaties als referentie
zijn gebruikt. In vergelijking met het originele HG-model [104] is er een nieuwe omschrijv-
ing nodig voor de dihedrale hoeken van de turn-residuen. Daarnaast moeten de long-ranged
interacties, gemodelleerd door een Lennard-Jones potentiaal, geschoven worden om onfysische
aantrekking tussen niet-naburige strands in de β-roll te voorkomen. Vervolgens is de onbekende
sterkte van de ongebonden interacties tussen de deeltjes geoptimaliseerd door de potentiaal van
de gemiddelde kracht (PMF) voor de ontvouwing van een strand van de roll te bepalen met be-
hulp van SMD simulaties in combinatie met Jarzynski‘s gelijkheid [139, 141, 142]. Het model is
vervolgens uitgebreid met een omschrijving van de hydrofiele C-blokken.

In vergelijking met een atomistisch model reduceert dit grove model het aantal deeltjes dat
gesimuleerd moet worden met twee ordes van grootte. Alhoewel het model niet alle even-
wichtsparameters kan beschrijven, kan het wel verschillende belangrijke eigenschappen repro-
duceren, zoals de gyratiestraal van de hydrofiele blokken en de persistentielengte van de gevor-
mde fibrillen.

Om meer inzicht te krijgen in het exacte mechanisme van zelfassemblage hebben we een
multischaal-modelleer benadering gecombineerd met zeldzame-gebeurtenis simulaties. Mo-
gelijke mechanismen voor de zelfassemblage van de zijdeblokken met atomistische resolutie
zijn vergeleken door dit blok te dwingen via een bepaald mechanisme te bewegen op een ver-
snelde manier met behulp van SMD-simulaties. Met behulp van Jarzynski‘s gelijkheid [139]
kan de evenwichts-PMF voor een bepaald mechanisme bepaald worden op basis van de SMD-
resultaten. Het grove model wordt gebruikt om een beter beeld te verkrijgen van de rol van de
C-blokken die het zijdeblok flankeren.

Onze atomistische simulaties suggereren dat een al gevormde β-roll aanlegt aan het groeiende
eind van een fibril door de vorming van Glu-Glu zijketencontacten. Vervolgens kan het aan-
leggende blok naar een optimalere positie schuiven voordat het water tussen het aanleggende
blok en de fibril verdreven wordt om een droog grensvlak te vormen. Een mechanisme waar een
ongevouwen zijdeblok aanlegt en de fibril als een vouwingstemplate gebruikt is onwaarschijn-
lijk door de hoge kosten om een mismatch tussen de β-rolls te corrigeren. De voornaamste rol
van de C-blokken is het beperken van ongeordende aggregatie van de zijdeblokken. Daarnaast
spelen de C-blokken een rol in het correct uitlijnen van de zijdeblokken, zodanig dat de mis-
match beperkt wordt en regelmatige fibrillen gevormd worden.
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In het laatste hoofdstuk over de zijdegebaseerde blokcopolymeren is een latticemodel [188]
gebruikt om het samenspel tussen vouwing en zelfassemblage te bestuderen. Door de zeer
grove natuur van het lattice model is het met deze benadering mogelijk om het gehele vouwings-
en assemblageproces te simuleren, uitgaande van twee ongevouwen polypeptiden. We hebben
bestudeerd hoe de morfologie van de eindstructuren afhangt van de simulatietemperatuur,
alanine-oplosmiddelinteractie en de aanwezigheid van hydrofiele flanken. We hebben laten
zien dat zeer hydrofobe zijdeblokken (sterke alanine-oplosmiddel afstoting) resulteert in mis-
gevouwen, in elkaar verstrengelde aggregaten. Bij zeer zwak hydrofobe zijdeblokken, zullen
twee zijdeblokken niet stapelen maar naast elkaar gaan liggen. Bij lage tot gemiddelde hydro-
fobiciteit is de vouwingstemperatuur hoger dan de aggregatietemperatuur wat suggereert dat
na quenching van de temperatuur een zijdeblok eerst zal vouwen en daarna pas zal aggregeren.
Korte hydrofiele flanks reguleren het zelfassemblagegedrag van de zijdeblokken.

In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift wordt het dynamische proces van het aanleggen
van een new peptide aan een groeiende amyloidachtige fibril bestudeerd. We hebben ons gericht
op het LV EALY L heptapeptide. Dit peptide was geı̈dentificeerd als de voornaamste amyloido-
gene sequentie in het hormoon insuline wat onder bepaalde condities fibrillen vormt [200]. De
dynamica van dit proces is niet goed begrepen maar bestaat waarschijnlijk uit “docking” van
het aanleggende peptide gevolgd door “locking” in de correcte conformatie [61, 192]. Deze ko-
rte peptiden worden veel bestudeerd als representatieve vervangers voor de corresponderende
volledige eiwitten en zijn bovendien aantrekkelijk als bouwstenen voor amyloidgebaseerde bio-
materialen [4, 5]. Aangezien het systeem relatief klein is - acht peptiden van zeven aminozuren
- is het mogelijk de dynamica van het locking proces met atomistische resolutie te bestud-
eren. Met behulp van TPS [152] hebben we laten dien dat er twee mogelijke routes zijn voor
een gedocked peptide om volledig geı̈ncorporeerd te worden in een fibril. Voor beide routes
speelt het aantal backbonewaterstofbruggen tussen de fibril en het aanleggende peptide en de
heroriëntatie van de Glu-zijketen van het aanleggende peptide een belangrijke rol. De routes
verschillen in de volgorde waarin dit gebeurt.
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